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KITCHENER, Ont. (CP) — 
A 20-year-old Kitchener youth 
received credit' for his drink­
ing ability, but lie was fined 
$125 and costs when he ap­
peared in court Monday.
Assistant Crown attorney 
William Johnston said “if 
there was ever such a thing as­
sn Olympic drinking contest, 
Canada would win the gold 
medal with this man as a 
candidate. His capacity is 
phenomenal.”
Evidence showed John 
Dunn had breath test read­
ings of .23 and .22 per cent 
alcohol (the legal limit is .08) 
after being arrested following 
a traffic accident Nov. 4, yet 
on physical tests he was so 
steady the breath analysis of­
ficer said he would consider 






with mail is either returned to Van- minder to residents who want
At Montreal
MONTREAL (CP) — About 
200 of 350 postal employees 
working the overnight shift at 
the main Montreal post office 
staged a two-hour sit-in early 
today after one employee was 
ordered to leave the building.
c it y couver where it is opened and to mail cards and letters to . A-postal department spokes-
re-addressed or returned to the U.S. or Eastern Canada man said one employee “waspostal staff worker Robert ____
Hubbard sorts the mail of the. sender, except those to 
which- some letters to- Santa Santa who personally picks
are only a small part of in- them up. To ensure properly 
correctly addressed mail ar- addressed letters, include both
a return address and the cor-
tlie deadline is Dec. 8. The not performing his job and 
deadline for letters and cards was asked to leave the build-
riving at the Kelowna Post
Office. Incorrectly addressed rect postage. A second re-
mailed to persons in Kelowna 
is Dec. 17. The final date for 
parcels headed for anywhere
in Canada is Dec. 8.
' (Courier Photo)
ing.”
The 200 employees, members 
of the Canadian Union of Postal
BOMB FACTORY ERROR? Yule Cards
( Workers, sat down inside the 
• [building at 4 a.m., he said.
“About 6 a.m. they decided to 
leave. The police were called to 




BELFAST (Reuter) •— Two 
youths were killed in the Ro­
man Catholic Bogside area of 
Londonderry today when an ex­
plosion wrecked the house they 
were in.
British army sources said the 
building could have been an 
. Irish Republican Army “bomb 
factory," although police were 
unable to say what had caused 
the blast.
The explosion in the Bogside, 
a former IRA stronghold, came
as British troops and 
fought a series of gun 
with raiders along the 






when a rocket hit the police sta­
tion in the town of Belleek, 
•which borders the republic.
Anpthcr rocket and gun at­
tack was launched against the 
police headquarters in the town 
of Strabane. There were no re­
ported casualties.
First reports indicated the at­
tack in Strabane might have 
come from across the border, 
too. But later, security forces- 
said they were not sure where 
the attack originated.
Soon after the second attack, 
an across-border gun battle be­
tween' British troops and gun­
men broke out and reinforce­
ments were called in.
The Belleek police station 
overlooks the border and the 
rocket was fired at near point­
blank range while the station 
was raked with gunfire.
Another Martin Bormann Story
Tells Of Deal With Peron
LONDON (AP) - The Dally 
Express reported today that 
Martin Bonnanu found refuge 
in Argentina in 1948 by paying 
$200 million to then-dictator 
Juan Peron. But a spokesman 
r 1’eron said earlier that Ar­
ina's former ruler knew 
ng about Hitter's wartime 
t.v.
lie Express published the 
second of a five-part scries ol 
articles by spy expert Ladislas 
Farago, who in the first article 
claimed Bormann is still nlivc 
nt the ago of 72 and has been 
living since early October on n
The treasure-currency, 
els, platinum, art works
jew- 
and
gold that was mostly taken 
from the teeth of Nazi concen­
tration camp victims—was de­
posited in four Argentine banks 
under the name of Eva Duarte
Ibargurcn, I’eron's mistress
ranch in northern 
owned by the Krupp 
Wed Germany.
Um maim w.h m-i-ii 
in the (mid ilay-i <>( 
aiti-rw .ml thi n- we 
famed ii’|hit!s that I 
the (t-.th!mi-, iliiil .» । 











Triirlaan Diane Orchard Park Sewage Crisis 
iruueau rians Must Be Reso|vet|, jays Mayor
To Visit U.K
OTTAWA (CP) — Prime Min­
ister Trudeau goes to London 
this weekend for two days of 
talks with British Prime Minis; 
ter Edward Heath which will 
centre largely on Britain’s en­
try into the European Common 
Market.
He will have lunch Monday 
with the Queen at Windsor 
Castle, and likely will return to 
Ottawa Tuesday.
Aides to Mr. Trudeau said to­
day that while other subjects 
will undoubtedly arise, the main 
topic will be the Common Mar­
ket and Canada’s concerns 
about the effects on trading pat­
terns.
“It’s very important that we 
make our views and concerns 
known,” said Peter Roberts, 
press secretary to the prime 
minister. While Britain is com­
mitted to enter the market Jan. 
1, “we would be remiss” if Can­
ada did not take advantage of 
this final opportunity to express 
concerns.
He said, that Mr. Trudeau, 
who twice entertained Mr. 
Heath in Ottawa, had a long­
standing invitation to return a 
visit, and this invitation was re­
newed’ three weeks ago. The 
visit was in the planning stage 
before the Oct, 30 general elec­
tion..
"Mr. Roberts said that other 
possible subjects for discussion 
include the European Security 
Conference in Helsinki, the 
Vietnam peace proposals, the
who became his wife In 1945.
Mrs. 1’cron made a trip to 
Europe in 1917. met Bormann In 
Borne and helped arrange iris 
flight to Argentina. He arrived 
In Argentina by ship May 17, 
1948, with a passport Issued to 
Eliezer Goldstein by the Vati­
can office for stateless persons.
w nr (
A sewage disposal crisis at 
Orchard- Park has sparked fur­
ther efforts to have the shop­
ping complex included within 
Kelowna’s boundaries.
Last year, Marathon Realty 
and Canada Safeway Ltd., co­
developers of the centre, reach­
ed an agreement with the city 
to bring Orchard Park into Kel­
owna, but in October of 1971, 
city ratepayers narrowly re­
jected the proposal in a refer­
endum which followed opposi-
'Here comes the new 
cabinet now!'
next Commonwealth prime min­
isters’ conference and possibly 
the next conference on the law 
of the s?a.
Asked whether there would be 
talks on the controversial issue 
of tightening white Com­
monwealth migration to Britain 
with that country's entry into 
the ECM, officials said this is 
something Mr. Heath may want 
to raise. Since it was strictly 
under British jurisdiction, Mr. 
Trudeau would be unlikely to 
“interfere.”
tion to the move by a group 
headed by former aiderman, E. 
R. Winter.
In the spring of this year, 
Marathon made another appli­
cation for boundary extension. 
The matter came before the 
Central Okanagan Regional Dis­
trict and was referred to a com­
mittee headed by regional di­
rector Vai Rampone. Mayor 
Hilbert Roth, city representa­
tive on the board, has made 
several requests to have the 
committee’s findings, discussed, 
but without success.
Last weekend, Orchard Park 
almost shut its doors after con­
tractor Rod King was ordered 
by the PoUution Control Board 
to stop hauling the centre’s sew­
age to a disposal site near West­
bank.
In August, an application by 
Mr. King for a PCB disposal li­
cence met opposition from the 
regional board because of com? 
plaints by Westbank residents.
After an emergency meeting
ticipation in the city’s, disposal 
system. The regional district 
has tried unsuccessfully for 
more than two years to find an 
adequate sewage disposal site 
for areas outside the city. 
TENTATIVE ACCORD
Marathon Realty has appar­
ently reached tentative agree­
ment with the city on the terms 
for boundary extension and 
Mayor Roth toldthe Courier to­
day a company representative 
is expected here Wednesday
Day shift workers reported
Uawm for duly as usual> he said-I lAflnllVlA Only 60 70 pcr cen<; Mon- 
I’VUI l/vUMllllU treal mail usually handled over­
night was sorted Monday night, 
OTTAWA (CP) — The post of- the spokesman said, 
fice reminded Canadians today . cirmiri?
they have only three days to air A MKIKL
mail their Christmas presents Marcel Perrault, l°cal union 
to Sri Lanka H president, said today the sit-in
The deadline to tho country 1'?^,not a 1trike'
once called Ceylon was among ply (employees deciding to 
several released by the post of- suPP°[t a eI”p,oyce 
fice for Christmas air mailings, foiced to leave *he
They arp: building.
PRESENTS He said the employee had
Dec. 1—Middle East, India, bcen denied a right guaranteed 
Sri Lanka, Pakistan, Bangla- by the union contact and was 
desh, Africa with the exception ordered out of the post office, 
of South Afirca, Cuba, the Ori- Mr. Perrault said the police 
ent, Australasia and Oceania were brought in to put the 200 
with the exception of Australia, workers out of the building at 
Fiji and New Zealand, 6 a-m.
Dec, 0—South Africa, Europe Negotiations arc continuing 
except Britain. for a new contract for the
Dec. 7—Central and South postal workers. “I have been 
America and the West Indies, told the workers are angry over 






Dec. 7—The Orient except Ja­
pan and Hong Kong, Africa ex­
cept South Africa, Cuba, Aus­
tralasia and Oceania except 
Australia, Riji and New Zea­
land.
Dec. 8—Middle East, India,




PARIS (AP) — The French
CAMP DAVID, Md. (AP) - 
President Nixon announced to­
day that Elliot Richardson will 
be nominated as the new de­
fence secretary and Caspar 
Weinberger, now director of the 
Office of Management and 
Budget (0MB), will be named 
to succeed Richardson as secre­
tary of health, education and 
welfare.
At the same time, Nixon said 
Roy Ash, president of Litton In­
dustries, will be nominated to 
succeed Weinberger as the cabi­
net-level director of 0MB.
Melvin R. Laird has sub­
mitted his resignation as de­
fence secretary and plans to re­
turn to private life after four 
years as chief of the Pentagon.
Tho announcement of the first 
changes in Nixon’s second-term 
cabinet was rend to reporters 
by press secretary Ronald L, 
Ziegler in a helicopter hangar 
at the presidential mountain re­
treat here.
Richardson, 52, has served as 
health secretary since June, 
1970. Before that he was 
Nixon's undersecretary of state.
Weinberger, 55, became 0MB 
director in May but earlier had
porters 
nations
because their nomi- 
are subject to con-
with Orchard Park officials, the 
city agreed to allow the centre 
to haul its effluent on a daily 
basis to Kelowna’s sewage 
treatment plant. But the meas­
ure iS only a temporary one and 
will last until the end of this 
week.
An immediate solution to Or­
chard Park’s sewage woes 
would mean Inclusion within 
Kelowna’s boundaries and par-
with a signed document.
“This matter has to be re­
solved,” the mayor said, “and 
we have agreed to proceed with 
the same terms and conditions 
as before."
Those terms include payment 
by the developers of $125,000, 
which under the city’s sewer 
bylaw would meet the required 
“user-pays” capital investment 
in the treatment plant and 
would also go towards reservoir 
expansion and sewer main con­
struction.
The actual area to be includ­
ed still remains to be decided 
and would also hinge on any 
agreements reached between 
Marathon and Canada Safeway.
Approval is also required 
from the provincial government 
and Mayor Roth and Aid. Wil­
liam Kane plan to meet with 
municipal affairs minister 
James Lorimer soon to discuss 
• the boundary extension issue.
“We've been unable io reach 
। tho minister lately,” the mayor
said, “but this is understand­
able, since he’s been very 
busy.”
Depending on the stand taken 
by city council, opposition to the 
latest attempt to include the 
shopping centre could mean an­
other referendum.
But under the Municipal Act, 
Mr. Lorimer has the power to 
order incorporation of an area, 
if for health reasons only.
firmation by the Senate.
Ziegler said Nikon will an­
nounce further cabinet changes 
Wednesday as part of his goal
of revitalizing the 






cabinet will be George Romney, 
formerly the housing secretary, 






(AP) — President 
visit Egypt and Is- 
spring, the Beirut 
An Nahar reported
today from Washington.
Two W. German Gunmen Seized
After All-Night Seige, Shootout
Sri Lanka, Pakistan, Bangla- defence ministry denied today 
desh, South Africa, Central and that it Is planning new atomic 
South America and tlie West In- tests In the Pacific.
dies. Australia, Fiji, New Zea- "At the . moment, we have 
land, Japan, Hong Kong, Eu- nothing like this In sight,” said
rope except Britain. 
Dec. 13—Britain.
a fiookcsman.
The statement was in answer
boon deputy director of 
agency since its creation 
mid-1970.
HEADS OWN CREATION




Within North America, the to siieculatlon raised by New 
deadline for parcels and cards Zealand’s prime minister-elect, 
is Dec. 13 for out of town mall Norman Kirk, who said that if 
and Dec. 17 for local delivery. France resumes nuclear testing
Overseas air mail rales for he would send a frigate to the 
cards are 12 cents unsealed and test area. It is generally bcllcv- 
15 cents scaled. cd fhnt new tests will be needed
North American first-class to make Franco's H-bomb 0|xn- 
nitcs for cards are six cents un- ationa), 
sealed and eight, cents sealed. | France conducted three or 
four nuclear tests In the Pacific 
last summer but there was no 
5(5 official announcement, either id 
18 the fdart or end of the series.
CANADA’S IIIGII-LOW
St. John ............ .........
t'hurchill __  . •
MISS WORLD CONTEST









created In 19(19. The recommen­
dations of that group called, 
among other things, for Hie 
creation of the Office of Man­
agement and Budget which he 
now will head.
Ziegler indicated that Rich­
ardson, Weinberger and Ash 
would have little to say to re-
push hotel n 
l ne whei e Mb
diflct rnt tlon’l
<• ’ Mi .
h
rias Mrs Uoild
has become more like an or- 
il'-.il.’' -.id a spoki'-mi.m for
lent Miss Dominion of tan- 
ad:!, In unette llonnv Brndv, a 
19 venr old Grade 12 student
hum I fl ll.i v
farmer. Sho plans to hoc- 
.a r.m '
As n-m.il, bookies air <|
Im; odd., mi She u .im< i <d the
M 14
t • 1 Mr, . Xie n ai pt in 1.
XI " II, idv i< al'ii .miong die
Fire Damages 
Kamloops School 
KAMLOOPS (CP) — Damage 
from a fire Monday night at the 
MacArthur Park Senior Second­
ary School In Kamloops was 
estimated at $109,000 today by 
Charles Bruce, superintendent 
of schools.
Mr. Bruce said the fire burned 
out four classrooms on the lop 
floor of the two-storey science 
wing which is still under con­
struction and burned out the 
hallway outside the classrooms. 
There was smoke damage to 
four science classrooms.
TRIER, West- Germany (AP) 
— Two young gunmen, who had 
released their latest hostage for 
ransom, were captured today 
following an all-night siege and 
a shootout with the crew of a 
pursuing border patrol helicop­
ter.
One of the gunmen -was 
wounded in the leg and the 40,- 
000-mark ($12,000) ransom was 
recovered, police reported.
The helicopter Crew spotted 
the getaway car speeding along 
a Trier street about an hour 
after it had driven away from a 
gunshop where the two men had 
first held the owner’s wife and 
then an exchange hostage for 
nearly 24 hours.
Horst Reber, a 28-year-old' 
newspaper reporter’ who had 
substituted for the gunshop 
owner’s wife, was freed after 
Heinz Schwarz, interior mlnls-
ter of Rhineland-Palatinate 
state, agreed to give the gun­
men the demanded ransom, the 
getaway car and safe conduct.
‘KEPT HIS WORD’
After their capture, Schwarz 
maintained he had kept his 
word and noted that the capture 
was made by members of the 
federal border guard,and not by 
his state police,
The two men were identified 
by police as Alfons Follscheld, 
23, of Luxembourg, and Harold 
Erig, 22, of Luebeck, West Ger­
many.
The drama began Monday 
afternoon when the two entered 
the gunshop and asked the 
owner, 39-year-old Hermann 
Weber, to be shown a rifle. One 
of the men then pulled a maga­
zine from his pocket, loaded the 
rifle and shot Weber in tho 
arm, police reported.
Lt.-Gov. Nicholson In Good Shape 
After Recurring Lung Infection
BULLETIN
MOSCOW (Reuter) — A Ja­
pan Airlines DC-8 aircraft 
carrying (12 passengers and a 
crew of 14 crashed tonight Just 
after taking off from Mos­
cow’s Hheremeteyo Airport.
VANCOUVER (CP) Lt
NEWS IN A MINUTE
Youth Slain By Vancouver Police
VANCOUVER (CP) A 17-year-old youth was shot and 
killed curly today when Vancouver jiolicc made a .stolen ear 
check. Police have not released the name of the youth, Two 
other youths, who police say were in the same age group, 
were in custody, and a fourth youth was being sought.
Cold Snap Fatal For Seven In Greece
ATHENS (AP) -- A cold snap has killed seven persons 
in southwest Greece since Sunday, police rejxuted today. 
Tcinpeiaimcs have been below freezing llicie and in much of 
northern Greece as well.
Boy Surrenders After Five Wounded
I’ONTLM’, Mhh. < AID A 16-ye>it <>1.l boy • hi (<-ikI*-i rd 
tliiouph hl*> iftwirf 1od.iv in oiiinri'tinn vifh «liooting-i "list 
Mounded five Pontiac C(nti;il Inch >•< h<n»l r.ophmnm rr, one
Gov. John' Nicholson was re­
ported in excellent condition in 
SI. Patil's Hospital. He was -id- 
niittcd Monday night with what 
was diagnosed as a recurring 
lung infection.
He was taken to hospital by 
ambulance from the home of a 
friend where he had been at­
tending a reception.
Last January, Mr. Nicholson 
collapsed nt a Government 
House dinner In Victoria and 
wan taken to hospital with tlie 
same condition. He recovered
Dm in;; the .‘.iimmcr, hr asked 
to be iclirved of his position, 
citing Ins wife's |hm>i- health. 
Mr. Nicholson liecamc licutcii- 
nnt-governor in .Inly, 19(18, suc­
ceeding George Pearkes.
No successor for Mr. Nichol­
son has yet liecn named by the 
federal cabinet, but our pnl>- 
lishr-d ic;iort save. Ilir new man 
will l>e Angelo Brancn, €9, a 
juslice of tlir British Columbia 
fiupirmr Comt.
Boi n In Newcastle, N.B., In 
VW, Mr. Ntchfiknn entered fed- 
•1 al i-dltii's in l‘H‘,2 after a ca- 
ircr in piivnlr bm.lnr-n In To-
JOHN NK IIOI.SON
1 - ... to hospital
House of Commons In the gen- 
rial rlriiion of 19f>2 and wax re­
elected in 190't and I'lGI He le- 
tircd finm |>ollti<s in 1907 and 
nidn’l inn In the JOI’,8 ebrfion 
that biought Pilliie Minister 
Ti'ialrau to power.
mid ll« 1..
(>t i .i ii.i. 
He '■?« fn.'t
I lion p->- H In th 
rlrt fed in the | that j»eiiod.
V
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Search For Lost Plane Abandoned
An air search for a light air-1 mas tree could be very costly," 
craft missing in the Arctic since he said.
Nov 8 with four persons aboard Homer g|ewns> president 
has b^en suspended, a P® jthe United Fisher- en and Al- 
man for the Canadian s workers’ union, savs in 
rescue co-ordination centre said Vanrnilvpr lininn mer -
in Edmonton. The object was a
___ . , says m 
Vancouver union members wereM i in uj uv «« « „pretty hostUe„ after receiving 
plane piloted by 8 a word from Environment Minis-
weU on a mercy flight from 
Cambridge Bay on the Arctic? 
coast to Yellowknife, capital of
j ter Jack Davis that he was post-
the Northwest Territories. The 
spokesman said the search, has 
been suspended,1 not cancelled, 
and will be reopened any time 
information is received to indi­
cate possible whereabouts of 
the plane. Aboard the missing 
craft w’ere Judy Hill, a 27-year- 
old British-born nurse; Neemee 
Kullroyok, an Eskimo woman in 
premature labor; David Kootook 
15, believed suffering from ap- 
' pendicitis, and the pilot.
W. C. Phillips, chief protec­
tion officer of the British Col­
umbia Forest Service, issued a 
reminder in Victoria Monday 
. that the illegal removal of trees 
, of any species from Crown land 
is punishable by a fine of up to 
$500. He said an equally serious 
offense was the transportation 
of balsam fir trees or boughs 
from one area of the province 
to another. The ban was im- 
। posed in 1966 ■ to check the 
spread of the balsam woolly 
aphid. “Cutting your own Christ-
poning a meeting scheduled 
Monday with the advisory com­
mittee of the herring manage­
ment committee; I
Cleveland Mayor Ralph Perk 
told city policemen Monday that 
if they cannot cut crime by five 
per cent next month he will cut 
their emoluments Jan. 1.
An appeal by the Crown 
against a lower court decision 
declaring British Columbia’s 
traffic demerit point system un­
constitutional was adjourned 
Monday for one vyeek in B;C. 
Supreme Court in Vancouver. 
Provincial Court Judge Doug­
las Hume declared the point 
system unconstitutional earlier 
this month in dismissing a 
speeding charge against Uni­
versity of B.C. law student 
Nanthan Ganapathi, 29.
source of information for a 
story Farr wrote. The reporter 
refused to reveal his source for 
the story, as the judge had or­
dered. He stated that although 
the six lawyers said under oath 
that they were releasing him 
from a promise not to talk; two 
of them had told him privately 
to keep quiet.
James Lawrence King, who 
has spent more than half his 42 
years in prisons or mental hos­
pitals, was sentenced Monday 
in Toronto to life imprisonment 
for running down and killing a 
young boy cyclist just because 
he felt like it. King, who has
Los Angeles reporter William 
Farr was jailed for the second 
time in two weeks Monday after
been confined in institutions 
since 1946, was charged origin­
ally with the non-capital murder 
of 10-year-old Michael Chauvette 
of Wawa, Ont., run down while 
riding his bicycle on Highway 
17 near his home July 12.
In Fort Benning, Ga., Lieut. 
William Calley, sentenced tp 20 
years’ imprisonment for the 
deaths of 22 Vietnamese civil­
ians at My Lai, appealed for 
clemency Monday in a private 
meeting in his apartment with 
the army clemency and parole 
board.
ed in their cells for a week fol­
lowing a sitdown demonstration 
last Monday. Assistant Warden 
Larry Rutter said the situation 
was “not normal” but said 
everything at the medium 
security prison was “passive 
and quiet.” He said the prison­
ers are being fed in the cells 
and no visitors were being al­
lowed past the gate.
The British Columbia Sup­
reme Court in Vancouver has 
ruled a strike by elevator con­
structors in the province ille­
gal. Mr. Justice J. G. Ruttan 
ruled Friday the strike was il­
legal because the parties had 
failed to conclude collective 
bargaining as required in the 
B.C. Mediation Commission 
Act. ■
Hydro Awards Big Contract 
For Mica Dam Insulation
VANCOUVER (CP) — B.C.
six Charles Manson trial law
Four hundred prisoners . at
yers swore they were
11 la - Joyceville institution, near 
not the I Kingston, Ont., have! been lock-
TODAYS STOCK QUOTATIONS
Submitted by Pemberton Securities Ltd. . 
1654 Ellis St,
TORONTO (CP) — Prices on 
. the Toronto stock market were 
• mixed to slightly higher in ac­
tive mid-morning trading today. 
• The industrial index, consid­
ered a major indicator of mar­
ket trend, was up .34 to 213.88 
and western oils .41 to 263.73. 
Golds were down .11 to 183.73 
and base metals .06 to 81.89.
< Volume by 11 a.m. was 728.000 
shares compared with 799,000 
' traded by the same time Mon­
day.
' VANCOUVER (CP) — Prices 
were up and trading was mod- 
erate at the opening of the 
■ Vancouver Stock Exchange to- 




(Today’s Opening Prices) 
' INDUSTRIALS
Alta. Gas Trunk 15% 16
Neonex 5 .5%
Noranda 38% 38'%






























Trans Canada Pipe 45% 46













White Pass & Yuk. 11% .12 .
23Alcan 22%
Bank of Montreal 21% 21%
Woodwards ‘A’ 29%
" MINES ■
Asbestos Corp, 17% 
Bethlehem Copper 14%
Brunswick M & S 3.35
Denison Mines . 26
29%
Bank of N. S.















































Harding Carpets ‘A’ 24%
Home Oil *A’ 











































































































Cdn. Hydrocarbons 11% 
Chieftain Dev. 14^4 
Dome Pete 39% 
Francana liy2






















































Balco Forest Prod. 10%












(iene Hackman in “CISCO P1KI
PLUS “Lady in a Car” 
and “Mad Room”
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Three Sons of Freedom Douk- 
hobor women, imprisoned on 
arson charges and currently 
held at Shaughnessy Hospital, 
Vancouver, have broken a hun­
ger strike which has been going 
on intermittently for almost two 
years. A fourth member of the 
Freedomite group was released 
earlier on mandatory parole. 
The ending of the hunger strike 
was reported by Dr. Chuni Roy, 
director of the Canadian Peni­
tentiary Service’s regional med­
ical centre at Matsqui. He said 
Monday the women broke the 
fast Sunday “at their own ac­
cord.”
Rehabilitation Minister Nor­
man Levi of British Columbia 
said Monday in Victoria tradi­
tional schemes for alleviating 
poverty should be; abandoned 
and replaced by a two-pronged 
program of guaranteed income 
and guaranteed jobs.
A former , pilot who hijacked 
an airplane in Reno, Nev., on 
Aug. 18 and forced it to fly to 
Seattle via Vancouver with de­
mands for money to help Viet­
nam victims was sentenced 
Monday in Seattle to life im­
prisonment. Federal Judge Mor­
ell Sharp imposed the penalty 
on Frank Markoe Sibley Jr.; 43, 
of Stateline7TNe~v?,“biit“stipiilated 
that he be subjected to a three-
Hydro Monday awarded a S4.25 
million contract for an insula­
tion system for a 500,000-volt 
power conductor at Mica Dam 
to ITE Circuit Breaker Ltd. of 
Toronto. A new feature of the 
system will be the use of a gas, 
known as SF6, to insulate high 
voltage conductors, saving a 
great deal of space.
PLANT PROTESTED
VANCOUVER (CP) — Mem­
bers of the United Fishermen 
and Allied Workers’ Union and 
anti-pollution groups plan a pro­
test next weekend at the site of 
a sewage treatment plant on 
Annacis Island in suburban 
Richmond. Union secretary 
Jack Nichol said Monday fish­
ermen feel the Fraser River 
salmon run will be seriously af­
fected if the sewage plant is 
built. It is inadequate, he said.
TWO RUN FOR MAYOR
LYTTON (CP) — Two candi­
dates have filed nomination pa­
pers for mayor. Lorraine Simp­
son and Victor Loring will seek 
the post in the Dec. 9 municipal 
elections in this Fraser Canyon 
village. Late nominations were 
made necessary by the recent 
death of the previous mayor.
Wanted Man
YOUTH DIES
NEW WESTMINSTER (CP)— 
Robert Tate, 17, of New West­
minister died in hospital Sunday 
of injuries suffered Friday night 
at White Rock when a car he 
was riding in hit a parked truck 
and ran off the road into a 
house. Another passenger, Lee 
Welsh, 16, of White Rock, was 
in serious condition in hospital 
Monday.
PLANE CLAIMED
COMOX (CP) — A wrecked 
plane found by hunters about 20 
miles west of here on the week­
end was deliberately dropped in 
the mountainous area for spot­
ter training, a spokesman for 
Canadian Forces Base Comox 
said Monday. A bone found un­
der a wing turned out to be a 
deer bone.
CHARGE DISMISSED
NEW WESTMINSTER (CPI- 
Provincial court judge R. R. 
Holmes Monday dismissed a ] 
charge of unlawfully retaining 
part of a security deposit 
because the defendant was not 
named as a landlord at the time 
of the alleged offence. The 
charge, believed the first of its 
kind in B.C., was that Frank 
Kriz unlawfully kept S24 of a 
S60 security deposit, cpritrary to 
the Landlord and Tenant Act,
BINGO! BINGO! BINGO!
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months examination on his 
background.
David Williams, 10, was kil­
led in a hunting accident at his 
home eight miles west of Van- 
derhoof. Police said the boy rah 
into the line of fire’ as his 11- 
year-old brother was shooting at 
a squirrel. An inquiry will be 
held. ■_
Premier Dave Barrett said 
in Victoria today he has not 
heard whether Supreme Court 
Justice Angelo Branca is to be 
British Columbia’s next lieuten­
ant-governor. A report in the 
Vancouver Sun said Mr. Branca 
would replace Lt.-Gov. John 
Nicholson who said earlier he 
will step down before the end of 
the year. Mr. Branca was un­
available for comment today.
Recaptured
SALMON ARM, B.C. (CP)- 
Laszlo Nagy, on the RCMP list 
of eight most wanted men in 
Canada for escaping two years 
ago from Matsqui prison near 
Vancouver, has been recaptured 
here.
RCMP said Nagy, 49, who 
gave the alias George Marowich 
when arrested, was taken into 
custody Sunday after a, store 
manager reported two men had 
broken in.
Nagy and Gerald Francis 
Breen, 21, of. Oceanside, Calif., 
were charged Monday with 
breaking and entering.
When Nagy escaped from 
Matsqui prison he had served 
three years of a seven-year 
sentence for theft from a British 
Columbia government liquor 
store. He was considered dan­
gerous by the RCMP.
DEATHS
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Petawawa, Ont.—Lt. Col. 
John Peter Harrison, 48, com- 
man^h- of Canadian Forces 
helicopter squadron 427.
Toronto—Joseph Horvath, a 
Hungarian immigrant who 
founded’the Ontario Tobacco 
Co. Ltd. in 1930;
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Planning to have a Christmas 
portrait taken of yourself? 
Why not have a miniature 
made and put it in a desk 
frame to give to that someone 
special to dress up the office.
author, sports writer and
sportscaster who fought. for 
black equality in sports, of can­
cer.
Edmonton—Charles M. Smail, 
90, former city treasurer and 
member of the Edmonton 
Sports Hall of Fame.
OTEU SIGNS
VANCOUVER (CP) — Nego­
tiators for the Office and Tech­
nical Employees Union, local 
378, Monday reached agreement 
with Hertz. Rent-a-Car, giving 
employees a first contract, pro­
viding a 75-cent hourly pay in­
crease over three years.
HOSPITAL TO OPEN
VANCOUVER (CP) — Ban- 
field pavilion, the new extended 
care unit for 200 patients at 
Vancouver General Hospital, 
will be opened Friday by Health 
Minister Dennis Cocke, a VGH 
spokesman said Monday. It will 
mean the closure of an old 
wooden annex used to house 97 
mainly elderly male patients.
PIPELINE REPAIRED
HUDSON’S HOPE (CP) — Re­
pairs were completed on a sec­
tion of Westcoast Transmission 
Co.’s natural gas pipeline which 
broke open Sunday and reduced 
the flow of gas to the U.S. 
northwest by half. Cause of the 
break in the 30-inch pipe was not 
known.
BOARD VETOES IDEA
VANCOUVER (CP) — The 
school board Monday refused to 
endorse ■ a city council proposal 
for a computerized information 
system to keep tabs on juvenile 
delinquents. Trustees called it 
an invasion of privacy. Fritz 
Bowers, one of the trustees, 
said the city hoped, to get ac­
cess to school files with infor­
mation. on student attendance, 
IQ and medical and psychiatric 
records.
KOKO CLUB
275 Leon Ave. Phone 762-2956 or 763-3407
3
When in Vancouver Stay at the
BILTMORE Motor Hotel
12th & Kingsway Vancouver, B.C.
For Reservations Telephone 872-5252
Telex 0454335
Ovyned and Operated by. Charlie Bennett 
—100 modern rooms —TV in every room 
—Air conditioned —Free parking
COFFEE SHOP — DINING ROOM 
BANQUET ROOM — CYRANO’S GRILL




























HUI Fl I 
LUNCHEON 
Mnn.-Frl. 11:30 a.in.-l:30 p.m.
GOLDEN TRIANGLE 
CONCERT BAND 
Harry Kirke — Conducting 
Symphonic and Operatic Presentations
Wednesday, Nov. 29 - 8:15 p.m
'I liis concert is provided by the 
Local Initiatives Program 
FREE to the Kelowna Community
KELOWNA COMMUNITY THEATRE
22%
Careful, unhurried aging in oak tasks gives Kioncnbr.iii 1308 a roundness, 
a <>rnnothn(“.s and a incll-c,. ili ,,1>n }’!.»>.•> after glass.
l.njoy Kroncnlnau I.TB-the (iol.b a • 1 u \g d beet bicwcd according
ivhi<h vv.M FoiinilrJ in Ikiv.ui.i moic Hi.in 600 yi-.ii', ago. 
Now bii'v.rd umlri In em c in Bi ilrli ( oluniln.i, 








Peace River Pete 
Rand Resources 
Stampede Int’l. 







































































United Horizon 3.34 3.67
United Venture 4.28 4.70
■ and unique decor of the Ellis Street night 
h|x>t which features a .sunken dance floor, old-fashioned 
bar and hand-blown lamps, glassware and chandeliers. 
The homey atmosphere hi enhanced with bare-briek 
walls and heavy overhead beams preset ved in the 1308
lb. Ml HUA'Illli111
dinner:
prepared by chef hen jclm, and ctned 
iiom (> p.111, to '• p.111.
music and dancing:
9 p.m. Io 2 ;i.ni.
with “cross low 11 Ims” men iccenling ailists . . . .
“spring huiihui iw ordini’ aifi- h
HE’S READY AND WAITING 
but even Trev Purdy isn’t all that anxious
REPEAT PERFORMANCE NOT SEEN YET
Those December Snows
Although there were early 
snows about this time last year, 
the city was still relatively com­
fortable in the illusion of a nor­
| mal winter.
seemingly endless flow of frozen 
moisture belted the city with 
1.01, .32, .41 inches, and dumb­
founded residents found, them-
Counting 1.5 inches in October 
and two inches in November, 
total snowfall in the city from
The dream lasted until Dec. 3
< then the first flakes of what was 
'to be a 50.1-inch record snowfall 
’ for the month began to fall on 
■■ the "city. On Dec. 4, another .05 
inches of the white stuff fell, 
augmented Dec. 5 by another 
.06 inches.
Then the weatherman quit 
playing around.
In consecutive days, begin- 
। nlng with .70 inches Dec. 7, the
October, 1971, to March, 1972, 
____ ________ „........................... was a whopping 91.7 inches, 
on an accumulated carpet of Total snowfall- for—the—same 
.  period at the airport was 106.5 
inches.
selves welcoming the New Year
more than four feet of the white 
stuff.
Normally, the Yuletide month 
brings an average of 9.9 inches 
of snow to the city.
The heavenly assault contin­
ued unabated in January with 
24.2 more inches, tapering off 
slightly in February with 9.9 
inches and ending in March 
with another four inches.
What’s in store this winter?
Even the intrepid weather­
man hasn’t got a crystal ball 
dear enough to tell us that, and 
the only defence would seem 
defence in a surplus household 
stock of shovels, sand and back­
ache linament.
We’ve been lucky so far.
Changes In Tax Laws 
Outlined To Farmers
Tax changes affecting farmers 
were discussed at meetings 
. this afternoon in Winfield and 
Monday in East Kelowna. The 
third meeting will be Wednes­
day in Vernon.
Glen Thornley, accountant 
with the national revenue office 
at Penticton, spoke to about 200 
farmers in the East Kelowna 
Community Hall. The meetings 
are sponsored by the B.C. 
agriculture department. Pamph­
lets outlining changes are avail­
able from agricultural or na­
tional revenue offices.
New regulations took effect 
Jan. 1, 1972. Valuation days 
were Dec. 22, 1971, for shares 
in publicly-owned companies, 
and Dec. 31 for other property. 
The first date was picked be­
cause it was the high point in 
the stock market index, said 
Mr. Thornley.
Valuation days only affect 
people owning real estate other 
than a home used as their 
principal residence; art, jewel­
lery, folios, manuscripts, books, 
stamps or coins worth more 
than $1,000, which is likely to
add value; investments, includ­
ing shares and securities; busi­
ness property; and partnership 
interests.
There is nd capital gains tax, 
the speaker continued. Rather, 
half the gains should be added 
to regular incomes, or half the 
losses deducted.
Fair market values for prop­
erty Dec. 31, 1971, do not have 
to be reported to the revenue 
department until property is 
sold or otherwise disposed of. 
But the sooner these values are 
obtained, the easier it will be. 
It is not necessary to use an 
appraiser, and his services are 
not allowable expenses.
The principal residence also 
includes one acre of land. The 
land must be “around or under 
the house, and used for the en­
joyment of the house,” explain­
ed the accountant.
When he said "windfall gains” 
are not taxable, some of the au­
dience thought he was referring 
to fruit knocked off trees by 
wind. Actually this refers Io 
money from sweepstakes and 
lotteries.
Heart Disease Leading Cause 
Ot Death In South Okanagan
Heart disease continued as the 
leading cause of death among 
residents in the South Okanagan 
Health Unit during the third 
quarter of this year with 75 
deaths reported from this cause.
Cancer accounted for 11 
deaths, respiratory diseases 15 
and cerebral vascular disease, 
13. Accidents took 10 lives in the 
quarter. There were five infant 
deaths, three deaths from kid­
ney problems and 12 from other 
causes, for a total of 174 during 
the three months.
Nipc males and one female
mot death by accident 
August through Octolier
In the
fills year. Th \ 
xirownlngs, four in trail 
■nps, one suicide. one 
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Will Represent All Seniors 




Downtown parkers in Kelowna : 
have apparently taken serious < 
notice of one and two hour ' 
parking times in the downtown 
area because the overtime park- 
ing tickets given out in October 
were the lowest since 1968.
City traffic officer Ken Pres­
ton said in his report to city 
council the decline in the num­
ber of errant parkers was linked 
also to the introduction to the 
city of parking lots with ticket 
spitters.
The total amount of parking 
violations incurred by Kelowna 
motorists during the month was 
1,022 down over 400 from 1971 
and over 600 from 1970.
Even though traffic violations 
were down substantially, the 
city still managed to pick up 
$4,165 in fines from those 
motorists who did not heed the 
traffic by-laws.
The RCMP detachment in its 
report to council said the month 
had been relatively quiet and 
Halloween night in the city
Two officers representing the 
RCMP on the Kelowna and Dis­
trict Safety Council drove home 
a point when the discussion 
turned to' careless drivers. One 
of the constables piped up and 
said their patrol car was forced 
off the road when heading in 
from Rutland to the safety 
council meeting.
Deciding on a date for the 
next meeting of the council of 
seniors proved no easy task 
Tuesday. Every suggestion 
chairman Rev. Donald Kidd 
came up with conflicted with 
some activity already planned 
by senior citizens. Slightly frus­
trated, Rev. Kidd quipped “a 
lot of people when they retire 
seem to be busier than when 
they were working.”
For both classes of personal 
properties, items bought or sold 
for less than $1,000 will be deem­
ed to have been bought or sold 
for $1,000. Losses are not de­
ductible for personal use items, 
but are for listed person ones.
The provision that all or part 
of livestock herds coulcl be 
treated as capital assets, is be­
ing phased out. Instead, all live­
stock purchases will be charged 
against incomes.
Deductions can be made for 
such things as goodwill, milk 
and egg routes. The formei' is 
often paid for when businesses 
are purchased.
Farmers and fishermen will 
still be allowed to report in­
come on a cash rather than 
accrual basis. However, if 
they wish to use the accrual
Poison centres in Penticton 
and Kelowna treated a total of 
21 persons In the quarter. Four 
cases involved aspirin, three 
prescribed drugs, eight wore 
from tranquilizers or sleeping 
pills, and one from household 
cleaners.
There wore two cases of jxils- 
oning from garden pesticides, 
two from patent, medicines and 
pain killers and one in the gas­
oline-solvent category.
Twelve of the cases were in 
the under 2(1 age group and nine 
hi the 2()-ph>.s group. Tranquil-
il
method, permission can 
granted by the revenue 
partment.
Suppose an item is sold 
$1,000. On the cash basis,
for their efforts in aiding police 
on Halloween night. He said 
there was little damage in the 
city and no serious reports of 
vandalism.
The office, he said, received 
and investigated 683 complaints 
during the month while piling 
up a total of 17,010 miles on 
police vehicles.
Police recovered 16 stolen 
bicycles while receiving reports 
of another 22 being missing. 
Lost articles in the city totalled 
nine for the month with eight 
being reco ver e d. In their 
rounds, police patrols discover­
ed 11 business places unlocked 
and seven unlighted street 
lamps.
The visitors to the lock-up 
section of the police station cost 
the city $552 in October while 
the city got back $255 from fines 
which resulted from cases in­
Senior citizens from Kelowna 
and district united Tuesday to 
form. a Retired Citizens Coun­
cil, appointing H. C, Linklet­
ter, a lawyer and former vice- 
president of Central Mortgage 
and Housing Corporation 
(CMHC), as acting chairman 
for the committee’s first meet­
ing Jan. 15.
Those attending the meeting 
in the South Gkaiiagan Health 
Unit Annex voted for a 12-mem- 
ber committee, eight of which 
will represent organized groups 
of seniors and the remainder 
to represent unorganized sen­
iors.
A nine-member advisor com­
mittee suggested the seniors 
unite into an effective pressure 
group at an informal meeting 
Oct. 16. The initial meeting was 
to find out if seniors would be 
interested in such a group 
formation., .
During the meeting, a dis­
cussion arose among represent-
caused no problems.
Staff Sergeant K. A. Attree
volving municipal by-laws.
Police gave out 31 warnings 
to motorists who broke traffic 
laws (excluding parking), and 
i nabbed another 119 with tickets.
atives from various .senior 
citizens groups of a problem 
that might arise if-the newly 
formed council dealt with an 
issue which may cause a rep­
resentative of an organized 
group to want advice on the 
situation from his group.
The point will be further dis­
cussed.
One elderly person in attend-
ance feared if the council was 
formed, it may overlap already 
existing organizations.
Mrs. Hilbert Roth, a member 
of the nine-member senior 
citizens advisory committee 
answered the question saying, 
“there are many things that 
are not being done for senior 
citizens.”
Various “guest” speakers at 
the meeting informed the sen­
iors of the help that would be 
available to them once the coun­
cil of seniors was formed. ,
Jim Gordon, representing the 
Central Okanagan Social Plan­
ning Council told the group 
"you’e got a friend that’s al- 
reac in existence” and added 
COSPC would offer any help 
to the group in their future 
endeavors.
Mr. Linkletter, as former 
vice-president of CMHC, said 
his background may be of some 
help to the group and offered 
to put his knowledge of housing 
for senior citizens to the coun­
cil of seniors advantage once he 
was informed of the group’s 
aims.
Some details still need to be 
ironed out such as finding four 
: volunteers offering to be rep­
resentatives of unorganized 
• seniors on the council, as well 
as a “catchy” name for the 
■ newly formed group.
said in his report the local of- They also attended four fires 
fice was thankful for the sup- land charged 16 people in the
port of the Kelowna "Cee Bees’*’city with liquor offences.
Macleods' Affiliate Defended 
As 'Good Corporate Citizen'
Retirement Service Folding
- Dwight Brown of the Kelowna 
Jaycees will represent his club 
in a district speak-off against a 
Kamloops representative Dec, 
10. Mr. Brown won the honor 
after downing Gary Wynne and 
Larry Atkinson in an effective­
speaking contest Tuesday at the 
regular meeting of the Jaycees.
Macleods’ President P. C. 
Fikkan suggested Monday all 
large corporations in Canada 
should not be included in the 
corporate welfare bum scene 
painted by NDP leader David 
Lewis.
Mr. Fikkan, speaking in Kel­
owna, said that while there may 
he some shirking their respon­
sibility in this regard, Macleods 
was not one of. them, although 
“our parent company is Amer­





corne is only reported when it 
is received. On the accrual 
basis, income is reported before 
It Is received.
Income averaging will still be 
permitted on the block (five- 
year) method. General averag­
ing has been introduced, to be 
done by a computer.
Fair market values on valua­
tion day must be used when 
property is being transferred 
to other than husbands or 
wives, continued Mr. Thornley.
He warned against putting 
too high values on land, since 
complications might result.
One farmer wanted to know 
if allowances had been made for 
depreciation of the value of 
money.
“No,” was the answer. '
and sleeping pills were
1 irgcst single cause of pols- 
ti ( and six of the eight cases 
ired in the age of 21 to 35
Work Starts Immediately 
On Mission Water System
The Vancouver firm of Van's 
Excavating Co. I.tri,, has been service.




Communication and “goal- 
oriented management techniq­
ues” for civic government were 
the major topics at an all-day 
seminar attended by 45 city 
employees and members of 
council.
According to a news release 
from City Hall, major recom­
mendations included recognition 
of the need for development of 
long-term goals for both the 
city as a whole and for each 
department; more emphasis
on teamwork between council 
and staff; regular council-staff 
orientation programs; establish­
ment of an information centre 
at City Hall for the “conven-
fact we are a good corporate 
citizen in Canada.”
Macleods American parent is 
Gamble Skogmo of Minneap­
polis. In Canada, the parent is 
Gambles Canada Ltd., which is 
also parent company for the 
Marshall Wells and Stedman 
chains, and Its own real estate 
and financing structure.
Mr. Fikkan said this Canadian 
business complex comprised of 
about 813 retail stores, main­
tains a policy of keeping the 
profits in Canada and between 
12 and 15 per cent of these pro­
fits, before taxes, go to a retire­
ment pension plan for its 4,000 
employees.
He said a policy of buying 
Canadian is also maintained 
and last year more than $100 
million in Canadian manufac­
tured goods were purchased. He 
said this represented about 90 
per cent of the total.
Last year Gambles was listed 
as having about $183 million in 
sales, with a realization of
about $5.5 million in profits. 
Mr. Fikkan ,said nearly $3.4 
million were paid in federal and 
provincial taxes and more than 
$1.3 million in real estate taxes.
He suggested this would indi­
cate the value of a “good cor­
porate citizen” and said “we 
must do a better job of promot­
ing the image of business.”
Mr. Fikkan was speaking 
prior to the opening of a new 
40,000 square foot Macleods de­
partment store in Kelowna’s 
Shops Capri. The grand opening 
is scheduled for Thursday.
The store, under manager 
Henry Hudel, will “present a 
very strong image in hard line 
goods,” and will employ be­
tween 60 and 70 persons. It re­
presents the 30th Macleods out­
let in B.C.
Mr. Fikkan said Macleods 
strength in the past has been in 
the prairie provinces, but pre­
dicted at least another 25 stores 
opening in B.C.
President Jack Coops of the 
Kelowna and District Retire­
ment Service (KDRS) said (to­
day his organization will fold 
because of an apparent duplica­
tion of his group and that of the 
advisory board for the new re­
tired citizens’ recreation centre.
The function of KDRS was to 
organize all senior citizens for 
recreation and entertainment 
purposes, but with the new com­
plex and its advisory board 
formed for the same purpose, 
members of KDRS have decided 
“to discontinue all together.”
... Sun
Returning to a more benevo­
lent mood, the weatherman pro­
mises s u n shine Wednesday 
morning but reverts to clouds 
for the remainder of the day. 
Continuing mild daytime tem­
peratures remain for the Valley 
with a high forecast for the 
tower 40s. The high in the. city 
Monday was 41 degrees with an 
overnight low of 21 degrees. 
There was no precipitation re­
corded. The high for the air­
port reached 44 degrees with a 
chilly overnight reading of 16 
degrees. There was no precipi­
tation recorded. Overnight lows 
today will be in the 20s.
Although in favor of the new­
ly-formed council of seniors, the 
president did not know if any 
member from his group would 
be represented on the new coun­
cil.
Mr. Coops said his organiza­
tion hasn’t discussed represent­
ation on the council, although a 
member from KDRS was pre­
sent at the first meeting Oct. 16, 
Mr. Coops added any assets 
his organization may have after 
it is defunct will be turned over 
to the city for use in the new 
building. A co-ordinator for the 
new activity centre has y< t to 
be named.
Mr. Coops felt one of the prior­
ities the council seniors 
should tackle is accommodation. 
The president - said Kelowna and 
district senior citizens were “in 
dire ~ need” of reasonable ac-_
commodation.
. He agreed the council of 
seniors should represent both 
organized and unorganized sen­
iors and added, with good direc­
tion, the group could remain to­
gether and function well, solving 
problems of their peers.
WRONG CHARGE
Margaret Kerr of Kelowna 
appeared in court . Nov. 22 
where a stay of proceedings 
was entered on a charge in­
volving false pretenses and not 
possession of stolen property as 
reported.
Michael Ballctto of Kelowna 
pleaded guilty in provincial 
court to charges of assault, 
possession of an unregistered 
firearm and theft under $2(10, All 
three charges were remanded to 
Dec. 11 for a pre-senteneo re- 
ixirt.
Palrlck J. Gordon of Kelowna 
pleaded not guilty to charges of 
impaired driving mid refusing
to take a breathalyzer tex 
Both charges were rcnuiiulc 
for trial to Jan. 2(1.
t. 
'd
Willinin Bryon ixmg was fin
iencc of citizens” and the de­
velopment of effective corm 
munication both Internally and 
externally.
A follow-up questionnaire is 
being sent to all seminar par­
ticipants to obtain further com­
ments and suggestions.
Replies will be considered by 
a special committee whose res­
ponsibility will be 1o recom­
mend how effective communi­
cation techniques and goal- 
planning can be implemented 
Ixith on an overall city basis 
and within particular depart­
ments.
Members of the special com­
mittee Include deputy fire chief 
Jack Roberts; public works 
superintendent George Brown­
lee; social worker Brian Van- 
dale; planning assistant Bill 
Eaton; systems accountant Ken 
Ball and Aid. William Kane.
Taking part In panel pre­
sentations on Effective Com­
munication and on Council-Ad­
ministration Teamwork were 
Mayor Hilbert Both, city ad­
ministrator Doug Herbert, rec­
reation ..uphintendent Keith 
Maltinan, Aki. Walter Green, 
planning director Donald Bar- 
cliinn and finance dheetor Bar-
i cd $50 after he pleaded guilty to
partaking of the i a of having liquor in his
Some RR residents attended 
the mrefine
possension while under the age 
'of HI.
1e‘in i’f .i tiotne,-.tic water service | Co- l of the Initial proposal
in (ikimagan MhMini.
Enin Lamont, than man o' 
Ok ana n m Mt-xion Im:’; 
P -Jill', Said till' W <11 K I>11
, ,|lPi each per xear. with a tax of 
‘t'. i' i”'1’ (,,,,'dlilrd acre and a
( i 'u ' '< t< 1 connection charge* of 
. . I S.’i-o. Annual le-pavmcnt would
Garnet Prokop of Vniu'ninci' 
was given one month in jail af­
ter he pleaded guilty to a charge 
of failing to rejiort to his pro­
bation officer.
will 1 in u $137,405 based on a
b n uUl
tin.
.'ted to ‘Iiw 1.600 




cnsaion loader wax Aid. William 
Kane.
Break-Ins
TtCMf* in Kelowna reported- a 




The following is a road con­
ditions report from the depnrt-
ment of highways as of 
a.m. today.
Highway 97: mostly bare 
some morning slippery 
tions. j
Highway 33: mostly bare with 
some slippery sections and com­
pact snow In the upper levels; 
sanding.
Fraser Canyon: mostly bare 
and in good condition with slip­
pery sections; watch for rock 
on road; 20 minute closures 
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. at Hell’s 
Gate due to construction.
Cache Creek-Kamloops: bare 
and dry.
Kamloops-Itcvclstoke; mostly 
bare with some slippery sec­
tions; sanded.
Rogers Pass: one-half inch of 
snow; plowed and sanded; slip­
pery sections.
Allison pass: mostly bare
with slippery sections 
and compact snow on 
levels.
Princeton - Penticton:
bare with some 
lions.
Osoyoos-Grani)
ban1 and dry, 
SnlnKi-Crrston:
<m Bernard







■now; plowed and .sanded hut 
mo: fly bare throughout; watch 
for lock on mad and fog patch-
B.V.shka. both of Surrey, pleaded | illV) llle of Block Broth-
giilltv to possession of stolen cl!1 Kealtv making off with a, lions 
ploiM'rty under $2UO and wcic; and coil'ing damage
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there arc on the tree but from 
the look of it, If would tnkc a 
full night to stand niul count 
them,—(Conner Photo).a-'. -1 !' 1:< 11’ ■ <>.’ ’n- <>1 fl: e- 
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N atio n a I S af ety Campaign 
Is To 'Alert Canadians'
the .Canada Safety Council, said in his 
Safe Driving Week message (hat 
“while a concerted, effort is made for 
this one week period to focus atten­
tion on this subject, the Council be­
lieves that pointing up effective coun­
termeasures has a long-term benefit re­
sulting in a better understanding of de­
fensive driving on a year-round basis.” 
Mr.-Legge asked all Canadians to 
j___ ____________ participate in the campaign, saying
a^mess^age* in” which” he says that the that, “if all concerned people .. . were 
campaign is “an attempt to alert Can- ‘ 
adians to the seriousness of traffic ac­
cidents. Last year, approximately 5,- 
400 people were killed and close to 
200,000 were injured in nearly 500,- 
000 reported traffic accidents.
These are cold statistics. In human
Canada’s longest-running national 
safety campaign, Safe Driving Week, 
is again being held from December 1 
to 7. Support for this campaign comes 
from all levels of government, busi­
ness, industry and organizations con-
cemed with safety.
Governor - General Roland Mich­
ener, Honorary Patron of the Canada 
Safety Council, has endorsed the cam­
paign again this year and has issued
to support Safe Driving Week . . . 
(they could) help to bring about a 
greater awareness of the effective 
countermeasures contained in the cam-
terms they mean almost incredible 
bereavement, suffering and loss, when 
one considers that much of it is avoid­
able.
Mr. Michener urged all Canadians 
“to be careful and considerate whether 
walking or driving, not only during 
Safe Driving Week but throughout the 
year.”
The Governor-General will sign 
certificates for those cities with a 
population of 40,000 or more that go 
through Safe Driving Week without a 
fatality. Last year 33 cities received 
certificates.
I Bruce J. Legge, Q.C., President of time
paign materials.” . -
Last year there were 68 fatalities 
during Safe Driving Week—a signifi­
cant decrease from the weekly aver­
age of 104 for the rest of December, 
but it is still only one week out of 52.
A concerted effort will have to be 
made if we are to reduce the toll that 
on average, shows 100 Canadians be­
ing killed in each of the other 51 
weeks.
Another 3,000 people are njured in 
the more than 10,000 accidents each 
week. We must strive to make every 
week Safe Driving Week. It can be 
done if all drivers drive defensively 
and if each of us “understands the haz­
ards, knows the defense, and acts in





By JOHN D. HARBRON 
Foreign Affairs Analyst 
Thomson News Service
The only party in the non- 
Communist world with an inter-; 
national network, (other than
Marxist and Communist par­
ti::), is the Christian Demo­es
crats.
In the early 1960s, Christian 
Democratic regimes ruled in 
West Germany, Italy, Chile and 
later Venezuela. In Italy, Chris­
tian Democrats, occasionally in 
coalition with others, have ruled 
without a break since Italy be­
came a postwar republic in 
1946.
In Chile, under former Presi­
dent Eduardo Frei, Christian 
Democracy had a base in Latin 
America from which flowed ad­
vice and support to budding na­
tional Christian Democratic 
parties in such countries as Ar­
gentina, Uruguay and Vene­
zuela.
In that latter country, a Chris- ■ 
tian Democratic m o v e m en t 
styled COPEI won the election 
in 1968 which installed Rafael
Marchand And Calder Way
It Might Take A Miracle 
But Amin Keeps On Going
era and because it spreads 
these ideas globally, Christian 
Democracy has been a bitter 
enemy of world Marxism.
This is because both Christian 
Democrats and Marxists plan 
for the role of "The New Man” 
in society. The Marxists sea 
him in an earthly, statist, to­
tally materialistic community. 
The Christian Democrats see 
him as a Christian marq the 
whole person, spirit and body, 
with a commitment to change 
and enlighten society.
Boht have emerged from the 
monolithic nature of institutions 
—Christian Democracy from 
the theology of Rome, Marxism 
from the theology of Das Kapi-^-x 
taL
OPPOSE RELATIONS 1H
Unlike other Christian denomW 
inations, Christian Democrats 
and Marxists do not try to re­
late to each other. The new 
"theology of liberation” is for 
the fundamentalists, not for the 
institutional nature of Christian 
Democracy.
In Chile, before Dr. Allende’s
„ ,r ----- Marxist g o v e r n m c n t won
Caldeia as. Venezuelan presi- against the Christian Democrats 
aenr in September, 1970, the party’s
Catholic priests working in 
C h 11 e’s trade unions, were 
caHed “the black communists" 
by Marxists. This was a refer? 
ence to their garb of course/
In Italy in 1948, the closest a
And in Spain where political 
parties are technically out- 
la we d, Christian Democrats 
hold weekend “retreats”—in ac­
tuality small g a t h e r i n g s of 
party members—within the con-
fines of a monastery or church-
related structure. try came to a Communist take-
NONE IN CANADA over was during the massive
. Canada has never;-had a struggle for .-power, between 
Christian. Democratic party per Christian Democrats and Com- 
se. But the amalgam of belief in munists.
social change involving a mod- At times their p a r a 11 e 1 
ernizing Catholic Church which strengths almost balanced out
major Western European coun-
predominated in Quebec in the Italian election results, to the 
. late 1950s, was similar to Chris- detriment .of smaller parties of 
tian Democratic thinking. tl*e right and left.
In another country, Prime Today, Christian Democrat 
Minister Trudeau, the moderate international network is iii dis-
yet reformist Catholic intellec- array. Its so-called internal 
tual turned politician, would 
have been a Christian Demo-
‘left wing” believes "dialogue”
with Marxism is essential. And 
crat« . the opposing internal “right
Because its social ideas are wing” believes the party should
based on progressive church fight the materialism of Mario-
doctrine about the rights of man ism with the familiar methods 
in dehumanizing technological of old battles.
I
(Victoria Times')
When Mr. Lcn Marchand made his 
maiden speech to the Commons after 
the general election of 1968 the Lib­
eral member for Kamloops-Cariboo 
said: “I am an Indian who is a mem­
ber of Parliament. I am not just the 
Indian people’s member; but I must' 
speak as well on their behalf.” Mr. 
Marchand’s dual obligation to the rid­
ing in general and to the native people 
in particular was clearly outlined and 
accepted. Mr. Marchand was rc-clect- 
___ ed on October 30. l
Mr. Frank Calder, first elected for 
Atlin in 1949 and now minister with­
out portfolio in the Barrett cabinet, 
has also vigorously promoted the in­
terests of the Indian people, but with- 
' । in a framework of co-operation with
i the majority. He is now involved in a 
> survey of the needs of British Colum-
I bia Indians.
The rise to prominence of native
people is in danger of being unneces­
sarily disturbed by an organization call­
ed the National Indian Movement 
which would substitute confrontation 
and racial chauvinism for gradualism 
and mutual acceptability. The move­
ment plans protest marches and may 
form its own political party to be 
“truly representative of native peo-
President Amin tries to $32 million, have been adver- 
ised for sale in the local press.be reassuring but Canadian ______ ...
Press staff correspondent Another 1,000 businesses irt 41
Kevin Doyle saw plenty bf 
evidence of economic chaos 
as he surveyed the. results 
of Amin’s expulsion of 
Asians. Here is Doyle’s sec­
ond and concluding report . 
on his visit to Kampala dur­
ing a tour of East Africa.
By KEVIN DOYLE 
KAMPALA, Uganda (CP) —
employing nearly 20,000 Afri­
cans. Employment and the 
companies’ scope of activity, 
however, will likely be greatly 
reduced under the new adminis­
tration.
Several factories and garages
CANADA'S STORY . •
Some Laws
. (Galt Reporter)
‘‘If the law supposes that,” said Mr.
Bumble, “the law is an ass.”
Charles Dickens, who created the 
fictional Mr. Bumble in one who was 
of the opinion that ^ome laws are 
absurd.
Yet, until now, the courts have in­
sisted that, even if the law “is an ass,” 
it’s still the law.
A justice of the Alberta Supreme 
Court has now ruled that “it ain't 
necessarily so.”
He held that a certain law, enacted 
in 1906, had become “obsolete, ar­
chaic, inapplicable and unenforceable.” 
He also expressed the opinion that the 
law was “in no sense criminal law,” 
and added that it \Vas “monstrous and 
grotesque” that Parliament should 
have passed this particular law.
A great many Canadians will agree 
with the words of Mr. Justice Harold
pies.”
What Canada must avoid is the
ghetto, mentality which fractures so- Simon Mlonga, his wife - and 
ciety and which in the end breeds eight children sat in the cool six months. Few , pretend to 
violence and greater misery. There is shade of a half-finished con- know what will happen then, 
miirh tn hp Jnnp tn neenre the Indians struction project within a Some Western analysts ex- much to be done to assure the Indians stone,s of Uganda,s press the belief that Amin
unused parliament buildings. might actually prefer to see the
Simon, a slightly-stooped economy reduced to a much
________________________ ___ skeleton of a man, mumbled the slower growth rate.
the^Marchand and Calder way is best SJ>me plea' to everyone lacks KNOWLEDGE
- who walked by in the scorching They argue that he has no
tropical heat. .knowledge of economic prob-
I ve no work, mister. We re Jems and solutions and for this 
hungry—-my children hungry. -
of their rights and to see that they 
achieve due recognition for their 
unique achievements and culture—and
and should be emulated. But it is 
equally the responsibility of the white 
population not to drive the Indians to 
desperation by delay, apathy and ne­
glect.
Are Absurd
Riley — because the judge’s comments 
were directed at a specific section of 
the Lord’s Day Act which prohibits 
“any person on the Lord’s Day ... to 
sell or offer for sale or purchase any 
goods .. . or to carry on any business 
. . . or employ any other person. . .”
But it’s not inconceivable that Mr. 
Justice Rjley might hold similar views 
with regard to other sections of the 
Criminal Code. Having found that one 
law has become obsolete and archaic, 
the judge — or any of his colleagues 
on the bench — could well argue in 
similar vein about a dozen other laws.
Thcrc arc, surely, many laws passed 
more than half a century ago that 
might well be considered antiquated 
today. Is it a judge’s job to repeal these 
laws, or should the repeal of a law 
remain the responsibility of the same 
body that enacted it?
BYGONE DAYS
(From Courier Files)
10 YEARS AGO 
November 1062
Kelowna Bucknioos’ captain Bob Gru­
ber led his team to a 5-1 victory over 
the Penticton Vees. The speedy centre 
fired three goals. Fred Thomas and 
Derek Pyle rounded out the Bucks' scor­
ing with singles. Charlie Cuzzncrcu scor­
ed Penticton's lone goal.
20 YEARS AGO 
November 1052
Sevcntccn-yeai-old Rudy Moyer, a 
grade 11 student nt Kelowna Senior High, 
was chosen Canada's top Junior farmer 
by Judges nt the Royal Winter Fair at 
Toronto. He will receive the T. Eaton
scholarship, and indicated that he will 
attend UBC. He is the son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Henry Moyer, Gulsaehan Road.
30 YEARS AGO 
November 1942
A party of Kelowna sportsmen com­
prised of Frank Lucas, Cyril Weddell, 
II, A. Truswell and Bob Haldane return­
ed from the Clearwater district with 
throe moose and six fine buck doer Io 
stock their larders. The party was away 
10 days.
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40 YEARS AGO 
November 1932
Rutland Notes Placing the business 
end of n .32 automatic over (lie heart of 
Charlie Wing, Rutland Chliuinum, two 
highwaymen held him up before neon, 
and robbed him of $37.00 cash. The hold­
up occurred on the Rutland Road.
50 YEARS AGO 
November 1022
Mi. A/thur .lone:, of Join., .uni iXe.il.v 
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other centres, worth about $35 
million, are also on offer.
Out of all these shops, only a 
handful have passed to African 
hands. The rest stand bolted have already been taken over in
and barred. this way and transferred to the .
Western experts here ' say state-owned Uganda develop-
Amin may have enough reve- ment and state trading organ-
nues, most collected from the jzations. This trend is expected
Asians before they left, to sus- to. continue in those businesses
tain the economy at relatively where the government feels it
high, if declining rate for about. . . . .
state-owned Uganda develop-
can seize control without com­
pensating the former owners.-
If the rest of the commercial
But all the jobs have, gone,” . fortable at the helm of a more 
Simon is one of at least 50,000
Africans thrown out of work
overnight by President Idi
Amin’s recent expulsion of 
about 40,000 non-citizen Asians. 
The great bulk of the unem­
ployed arc centred in the Kam­
pala region.
But they represent only one 
aspect of the massive economic 
and social problem facing Amin 
who seized power in a military 
coup nearly two years ago, dis­
solved parliament for five years 
and assumed dictatorial control 
of Uganda.
BUSINESS STOPS
At least 75 per cent of or-
dinary business activity has 
been idle since the Asians left, 
ostensibly awaiting transfer to 
African hands.
In the past, these businesses 
contributed about 10 per cent of 
Uganda's $2 billion annual gross 
domestic product, furnished a 
substantial part/of government 
revenue and employed the vast 
majority of Africans in in­
dustry.
In Kampala alone, about 500 
shops, formerly owned by 
Asians and valued at more than
His Worst Mistake 
Was Getting Wed
By BOB BOWMAN his body
France. She would not accept it. 
One of the best books .on Ca- saying that she could not have a 
nadian history is The White And heart in death that she never 
The Gold; written by Thomas B- had in life.
Costain. He described a great • „„
leader ip this way: "Some men OTHER NOV. 28 EVENTS: 
are born for emergencies. They 1741—It was announced that
are not particularly successful Canadian exports exceeded iin-
and sent to her in
wvm'+Iv ro}?r'Syr^1Ve’ eVen 1? V r cn ru iuanj ceniiu yauou. u cajjuho VAUVCUVU 1111- 
IP about .v,heti life flows easily and plac- ' ports for the first time.
$75 million to $125 milhon will idly. They arc prone to display ■ 1797—Northwest Co. b e g a n 
faulty judgment and almost cer- ; budding Sault Ste.'Marie canal, 
tain to get at odds with their fel- 1822—Mississauga Ind i a n s
lows; but when a crisis arises, ceded more than two million 
and courageous leadershin is acres comprising Hastings, Ad- 
needed, they come into their d i n g t o n. Frontenac, Lanark, 
own.” . ' Carleton and Renfrew counties
have to be found, experts here 
believe.
Some of this may come from 
external aid funds. Saudi 
Arabia has already pledged a 
loan of about $15 million and1CII13 dliu bUlUUUlib ciuu tut uiAo T ' ------- -
reason might feel more com- Libya has agreed to open a
- - bank in Uganda.
primitive system.
These observers add that 
Amin is also personally re­
signed to the fact that it will 
take many years before Afri­
cans acquire the skills neces­
sary to manage their own econ­
omy.
Consequently, they believe he 
is prepared to sacrifice a rapid
rate’ of growth in order to keep 
economic control squarely in 
African hands.
It is virtually impossible for 
an outsider to discover the real 
intentions of the government. 
Attempts to search beyond 
meaningless generalizations of­
fered by officials is taken as a 
lack of faith in the government.
But the outlines of the 
strategy Amin is likely to follow 
arc beginning to emerge.
ANNOUNCES TAKEOVER
Earlier the flamboyant gen­
eral announced that the govern- 
men will take over and admin­
ister the Madhvani and Mehta 
industrial groups formerly own­
ed by Asians.
The groups, valued at about 
$75 million, were the largest in­
dustrial concern in the country,
Advent Of Container Shipping 
Has Helped Industry In Halifax
YARMOUTH. N.S, (CPI -- 
The advent of container ship­
ping through the port of Halifax 
jias greatly helped at least ono 
industry In this old port town on 
Nova Scotia’s southwest tin.
When Ihe container evolution 
was .shaking up .shipping fronds 
on tlv' North Atlantic a few 
yeasr ago. IMO Foods Ltd., a 
proet'S'int' concern, w.t; r.trui’-
/Jing to ll/: feet.
rl'he firm wi.i; hired in IM 
early months With a battle to 
transport Its high-quality .•un­
roiwan maikcts,
“We could not afford the four 
to six weeks for our products 1o 
reach tlie Emo/wan market,” 
says comi'anv pi'c-.ldent Volker 
Thompson.
The products were shipix'd to
Mi idre;iI they






In the coming IMO
hopes Id ship about 500 contain­
ers of fish products through 
Halifax, and Mr, Thompson 
fays this accounts for about 15 
per cent of Maritime products 
shipned by containers.
And it Is not all one-way traf­
fic either. Mr. Thompson says 
h:s firm imports machmey an I 
other required Item,-', from En-
rope in the same manner, at. 
rates Ih.'m anv other
Today, IMO food employ:, 240 
people making it Yarmouth's
No. employer.. with more
working on fishing vessel,s. Mr. 
Thompson says an Indirect ben­
efit of good shipping is ;m in­
crease In productivity that may 










The government itself has set 
up a development institution 
with a capital of about $18 mil-
That description could have 
applied to Sir Winston Churchill, 
but Costain was writing about 
Count Frontenac who was gov­
ernor of Canada from 1672-1682, 
and again from 1689 until helion. Some further financingmay be undertaken by the com- ~ , ,T „0 1Pnomercial banks dicd at Quebec Nov. 28, 1698.
But the greater part of the 
needed funds will probably 
come from an increase in the
money supply unsupported hy 
an increase in real production.
MORE INFLATION S1EEN
More inflation is likely if the 
government begins to allow a 
freer entry of imports which 
have been at a virtual standstill 
since August, causing shortages 
for the consumer and the 
newly-established African shop­
keeper.
Meanwhile, the government is 
getting less revenue from direct 
and indirect taxation and cus-
toms duties.
It will only be when
spreads down 











— ------- nddod to the fes­
tering sore of unemployment, 
Amin may face the gravest
test of his leadership so far. At 
the moment, he still enjoys 
massive popular support and 
public confidence.
Meanwhile, he appears 
quickly drawing away 
Uganda’s Com mon wealth 
neclion and moving inlo 




where he believes the chances 
of financial aid 'to be greatesl.
Western financial exnorls 
here say it is still loo early to 
condemn Amin's "experiim nt." 
to failure.
He may still come up with an 
economic, solution acceptable to 
M government, the army and 
his admiring public, they say, 
although ono observer .stressed 
Illis would be nothing short of 
an "economic miracle,"
TODAY IN HISTORY
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Nov. 28, 1972 . . .
British troops occupied 
Mandalay 87 years ago to­
day.. In 1885-and deposed
King Thibaw, last monarch 
of Burma. Mandalay hud 
been built, as the Burmese
Vh I
cf Ontario.
1844—-Parliamc’t opened in 
Montreal and restrictions were 
removed on use of French lan­
guage.
195G—Canada granted St mil­
lion to help Hungarian refugees.
Frontenac and Churchill shared 
many of the same strengths and 
great men.
weaknesses, and they wore
Frontenac was recalled to 
France in. 1682 because of bis 
■ constant quarrels with the 
bishop and the intendant. Nev­
ertheless, he had done a great 
deal to strengthen and develop 
the growth of Canada.
The situation deteriorated so 
deeply after his departure that 
Louis XIV had to eat humble 
pie for a king and ask him to 
return. Louis said: “I send you . 
back to New France where I ex­
pect you will serve me as well 
as you did before. I ask for 
nothing more.”
Frontenac was successful. He 
got the Iroquois under control, 
developed the bases at present- 
ciay Kingston, Mackinac and 
Detroit, repulsed an attack on 
Quebec by a force from Now 
England, and directed a number 
of Iberville’s campaigns includ­
ing the capture of Newfound­
land and Hudson Bay.
Given more time mid bolter 
support, Frontenac and Iber­
ville might have conquered all 
of North America for France, 
I'Toiitonnc':; most, unfortunate 
failure wa.-: In his own inar- 
riago. Ills wife never accompa­
nied him to Quebec. When Fron­
tenac died he left instructions 
that his hoart bo removed from
LETTER TO EDITOR
Letters to the editor must 
be signed by and bear the 
address of the writer. A pen 
name may be used. The 
Courier may edit letters for 
brevity, clarity, legality or 
taste. Letters must not be 
more than 500 words. Reject­
ed letters will not be returned.
NOT TEEN-AGER
Sir:
I was taking a walk non) 
Strathcona Park around 4:3( 
p.m. recently when I saw this 
ear pull up and a mar. 
stepix'd out and put somelhinp 
on Ihe grass. 1 was curious' and 
after he pulled away (I secured 
his licence number) I noticed 
he had dropped an empty wine 
bottle still in the brown bag In 
which it was purchased.
This man was no teen-ager, 
lie would be over 50 years.
I can Imagine what people say 
when they are walking in thn 
park and see fills empty bottle, 
“Some teen-agers d r In k I n g
I will not divulge the licence 
number, but I think he rhouid 
be ashamed of himself, littering 
up this beautiful park.
Signed
PARK LOVER.
IT HAPPENED IN CANADA
17’ /•/■/*
Z-'l- , • ” .1
'jjM WE SPRING Of 1013, DflUiNG fjt 
WAR of 1012, AMERICAN f‘0RCT9 . 
ATTACKEPAND BURMEP YORK (ww
AO A BOY Of 14-, YOUNG MacMAB 
I'ODGHT VALIANTLY WITH TRE DEFEND­
ING TROOPS-
0 »ATEft, HE WAG ON TilC WINNING GlOE 
when at The head of a troop or- awo- 
HL15 |IF. PARTICIPATED IN DIE ATTACK 
' OIIJOR1 NIAGARA , AND AGAIN WIIUI : 
A5 A ILLN-AGCD OfFICERjILLEDIilfi ' 
ATTACK ON GARANAC BRIDGE INTilE ! 
GIEGT. OF PLAT T4BDRG, NEW YORK- ' 
M THE RlPEOi.DWS OEEfMflJ- ' 
7U/J, ///■ A UGEM) flVA/S 
OWN TIME -- 1UE EAAfWS 
"IW SOLD.'ER OP 1PL I VAN Of UVP
riEDGEGIRlF/fNlTWA-
ll IIIIJRi. |‘,lJJID,O)1L f,l
II AMIRll'A'G M0‘,1 sFP’IAC* 
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Lloyd’s Pocket Radio. A ftft 
REGULAR 6.49......4.77
Wil
The Best Sounds Around 
For Movin' And Groovin'
Portables All . . .
Cassettes - Tape Recorders - Reel To Reel 
4 Track - 8 Track - Stereos - TVs - AM-FM Radios
We're Having A Great
CHRISTMAS
,o: . w
* BIG 25" Screen * BIG Viewing Pleasure
* BIG Performance * BIG Guarantee
★General Electric BIG in EVERY Way.
Special Factory Buy-Pay Less—While Stock Lasts
and Get 1 Year Free Service. । ggg HB
• 295 Sq. Ins. of Color Picture HF® fl
• Preset Fine Tuning Jgjg HI HI W ""ft
• Automatic Fleshtone Stabilizer JHMk WMW ft g ^g
• Automatic Fine Tuning JR flFjR
• Automatic Color Purifier ggg WLdHp K
• Contemporary Cabinet ftr
When it Comes to Color ... Come to Marshall Wells
Mr. Leo Duhamel, manager of Marshall Wells Stores, through a special 
purchase brings you the Color TV Buy of the Year.
Webcor 8 Track
CAR TAPE DECK AA-95
Reg. 59.95 .... ............. .... ........... ...
AM-FM-AC-DC
TRANSISTOR RADIO IQ-95
• Upright Styling • Luggage Style Case. ■
■■ Lloyds.
3”x5^”xl0%” Chrome Finish ■
TAPE RECORDER 7Q°8
For work, for play, for fun .......
F A D DV AT BOTH MARSHALL WELLS
XsrX IX IX I X/ I M . • • DOWNTOWN & ORCHARD PARK
G.E. Portable
19" COLOR TV
Brings a whole new world of . 









• Years of entertainment
• Complete with 
speakers





to choose from. g g % up
PAY LESS FOR B & W TOO
23" CONSOLE
Free 1-year parts and For Only
90-day labor warranty is 
included with this lux- i I
nry look TV. Has 100% fl C
solid state chassis, solid jg g HL Ji 
state VHF/UHF tuners, BS g g
great sound and picture jg
clarity. - dBBB «Jm gr
Why Not An Appliance Christmas?
MOFFAT WASHER & DRYER
iFffSnlH Both For
Eat Turkey During the Holidays 
Compliments of Marshall Wells HEALTH-0-MATICMATCHING BOX SPRING 
AND MATTRESS
Washer has infinite water level control, 5 water temp, selections.
Many Deluxe FeaturesZenith Fully Automatic
ELECTRIC RANGE 209-00
CHRISTMAS TURKEY 'h PRICEFREEWITH PURCHASE OF $200 OR MORE.
FREEFREEFREE FREE
M Instant Credit ® Free Delivery
w
Ask About Our Christmas l ay-Assay i’lim
Drycr has automatic, damp dry cycle, regular cycle, penna-press cycle and 
fluff cycle.
J
7.EMTII 13 CU. 11. FROST FREE
REFRIGERATOR W.88
Many Deluxe Features W ■IWf
ffl) 48888
STORES
DOWNTOWN AND ORCHARD PARK
CHRISTMAS GROCERIES
Simply guess the Dollar Value of the Groceries displayed in 
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Mr. and Mrs. George Oros- Well-known radio “jockey”
land accompanied Nr. and Mrs. Mark Felesky has returned to
W. S. ‘Buzz’ Jones of Abbott 
Street to Vancouver during the
WOMEN’S EDITOR, MRS. H. R. GREER
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MORE PLEDGES
The Old Mill Ranch Is
Scene Of Baptismal Rites
The Old Mill Ranch, Kelowna I Koehle, all of Kelowna and the 
was the setting for the baptism great granddaughter of Mrs. J.
New pledges in the Alpha 
Epsilon Chapter of Beta Sigma 
Phi who were welcomed into 
the sorority in a special rit-
ual ceremony are, front row, row, Mrs. Dave Morgan, Mrs. 
left to right, Mrs. James Nel- Dan Krausert, Mrs. .Martin 
son, Mrs. Laura Cameron Everitt, Mrs. Terry Dunham, 
and Mrs. Dan Albert. Back .
Mrs. Jim Martin and Mrs. 
Lucille Bulatovich.
(Courier Photo)
weekend where they attended 
the fall ceremonial of the Shri­
ners. Mr. Jones, president of 
the Kelowna Shrine Club and 
Mr. Crosland, past president, 
took part in the proceedings 
held in the Gesiah Temple on 
Weyburn Drive and the four­
some attended the dinner and 
dance at the Commodore.
Another resident of this area 
who travelled to Vancouver dur­
ing the past week was Robert 
McKee of Cedar Creek; who at­
tended the education seminar 
of the British Columbia Cancer 
Society. Mr. McKee who is edu­
cation officer for the Kelowna 
and District Cancer Society, will 
be giving a full report to the-, 
Ipcal society. Among some of 
the challenging topics dealt with 
was How to Reach Men, with 
cancer prevention programs. A 
film on this particular aspect 
of preventive programs was 
most interesting, .he said. Dele­
gates attended from all parts 
of B.C. and the Yukon.
Kelowna as an announcer for 
CKOV after much travelling. 
Mr. Felesky is no stranger to 
the staff of the radio station or 
local listeners, as he has worked 
previously for CKOV.
of the 14-month-old daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. David Bifford, Co­
quitlam, B.C. She was baptized 
Leanne Rachelle by Rev. E. S. 
Fleming at his residence, one 
of the Valley’s oldest, on Nov, 
12 according to the rites of the 
United Church of Canada.
Leanne’s chosen godparents 
are Mr. and Mrs. Al Koehle, 
Mrs. Bifford's brother and sis­
ter-in-law, who reside in Rut­
land.
The ceremony was followed 
by a dinner served at the home 
of Mrs. Bifford’s parents, Mr. 
and Mrs. R. J. Koehle.
Morry, Vancouver; Mr. and 
Mrs, F. Koehle, Nelson and Mr. 
and Mrs. J. Maglio, Victoria.
ABORTIONSUP
LONDON (AP) — Abortions 
in England and Wales totaled 
141,132 during the 12 months 
ending March 31, 1972, the gov­
ernment said. This is up from 
the 33,598 during 1968-69, the 




Leanne is the granddaughte;
tape recorder owners is to 
dictate a Yule message from the
of Mr. and Mrs. Emil. Bifford family and mail cassettes to 
and Mr. and Mrs. Robert • relatives and friends.
Authors Association Studies
Creation Of Characters
Scrooge? Perry Mason? Hil- 
den Caulfield? Scarlet O’Hara? 
Duddy Kravitz?
Characters are heart and soul 
of most stories — whether they 
are short sketches or lengthy 
eagas.
Characters and characteriza­
tion was the topic under dis­
cussion at the monthly meeting 
of the Okanagan Branch — 
Canadian Authors Association 
held in the Kelowna library on 
Sunday afternoon.
Chaired by Bert Reynolds, 
first vice-president of OB-CAA, 
the group discussed the essen­
tial ingredients required to cre­
ate lifelike characters — char-
acters believable to the reader, 
There are usually two types 
of characters in most stories — 
the protagonist, or major char­
acter, and secondary charact­
ers. Then it is up to the writer 
to “put the breath of life” into 
these people, being sure the pro­
tagonist retains his major po­
sition.
How is this done? How do we 
bring our hero to the forefront 
of the stage? Every real person, 
as well as fictional character, 
has two basic parts. First, his 
physical being. He may be bald- 
headed, monocled, and walk 
with the stride of a Russian 
courit. Secondly, there is the
mental or psychological. part. 
He may be brave and tolerant, 
a lover of Bach and Bernstein.
TECHNIQUES
The most difficult work of the 
writer is to bring out the physi­
cal and mental condition of his 
characters in the most natural 
way possible, There are various 
ways this can be accomplished.
ROTARY
Capri East Club To Observe
Foundation Week On Thursday
The Rotary Club of Kelowna 
Capri East will feature a talk 
by Lloyd Schmidt, a past Ro­
tary Foundation Group Study 
Exchange participant, at the 
club’s weekly meeting Nov. 30 
in commemoration of Rotary 
Foundation Week. Mr; Schmidt 
took part in an exchange pro­
gram to Bolivia wjtli several 
other young businessmen rep­
resenting Rotary District 506. 
He travelled extensively in the 
South American country study­
ing and observing the many dif­
ferent aspects of the country.
In honoring the Rotary Foun­
dation during its 55th year of 
service, the Capri East Rotary 
Club will join with more than 
15,000 other Rotary Clubs in 149 
countries.
“The Rotary. Foundation was 
created by Rotary International 
to provide educational and voca­
tional study programs for null­
ified young people in countries 
other than their own” said Loit 
Rmnpone, president of the Capri 
East Club. ''Award recipients 
arc expected to strive for aca­
demic excellence while serving
Supported by contributions 
from individual Roarians and
Rotary clubs, the Foundation 
has enabled more than 5,400 
young men and women to pur­
sue studies in a different cultu­
ral environment at a cost of 
more than $14 million since the 
first Fellowships were award­
ed in 1947. This year, the Foun­
dation will award more than $2 
million to approximately 700 
young people.
In addition to graduate fel­
lowships and undergraduate 
scholarships, special programs 
arc available to young crafts­
men through technical training 
awards. There also arc awards 
for teachers of the physically 
and mentally handicapped and 
for young business and profes­
sional men through Group Study 
Exchange.
Rotary International is a 
world fellowship of 715,000 busi­
ness and professional men 
who accept the Ideals of friend­
ship, fellowship, and service in 
their personal and community 
lives.
First, by exposition. The writer 
merely tells what the characters 
are like. Second, the stream-of- 
consciousness technique. Here 
the characters expose them­
selves as well as others through 
their thoughts. Third, through 
the use of dialogue or monolo­
gue. We might say they tell on 
one another, and thereby give 
information to the reader. 
Fourth, the actions, of a char­
acter are important in creating 
a true image of that person. 
Our hero, caught with a pound 
of hash or in the wrong bed­
room, takes on new dimensions.
Above all, the writer must be 
careful of many hazards which 
he will encounter when build- 
irig a character. Try not to 
have too many characters — it 
increases the difficulty in keep­
ing their identities separate. 
Keith Winter said Tolstoy used 
so many characters in War and 
Peace that the novel tends to 
overwhelm readers.
Do not make one-sided wooden 
characters. No person is all bad 
or all good. On the other hand 
be consistant. Make the char­
acters act their age.
Leonard Saunders suggested 
that thei' are always exceptions 
to the rules, but there arc few 
writers who have the ability to 
break the rules and still create 
living characters acceptable to 
the majority of the reading pub­
lic.
St. Mary's Will 
Double Donation 
To Camp Owaissi
SOUTH KELOWNA (Special) 
— St. Mary’s Anglican Church 
Committee met on Wednesday 
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
Peter Stirling, Spiers Road, with 
Mr. Stirling as . chairman.
Among several decisions 
made during the evening was 
one to more than double the al­
location to Camp Owaissi.
A nominating committee was 
set. up of Mrs. Frank Turton, 
Roy Day and Peter Stirling, to 
get candidates for the annual 
meeting and election of officers 
of the parish of St.Gary’s East 
.Kelowna, to be held Jan. 10, 
1973.
Rev. Donald Kidd explained 
the schedule of Christmas 
church services, which will be 
published shortly in the parish 
leaflet. .
EASY DOES IT 
With Win Packer
There are quite a number of 
things you can do with coffee 
besides drinking it. A delicious 
glaze, for a baked ham is simply 
a mixture of two tablespoons of 
instant coffee, three tablespoons 
of brown sugar and a cup of 
water. There’s a special flavor 
to the gravy of lamb roast, too, 
when you add a tablespoon of 
instant coffee.
The old favorite snack—cinna­
mon toast—takes on a new taste 
twist with a sprinkling of instant 
coffee along with the cinnamon 
and sugar. Arid try sprinkling a 
teaspoon of instant coffee over 
the raisins of your next pie just 
before the top crust is added.
With a few tricks like these 
you’ll soon become known as the 
cook with the special flair for 
tasty surprises.
TV CENSORSHIP
PORT COLBORNE, Ont. (CP) 
— A parent-teacher meeting 
here was told that children 
should hot be allowed to watch 
TV indiscriminately. Joseph 
Koral, community director for 
WBEN-TV, thinks parents 
should govern the number of 
hours their c h i Id ren spend 
watching TV. “Te 1 e v i s i o n 
should not be a baby-sitter for 
parents," he said.
SOCIAL NUMBERS
Just back from a holiday? 
Out-of-town’ house guests at 
your house? Entertained, a 
shower or anniversary or some 
other special event? Why not 
phone your item to.the Women’s 
Editor? We’re happy to receive 
your social notes. In the Glen- 
more area phone, Mrs. Rhona 
Wasden, 3-6763; at East Kelow­
na, Mrs. Charles Ross, 3-5291; 
South Kelowna, Mrs. Lee Tay­
lor, 2-6412 or in Okanagan Mis­
sion, Ed Spiller, 4-4059, or Mary 
Greer at the Courier, 2-4445.
BEST BUNNYS
TRURO, N.S. (CP) - Eliza­
beth Hrble of New Germany, 
N.S., received the best entry 
award at the 1.972 Nova Scotia 
Rabbit Breeders Association 
rabbit show, held at the Nova 
Scotia Agricultural College. 
Mrs. Hubley also won a trophy 
for the best doe and litter and 
for the best junior Nethcrland 
dwarf.
ns ambassador:; of good 
through people-lo-people 





(CP) — Education Minister Ei­
leen Dallly says school walk 
limits may b;> r< duecd if chil­
dren are forced to walk along 
■ dangerous highways on their 
way Io school, she said here 
that If traffic experts agree that 
child)on fart' cxlrmne haznrds 
xxhit” walkin;; to school, the pro- 
vhicial government will share 
tiic cog of transportation. The
pnmner now - with local
mliool bo.ii.l-; the cost for chil­
dren who live more Ilian a ccr-
t->in distance from school.
WINS ( lil.l.BBATES
THl I III), NS, i CP) ..... !
lliiim of the WmnuiS In-.tituto of 




Attention clubs and organiz­
ations. The Courier seeks your 
co-operation in presenting up- 
to-date accounts of your ac­
tivities. Reports of meetings 
and other activities should be 
submitted to the women's edi­
tor immediately.
The same rule applies for 
weddings. Forms supplied by 
the Courier may lie completed 
prior Io the wedding and sub­
mitted Immediately following 
ihc ceremony. Wedding write­
ups submitted m ore than 
I seven days later will not be 
I published.
It a picture Is submitted with 
a write-up It must be black 
and white. Color pictures will 
not lie in cepted.
c htbihc will take 
.lull 10 11, on the
vtlll 11 r a I College
Mirlii'i , th.' In .'.I'utc






The multitude of cassettes 
affords an almost limitless as­
sortment for gifting the owner 




• Local Cremation 
Facilities
• Services from $90
1131 Bernard Ave; 762-3010
In British Columbia 
V mixed Hoots required 3 or 
more engine oils.
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New CHEVRON DELO 400 Motor Oil in 
tho one oil for all cnqinm, Il meets iho 
manufacturers' warranty requirements for 
all major aulomotlvo diesolt; built — 
Caterpillar, Cummins, Dotroit Dim.ot, 
Mack and International Harvester, Plus 
the warranty requirement-, (or (ord, GMC 
and Chi y.Im q.r.ilme enqino-,.
So even if you operate a diversified fleet 
of li.mspollution and om.trui turn mimp- 
ment, you can now reduce all your enoino 
oils to one.
New DELO 400 is formulated Io meed 
an exceptionally wide ramjc of icquirri- 
menls - - horn me low ar.h/hi()fi tempm- 
ature demand’, of diesel servir o to tlai
Standard Oil Company 
of British Columbia Limited
low temperature and rus| protection 
needs of f),r,olinc service.
DELO 400 meets and oxceods all the 
following: Military Specification'. Mll.-L- 
210411, Mil I-21O4C, MII.-L-4fi1!>2, MIL- 
1-4S190B; API Service Classification-. CC. 
Cl). SI), nnil SI'; f ool, GMQ Caloipill.ir
you. haiiyo 
all trial.
II you I o '.loi hin<| 




S62 Cknicnl Atrnnr, KcioMnn — 763-3515
it's Christmas Lay Away Time
For "Diamond Dreamers
and we'll make her dreams realities!
Whether you are planning a Christmas 
engagement, or contemplating the purchase 
of an Anniversary diamond, we suggest 
you’ll do better at Grassie-Firbanks. Never 
before have we had such a dazzling array 
of diamond rings. There’s an almost limit­
less variety of stylish settings—and we can 
supply diamonds in several qualities to 
meet various budgets. Our reputation for 
fair-dealing during our 86 years In the 
diamond business — our fair prices — and 







from $100 upDiamond Rings
Th. ring* 
illuttrottd 




Bulova models from $49.95
Come in today and select'from our 
new model watches by Bulova. 
They're all very high fashion. And 
sensible, too. In fine craftsmanship 
and reasonable pricing.
This Christmas Give Her a
studio Iino
Lay Away Fine Chinaware Gifts
Our Rosenthal Studio Department is well slocked with everything 
beautiful and exclusive in tabic sellings. Pictured above is “EVEN­
SONG” by II. T. Baumann, with co-ordinated, hand blown ciyslal 





SHOPS CAPRI KI LOW NA
In the Mall 763-6904
It’s at the Bayvho have resided at the nurs- Mrs. Gladys Herbert, and Mrs. Clara Ott, RN,right,
Mrs. Adele Burke, manageressary tea were, standing left to (Courier Photo)










jlOW I' ll .uni have your
ATTENTION




he Informed me 
friends are begin-
© I aid?Steam
husband keep his curfew. Make 
this the bargaining point. The 
alternative is a weekly battle 
and you'll lose every time.
Dear Chip: My advice Is for 
you to get a raid game, or a
sup- 
the
“We had to wait this long for 
it because it took very recent 
developments in ultrasound and 
remote-control devices to per­
fect the system.”
loan, she noted was made by a 
private company when govem-
papcr was that the spray he mother arc readily discernible 
used was harmless. through the new system.
BRI MJ ASI Willi S \N I A IK KI IS ARI ON 





ing home for eight years. Tak- ______ ______ ...___________ _____ _ __  ___ _ _
ing part in the 10th annivers- to toe institution for 11 years; Sutherland Avenue residence.
who has served as accountant ervisor of the staff at
person.” And “Comrade 
chairperson” had a funny
INTcR'0.7
i i ’ \ x; .
Colton denim jeans with flair leg styling. 
Patch pockets front and back. Sizes 8 - 16. 
Available in blue only. ......................................
Boys’ Wear, Kelowria
Sizes 181.'.' to 24%, $49.98
Si.’.j 96% to 28'/
Bouquets, both verbal and[ phere in toe hospital which has build the private hospital. The 
real were presented during the expanded from 12 residents to ’ ’
PART OF THE ‘WHOLF 
FAMILY’ at Still Waters pri­
vate hospital are Mr. and Mrs. 
Edgar Harris, seated in front,
ANN LANDERS
A Big Load Of 'Hay 
Goes Up In Smoke
Dear Ann Landers: I’m an. 
18-year-old girl who just com­
pleted high school. My parents 
have smoked a pack-and-a-half 
of cigarets each, every day for 
the last 20 years. I smoked a 
pack a day for two years.
Until a few weeks ago I kept 
giving myself that tired old 
promise—-‘SomedayJ’ll say ‘this 
is it’ and quit cold.”
Then I decided to put the 
facts down.on paper to see what 
they look like. Here they are:
A person who smokes a pack 
a day for 10 years has smoked 
73,000 cigarets. If you’ve 
smoked a pack a day for 20 
years, you’ve smoked 146,000. If 
you smoke "only” a half a pack 
a day. that’s 3,650 cigarets a 
■year. If you keep it up for 20 
years, that adds up to 73,000 
■ cigarets. ■
The cigarets I used to smoke 
■ cost 55 cents a pack. That was 
$3.85 a weck. One year amounts, 
to $200.75. Ten years comes to 
$2,007.50. For 20 years it’s a 
whojiping $4,015.00. My mom 
and dad combined have burned 
up $12,045, not to mention the 
holes in their clothes and the 
rugs and furniture.. Heaven 
knows what they've done to 
their lungs.
I haven't smoked for three 
wc"ks and it’s fantastic how 
much better I feel. I’ve stopped 
coughing and I know I smell 
better. But most important—1 
don’t feel weak arid stupid any­
more. I don’t know why in the 
world it took me so long to get 
smart. Spread the word, Ann.— 
Unhooked
Dear Un: I’ve been spreading 
It. And I’ve been doing some­
thing else. I’ve stopped choking 
silently, while inconsiderate 
people around me pollute the 
air. 1 now ask them to please 
move the cigaret so the smoke 
doesn’t get in my lungs. When 
they offer to put it out, I say, 
"Fine—do us both a favor.”
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Private Hospital Observes 
Decade Of 'Care' Service
10th anniversary tea and recep- 125.
^on at Still Waters Private Hos-I starting off the presentation 
pital. During toe quiet afternoon, program, staff supervisor, Mrs. 
presentations of gifts in appreci- Qara on, rn, on behalf of the 
ation for dedicated services sfaff( presented a beautiful cor- 
were also made by Mrs. Adele sage |0 ^j-s Burke and to her 
Burke, manageress of -toe bos- soni David M. Kornell, a bouton- 
Pltal- mere.
In opening toe afternoon Mrs. Heading up the long service 
Burke mentioned toe many lawarcjs was Mrs. Gladys Her- 
changes at toe home which had wjj0 jjas served as account- 
been established 10 years ago ant for the family-owned com- 
on Sutherland Avenue. In_ giv- pany for years. Mr. Kornell, 
ing vent to our joy , Mrs. Burke in presenting her with a bouquet 
mentioned toe family atmos- roses, said it was Mrs. Her­
bert's optimism first of all, that 
I fxxl^ encouraged his parents to openLITT 16 dISTerS the much needed hospital. "Her 
patience and perseverance when
Where Are You? to
Dear Ann Landers: AR I want 
is a far hearing. If you care to 
comment or otter some advice, 
I’d consider it a bonus. Here is 
toe situation: .
I am a meter reader for the 
electric company. The fellows I 
work with are all decent family 
men who work a lot harder than 
most people think.
Recently one of toe men had 
to spray a cantankerous Ger­
man shepherd with the sub­
stance we carry to protect our­
selves on the job. The owner of 
that dog was furious and wrote 
a nasty letter to the local news­
paper. It caused a terrific 
amount of trouble and bad feel­
ing against the company.
I love animals. I have always 
had a pet. But I’ve had to spray 
dogs, too. The public has no 
concept of the number of vi­
cious dogs we encounter while 
trying to make a living. No one 
wants to spray a dog. But it’s’a 
lot easier to wash a dog’s face 
than to lose a chunk of flesh out 
of your leg. The spray does not 
cause the dog any pain, and 
there are no after effects. All it 
does is stun the animal momen­
tarily and frighten him away.
Thank you, Ann, for letting 
me have my say.—Friend Of 
The Unjustly Maligned
Monitoring System Developed 
For Heart Action Of Unborn
WINNIPEG (CP) — Obstetri­
cians at St. Boniface General 
Hospital now monitor the heart 
activity of babies about to be 
born when medical evidence 
warns they may be in trouble.
The $20,000 monitoring system 
was developed and built in the 
United States and has been op­
erating at toe hospital since
Dear Friend: You didn't say 
what the spray was but I as­
sume it was not Mace. This is 
undoubtedly the cause of ■ the 
misunderstanding. Some sprays 
can damage the eyes. The point 
that should have been empha­
sized when the accused wrote 
his response to the local news-
September.
Dr. Leo Peddle, the hospital’s 
chief of obstetrics and gynecol­
ogy, said in an interview that 10 
to 15 per cent of expectant 
mothers run into medical trou­
ble with their babies during the 
last few days of pregnancy. It is 
during this period that the mon- 
i t o r i n g system can prevent 
harm to the baby and illness to 
the mother.
The monitor measures the 
fetal heart rate and uterine con­
tractions in the mother;
Prior to the natural rupturing 
of the sac in which toe baby 
develops, the fetal heart is mon­
itored by ultrasound sensors 
through the mother’s abdomen. 
Direct electronic sensors are at­
tached to the baby’s scalp or 
buttocks after rupture of the 
membrane.
SPOT DANGER SIGNALS
Monitoring the uterine con­
tractions, the system employs 
external sensors first, then 
switches to a saline-filled cath­
eter after membrane rupture, 
measuring toe exact pressure 
exerted on the baby by its 
mother’s labor contractions.
The sensors are coupled with 
remote-control computer de­
vices in the labor room nursing 
station, warning the staff if 
fetal heart rates become too 
slow or too fast for predeter­
mined tolerances.
Dr. Peddle said danger sig­
nals from head compression 
during labor, oxygen shortness 
in the baby’s system and com­
plications involving the umbili-
gifts and flowers in appreciation 
of five or more years service 
were: Mrs, Mabel Brovald, nine 
and half years; Mrs. Jean Wil­
son, seven years; Mrs, Irene 
Clements, seven years; Mrs. 
Lorraine Johnson, seven years 
and Mrs. Mary Schedlosky, live 
and half years.
Four years or more awards 
went to: Mrs. Clara Ott, RN, 
Mrs. Gladys Allen and Mrs.
. . „ Myrtle Fritz; more than three
ment funds were not availaole. years, Mrs. Agnes Metcalfe,
Rev. and Mrs. Kornalewski 
operated a small boarding home 
on Pandosy, pridr to this and 
through this experience saw the 
desperate need in the commun­
ity for a private hospital for this 
level of care.
HOME FOR RETIRED
The Joseph Benjamin resi­
dence of apartment units for the 
mobile retired was built later 
in memory of her late husband, 
by Mrs. Burke and was an addi-
Mrs. Ruth Andres, RN; more 
than two years, Mrs. Dorothy 
Davies, Mrs. Irene Kopp, RN 
and Mrs. Bertha Kozak. Other 
personnel shared in a fun draw 
of gifts and all received flowers.
The afternoon concluded with 
refreshments for all present 
which included a number of 
family and friends of the resi­
dents.
After transition from the slow In reminiscing about toe be- 
moving nrocess of obtaining a ginning of toe nursing home 
charter and other legalities, Big complex, Mrs. Herbert related 
Sisters of Kelowna and District how toe late Rev. Joseph Benja- 
are ready to move into toe com- min Kornalewski and his wife 
munity field of service and ac- Adele raised toe required $50,- 
tion 000 from toe community and toe
__ £j parish members of their church 
■. Applications by 10 women in or<jer |0 qUanfy for the quar- 
have been, processed and aP- ter of a million loan needed to 
proved and one Big Sister has........ ......... ■ ■ — --- ------
already been paired up with a | .
Little Sister. However a report 
at the regular monthly meet­
ing at noon Monday revealed a 
lack of Little Sisters.
Little Sisters are girls, seven 
years and oyer who may be 
needing a one to one personal 
relationship with an older wo­
man, who must be 17 years and 
up.
Similar to,Big Brothers in 
scope, the organization offers 
through this one to one friend­
ship, counselling for girls who 
are experiencing emotional and
'Lib' Causes 
Chair Confusion
VANCOUVER (CP) — The 
nomenclature used at the 
three-day annual convention 
of the British Columbia New 
Democratic Party during toe 
weekend got a little confusing 
as delegates groped for new 
words in an effort to avoid 
being tagged as “sexists” by 
women’s liberationists.
“Mr. chairman” was a 
definite no-no. It ■ became 
“Mr.- chairperson.” That drew 
hisses from the women dele­
gates. So did "Brother chair-
“Sister chairperson,” and 
"Ms. “chairperson” also were 
heard at various convention 
sessions, but all of them 
seemed to be lacking some­
thing and the 800 delegates 
never did settle on a definite 
title for the individual behind 
the podium, sometimes a 
man, occasionally a woman.
The ultimate was coined by 
one Vancouvcr-area delegate, 
who in keeping with womens 
lib and the fraternal relations 
of the trade union movement, 
devised:
“Neutered tovarich sibling 
chairperson.”
He was afraid to use it.
social problems; provides I . 
friendship, understanding and I 
guidance by a volunteer female I 
interested in this type of ser- II 
vice. I
Citizens and organizations 11 
interested in supporting this hu-1| 
manitarian service may do so, I. 
by taking out individual mem- I 
berships or by donating to the I 
organization. A speaker is avail- I 
able by contacting Brian Van- |l 
dale or writing Box 556, Kei-11 
owna. , ' I .
During toe regular monthly i I 
meeting chaired by president, I 
Mrs. Jack Hemmett, the newly I 
appointed vice-president, Mrs. I 
Gordon Montgomery was wel- II 
corned and agreed to assist the I 
president and treasurer, Mrs. I 
Philip Wakefield in toe prepara- I 
torn of a brief to be presented I 
to the Community Chest. I
Mrs. Marie Heimlick will pre- I 
pare a membership list and all I 
board members who have sold I 
memberships are asked to pre- I 
pare a list of names and ad-I 
dresses of the same. This is to I 
make it possible to keep these I 
members informed through a l 
semi-annual newsletter. I
A letter will also be prepared, I 
regarding the needs and pur- I 
poses of the organization, par- I 
ticular reference for social I 
agencies who may have poten- I 
tial Little Sisters. I
YOUNG JEWELS
Youngsters also like finery, 
and Christmas is a beautiful 
opportunity to start their jewel­
ry wardrobe. For little girls, an 
add-a-stone necklace. For little 
boys, his first gold or silver 
cufflinks.
CUSTOM MADE OR 
BUY THE YARD
Largest selection of fabrics 
in toe valley. Custom made 
swags and covered valances.
1461 Sutherland Avenue 
Phone 763-2124
tional expense and responsibility j 
assumed by her and her son. I 
Mrs. Herbert noted that at no 
time did they receive any out­
side help such as government 
grants or loans.
Mrs. Herbert closed by adding 
her tribute to toe stall, who she 
said, were well chosen and most 
co-operative. When you have a 
staff of 60 people,, it is no easy 
task to have the rapport evident 
at Still Waters, she said.




Lessons in your own home
Piano Tuning
Professional Work 






Choose from famous brand names such as
Carrs, Huntley & Palmer or Peek Frean.




Cotton embroidered pillow cases. White. Llm- 1 mL If 
ited Quantity — only 2 pr. per customer ■ 
please.............. ...... ............ .............................. ......... IIW
Staples, Kelowna
Warm and cosy wool-like acrylic mitts. Avail- gr
able in assorted patterns and colours. One size j 
fits all........ ................................. B W
Ladles* Accessories, Kelowna
Dear Ann Landers: My hus­
band and I have been married 
24 years. We have four good 
children. The youngest is 6.
Ten years ago Tom was prom­
oted from machine operator to 
foreman. A few years later he 
-was made assistant superin­
tendent. Last year he was made 
superintendent. Now Tom says 
the reason he got those promo­
tions was because he gets along 
so well with the men. What lie 
wants is one night out a week to 
enjoy male companionship. He 




ning to look old -everyone but 
him, that is. till* is 45.) lie says 
the reason he looks so. good is
because
him and if 1 know what’s good 
for me. I won't start now.
I don’t mind Toin going hunt- 
ng and ft' lung and golfing, but 
Inu't like this one-night-a- 
k-out. lb' n uallv :■> home by 




Nii’d Neu C;ii|'ct or
Where fashion has NO size limi
r.\’ 7 4 sn




made exclusively for u 
in sizes wz. to 32’a
Is where you'll 
find the beautiful fashions for 
those very special evenings.
(a) A graceful flowing panel, 
held by an antiqued buckle, on our 
very elegant gown of printed 
polyester knit. Choose from 
a varied/ of prints.
Sizes 20% to 26%, $49.98
Sizes 28% to 32%, $55.00
(b) Sophisticated simplicity, in 
crushproof polyester jacquard hn. 
touched with glitter.
White with silver or gold Lure.x,
Oddments of 2 and 3 ply phentex.
Ideal for nigs, slippers, toys, etc. B I Of K JT
3.2 oz. balls................................. ............ M ® B. W
Notions, Kelowna
100% Acrylic cable stitch cardigans. Covered (UBiLjI 
buttons. Washable. Available in blue only. OL 
S.M.L. ................... ................................ ...............TT® > <
Ladles’ Wear, Kelowna
Ribbed, long leg snuggles In 75% colton/15%
wool. Quality Kayser brand. While. Available in jw |T 
medium, large and extra-large................................ B w
Lingerie, Kelowna
MEN'S THERMAL UNDERWEAR
100% combed collon undcruciir. Shirk with £ gn 
crew neck st)ling mid drawers with clastic g IL, ILB 
waists and legs. S.M.L.XI.. White only. B 7® 
lops or Bottoms. . .................................................. B
Men’s Wear, Kelowna
The Now Boy Orchard Park Store Hours: Open Daily 9:30 to 6;
Thursday and Friday 9:30 to 9.
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AIR CANADA (£) OAC
LONDON SUPER SHOW TOUR IS!
WINNER FROM GEM CLEANERS 
ROSEMARY KING 
1830 Riverside — 762-7432
YOU could be the lucky entrant in KELOWNA
■. "ROSEBUD 
r JUNCTION" JU Open Noon to 9 p.m. Mon. thru Frl.■r" See us for
EL Hitachi and Nikko
■ Stereo Components and
tT Tiffany Style Light Shades H Water Beds.■ atJ 1471 Pandosy 763*7151
■ Under CKOV Radio
4
5
to Win the Grand Prize
of a Personalized 14 Dav
HOLIDAY TRIP tnr2 
in London, England 
with AIR CANADA and BOAC
Also two $5 prizes awarded each week by participating stores on this page




• Return air fare Toronto/Montrea) to 
London for 2 persons
• Return air fare or other transportation 
where necessary to Toronto or Montreal
• Transfer from London Airport to 
hotel on arrival
• 13 nights first class hotel 
accommodation
• Full English breakfast every morning
• • theatre tickets per person
• A get-together party tn London
• Membership in a London casino
• Avis Rent-A-Car for 2 days on arrival 
(you pay only the mileage charge)
• $100 Dinner and Spending Money
Powerhouse
Circular Saw
7%**, 5000 rpm, 
8 amp............ .......... Special 22.88
Here's All You Have To Do To Enter:
CONTEST RULES:
Visit any one of the stores advertising on this page, fill out and deposit an entry blank 
in the ballot box. Nd purchase Is necessary.
Contest is open to anyone, except employees and their immediate families of partici­
pating retailers, the newspaper. Air Canada and BOAC.
Contest closes January 13, 1973. Grand Prize winners will be announced prior to Janu­
ary 31, 1973. Trip for Grand Prize winners has been arranged for departure during 
March, 1973. Decision of the judges is final.
Prizes are as described above - no cash equivalent: or substitutions available
Shops Capri — Open to 9 Thurs. & Fri. 763-5900
Complete list of Grand Prize winners will be published 
this newspaper at conclusion of contest.
You accept these rules when you enter this contest.
Enter Now... Enter Often!
At Any of These 
PARTICIPATING STORES
in
WINNER FROM THE EMPORIUM 
MR. LEO KRAFT
700 Tartan Rd., Rutland — Phone 765-9219
BANKHEAD SUPPLY
’ Groceries ’Confectioneries




3-pce. long and short dresses by 

















Phon. 763-2809 KELOWNA, B.C
For Your Christmas Shopping. 
Gifts which are just a bit different.
Toys — Games —-Puzzles 
Gifts for your favorite wine maker. 
Find them all at Little Beaver’s Loft 
upstairs at
felotona }3fjarnw
297 Bernard Ave. Phone 762-3131
Open Mon. thru Frl. — 8:30 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
Sat. 8:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.; Sunday 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Some German
Advent Calendars, wide selection 
available







Figurines, etc. on Display
* Family Record Bibles. Black and White 
Reg. 29.95. ..Now 21.95
Christmas Cards Just Arrived:


















Tape Recorders & Recorder 
AM-FM Radio Combinations
O from List
We have Mallory, Ampcx and TDK Cassettes.
if ITC camera* w 





STEREO COMPONEN TS 
Quadraphonic Classical Records 
in Stock
CUSTOM SOUND
FOR A DE-LIGHT-FUL CHRISTMAS
• Lava Lamps











“I hr 11 nmp'hiic 
Special 569.95
LARRY'S RADIO TV





Will you find Snack Bars and In- 
























Your Downtown Furniture Headquarters
161H I'uiidosv SI., Krlouna riioiu- 762-OK36
BOOK YOUR CHRISTMAS 
COMB-OUT AND FACIAL TODAY 
AND AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT
Sec our line of ES I I E LADDER, SANS SOUCIS, 
MARY QIIANI COSMETICS 
Il’s here the SQUIGGLE HAIR PIECE 
Only $‘>.95.
2nd Lo0!<






If you have a travelqiiestioh, ask a travel expert ...see your AIR CANADA or BOAC Agent
DISTRICT PAGE French Businessmen Leary
Winfield, Oyama, Peachland, Westbank
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! Seniors' Tea A Success
Plan Dinner For Dec. B
WESTBANK — Members of 
Westbank Senior Citizens' Ser­
vice Association who worked 
hard to convene Tuesday's tea 
and sale of work, were well re­
warded by the results. West­
bank United Church Hall was 
crowded from opening to clos­
ing time, and attendants were 
kept busy serving tea and wait­
ing on those who came to buy 
as well as enjoy the afternoon.
Mrs. Dick Rolke at the piano 
and Arvid Johnson with his sax
TEA TIME
About Canadian-Made Items
PARIS (CP) — French busi-fidence in the products end
nessmen see Canada only as a 
supplier of raw materials and 
have been slow to accept it as a 
producer of manufactured 
goods, Claude Charland, com­
mercial counsellor at the Cana-
Seniors extended an invitation 
for fellow-seniors who are not 
already members, to join their 
group.
The next event, and the last 
for this year, will be a supper 
planned for Dec. 8 at 6 p.m. in 
the church hall, to be followed 
by a Christmas program. There 
will be a regular meeting to­
night and following the supper 
there will be a month’s holiday, 
until Jan. 9.
Falling off a log . . . is “a 
cup of tea" if you are wear­
ing a life jacket, but it 
wasn’t always that way. Be-
. fore IOS’, five log boom work- that boom men must wear 
ers drowned annually in B.C. life jackets. Since that time 
In that year the Workmen’s drownings of boom men have 
Compensation Board ruled been drastically reduced. You
don't really have to fall off a 
log to see that life jackets 
are a good idea for anyone 
around water anytime.
provided a background of music 
for those who came from West­
bank and area, and from Kel­
owna and Peachland as well. 
Besides, a table of home-baking 
which quickly disappeared, 
there were stalls containing gifts 
and useful novelties that found 
ready sale. There were prizes, 
tob, Mrs. Stan Taneda winning 
the quilt made by Mrs. Ada 
Cross; Dr. Brian Finnemore the 
box of luscious home-made 
candy, while Mr. and Mrs. Art 
Fountain took home the cake 
made and donated by Mrs. 
John Seltenrich.
Thanks are extended to all 
helpers who made this first 
event by Westbank Seniors so 
enjoyable, and in turn the
Scheer Supports 
Referendum Here
dian embassy, said today.
Speaking to several hundred 
French and Canadian business­
men holding a study day on 
economic exchanges between 
the two countries, Mr. Charland 
said France is Canada's worst 
customer among the six estab­
lished members of the Eu­
ropean Economic Community.
One reason for this was that 
French businessmen had cate­
gorized Canada as a producer 
of unfinished goods only.
Mr. Charland said this aston­
ished him as even the United 
States, "the most difficult mar­
ket in the world,” has con-
technology of Canada.
A lack of dynamism on tha 
part of Canadian exporters also 
might have contributed to the 
situation, but the problem 
seemed more pronounced in 
trade with France than with 
other countries.
However, Canadian exports to 
France had increased 25 per 
cent a year during each of the 
last four years. Mr. Charland 
said the figures gave him op­
timism that the French are 





The Xerox 1860 
Copy Printer
Sec r et Of G r e e n B e Its
Lies With Water Bailiff
The next time one takes a 
drive in the Mission Creek area 
and admires the green lawns, 
thriving flower beds and green 
crop land, thank the water 
bailiffs—men like William (Bill) 
Dumbleton.
Mr. Dumbleton, who lives at 
1180 KLO Road, has been a 
water bailiff for about 18 years. 
His job is to regulate the 
amount of water in the Mission 
Creek area and insure the water 
is running freely in the ditches 
and culverts so everyone can 
get water.
The secret of the job, Mr. 
Dumbleton says, is to make 
lure the ditches and flumes are 
free from debris, and he is 
tnodestly proud of the good pub­
lic relations he has managed to 
maintain.
The area he manages is about 
544 acres.
When Mr. Dumbleton first 
took on the task, he sought some 
advice from the water rights en­
gineer, who put him on to an 
old timer. That man’s advice 
was simple and forthright. He 
said Mr. Dumbleton would know 
when he did the job right or 
"when you ain’t done it right,” 
because people in the area 
would let him know.
He has seen some changes 
since he took on the job 18 years 
ago. Two significant changes 
were the incept of sprinkler irri­
gation and the demise of farm-
&
1946. He has done some farm­
ing and part of the acreage the 
vocational school now stands on, 
and part of his "line,” was once 
owned by him.
The water bailiff, in his spare 
time, dobs oil paintings. He had 
made sketches and paintings of 
the old Cameron house, as well 
as scenes from Kelowna and 
district and the “old country.” 
Once he gets started, he said, 
“I’ll paint half the month.”
CHRISTMAS TREE UP
NEW YORK (AP) — Rock­
et e 11 e r Centre’s Christmas 
t r e e—a 65-foot Norwegian 
spruce—-was hoisted into place 
Monday in its traditional spot 
overlooking the centre's ice- 
skating rink. Twenty-four elec­
tricians on six storeys of scaf­
folding will decorate the tree 
with 12,000-multi-colored lights 
for the traditional tree lighting 
ceremony Dec. 7.
HEROIN SEIZED
PARIS (AP)—French police 
have seized 132 pounds of her­
oin and arrested eight persons 
involved in . smuggling the drug 
to the United States, it was an­
nounced Monday. The arrests 




NEW YORK (AP) — Thieves 
with no Yulctidc spirit made off 
during the weekend witli a 300- 
pound king-sized iron kettle 
used by the Salvation Army in 
front of Macy’s department 
store for Christmas fund-rais­
ing. The bright red kettle, five, 
feet in diameter and 3,!j feet 
high, is the only one of its size 
used by Salvation Army fund 
raisers, II was always loft on 
the sidewalk overnight without 
mishap during past holiday sea­
sons.
BAILIFF DUMBLETON
land. Much farmland has n®v 
been changed to subdivisions 
and where there is sprinkler 
irrigation there once was ditch 
irrigation.
From the main headgate locat­
ed in the community of Smith­
son-Alphonse, water can be 
diverted through various other 
systems of headgates in other 
flumes and ditches, drawing 
water to different areas.
Mr. Dumbleton has not been 
content just to do a job and 
leave it at that. He received 
high praise from former Kel­
owna mayor, R. F. (Dick) Park­
inson, for work he did in ar­
ranging for the dredging and 
reclaiming of a vast amount of 
land in the Guisachan area.
It took much public relations 
work and the former mayor and 
his council made recognition of 
it in a letter to Mr. Dumbleton.
Mr. Dumbleton was born in 
Athcrstone, Eng. in 1901. He 
came to Canada in 1924 and has 
lived in the Kelowna area since
OKAY POW GU I'S
HONG KONG (Reuter) 
American prisoners of war 
North Vietnam can again
in
ccive Christinas and New Year 
parcels from their families I his ' 
year, the North Vietnam pews 
agency reported Tuesday. The 
agency said the parcels— 
allowed this year to be 11 
pounds instead of (>,i) pounds— 
ahould he sent by mail via Mos- 
, cow In accordance with proee- 
dmes laid down last year.
EXPLOSION KILI S 2
■Bv.NSACOLA, Ela. i.M>i ...
Wy-'1 I'l'r.om were killed tmd
-mother critically burned .Mon­
day in an explosion and tire 
aboard an ()|| barge that was 




VANCOUVEIL IC P) —- Vaneon- 
ver designer Wolf Lincke has 
proposed a new British Colum­
bia flag containing no visual 
reference to the British Union 
Jack.
Mr. Lincke designed the flag 
after hearing of a New Demo­
cratic Party policy resolution 
calling for a change in the 
province's name to Canadian 
Columbia.
The resolution was put for­
ward by the party's Esquimau 
delegation but wasn't debated 
during the three-day NDP con­
vention that ended Sunday.
Tlie new Hag proposed by Mr, 
Lincke discards the Union Ju 
winch appears at the top of the 
current flag, and adds a maple 
leaf.
SCHOOLS It LO1‘LN
Sl'.lILL i \P> 'Die rnin ti.il 
law cominaiid itopem-d ,i|| m|. 
leges and iinhei sities ni South 
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SALISBURY, Md. (AP) —
Some of top independent tennis
Candidate for one of the two 
Rutland school board seats up 
for grabs in the December elec­
tions, W. M. “Mike” Scheer, 
has urged public support for the 
$6 million school referendum 
“as a positive step towards im­
proving some of the education 
deficiencies in the area.”
Mr. Scheer told the Courier 
today that although the new 
NDP government “has promis­
ed the establishment of new 
educational policies, we as lo­
cal taxpayers must not sit back 
and await changes, but go for­
ward' with this critical refer­
endum." •
Mr. Scheer added that in or­
der to accomplish what he 
termed “the best common goal" 
for the public in education, “I 
advocate greater public partici­
pation in all facets of our edu­
cational program.”
“Specifically such items as
players will participate in a 15- 
ent U.S. indoor circuit offer­
ing at least $360,000 in prize 
money.
The tour will open with the 
Baltimore International on Jan. 
3 and continue through the 
Equity International in Wash­
ington, D.G., March 19-25.
William F. Riordan, the co-or­
dinator for most of the events, 
announced the schedule Mon­
day, and said the players will 
include Ilie Nastase, John New­
combe, Manuel Or antes and 
Jimmy Connors,
STANDINGS
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
World Association
Eastern Division 
























15 10 1Winnipeg 
Minnesota 12 7 1
12 11 1Alberta — ~
Los Angeles 10 13 1
Houston 9 10 1
community utilization of exist­
ing facilities, a policy of im­
proved co-operation and liaison 
between the various public bod­
ies and a policy Of improved 
communication processes.”
Takes Originals op to 36” 
wide on bond Vellum «r 
Mylar.
Produces Copy to size er 





















New England 3 Cleveland 0
• Blueprlntlnr.
• Fast, Efficient Service.
Our other services include: 
offset duplicating, mimeo­
graphing, electronic stencils, 




15 years in Kelowna
535 Lawrence Ave. 762-2547
SEE MORE
DIES AT 107
MAN, W. Va. (AP) — John 
Henry Williamson, a retired 
coal miner, died Saturday at 
the age of 107. A native of Fa­
yetteville, Tenn., Williamson re­
tired from the mines 37 years 
ago. At 102, he still walked 
without assistance, had his own 




I CABLE TV SYSTEM 
A] Black Knight 
IFt II Television Co. Ltd.
u? AZ 249 Bernard Ave. Phone 762-4433
IF YOU’RE OU ENOUGH 
TO GET PREGNANT, 
YOU’RE OLD ENOUGH TO 
KNOW HOW NOT TO.
We believe that being old enough 
to have a baby is a tremendous 
responsibility.
You now have the right to know 
all there is to know about pregnancy, 
and the eight methods of contraception 
Here’s where you can get this 
information: Consult your doctor or i 
local health unit or contact the organi 
zation below. We’ll keep your call 
confidential.
If you’re interested, you’re old 
enough.
I AMILY PLANNING ASSOCIATION OF IIRITISII COLUMBIA 
8 East llroudwnv, Vancouver 10, B.C.
Id.: 684-3515 ‘
FAMILY PLANNING ASSOCIATION OF ( I NIRAI. OKANAGAN 
Kclimnn Clinics Every Monday 8 tn 9 p.m.
nt the Health Unit — 390 Qucensway
FAMILY PLANNING FEDERATION OF CANADA
96 Eglinton Ave. E., Room 201, Toronto 315
CRUSH CARDINALS
GARY WELDER — SPORTS EDITOR
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a
CLUB WELL REPRESENTED
I Members the Kelowna____ __  of __
Figure Skating Club, above,
^travelled to Merritt during 
; the weekend to compete in 
fthe Okanagan Mainline Fig- 
ure Skating Championships. 
The members compete d 
against 190 skaters and came 
home with high finishes in
their respective classes. Fol 
-lowing are the members and 
their class placing. Back row, 
left to right, Patti Miller, 
most artistic skater award; 
Karen Gerein, novice ladies 
(third); Chris Vos, pre-novice 
men (third); Karol Lee Eh­
lers, novice ladies (second)
Dolphins Make It Eleven 
Only Three More To Go
MIAMI (AP) — Young Otto 
Stowe streaked out of. Paul 
Warfield’s shadow Monday 
night to catch two touchdown 
passes for Miami Dolphins and 
vowed not to remain backstage 
much longer.
“I love playing in Miami and 
winning is wonderful,” said the 
sophomore pro from Iowa State, 
“but I’m not planning to sit on 
the bench for another season.”
With Warfield resting an in­
jured leg, Stowe ran past be-
fuddled St. Louis cornerback 
Norm Thompson to catch a 37- 
yard touchdown pass from Earl 
Morrall and a 27-yarder from 
Jim Del Gaizo.
Miami beat the Cardinals 31- 
10 in Monday night’s National 
Football League mismatch that 
ended in a circus atmosphere 
with fans running amid players 
during the closing minutes.
"These fans are crazy,” said 
sportscaster Howard Cosell, 
who turned a threatening letter
210 yards against the Cards.
The Dolphins, who began op­
erations in 1966, reached a mile-
from a Miami follower over to 
the FBI earlier in the weekend.
“It took cops and police dogs 
to handle them.’*
RUN STRING TO 11-0
The Dolphins are 11-0, three 
games from becoming the 
NFL’s first undefeated regular-
stone Monday night. They hit 
the .5,00 mark at 46-46-1 in their 
seventh season, the earliest an 
expansion team has ever made 
it. '
Coach Don Shula, in his third 
season at Miami, is an incred­
ible 31-7-1.
Larry Csonka ran for 114 
yards in 16 carries, Mercury 
Morris made 55 in 16 and Kiick 
chipped in with 25 in eight as 
the three-back running offence
mauled the Cardinals.
Csonka’s season rushing total 
reached 925 yards.
season team since the 1942 Chi­
cago Bears. Ahead on the 
schedule are New England Pa­
triots, New York Giants and 
Baltimore Colts.
Morrall, who’s done nothing 
but win as replacement for the 
injured Bob Griese at quarter­
back, refused to take any oppo­
nent lightly . .... not even the 
j bedraggled, 2-9 Patriots coming 
up Sunday at Foxboro, Mass.
"Once you start looking past 
them, you’re in for a dogfight,” 
said the 38-year-old Morrall. 
"We’re not taking New England 
or anybody else lightly.”
Stowe blazed past the napping 
Thompson for the first touch­
down shot from Morrall.
Absence Of Top Money Winners 
Made Miller's Job Easier
the novice ladies’ pairs and 
junior ladies’ pairs). Because 
of their performance in the 
pre-novice class P e n n i e 
Botham and Jacqueline
and Silver Free Skate (third); 
Pennie Botham, pre-novice 
ladies (second). Front row. 
•eft to right, Tami Stewart, 
juvenile A ladies (first) 
Richard Beattie, preliminary George have qualified for the 
men (third); Jody Welder, provincial championships, 
(combined with Tami Stew­
art to place third in both —(Courier Photo)
MINOR HOCKEY ROUNDUP
PEANUTS
Kiwanis 3 Arena Motors 2
Kiwanis—Floyd Ryan, Todd 
Alary, Rick Buckner; Arena 
Motors—Bill Butchar, Jeff An­
heliger.
Lions 2 Rotary 3
Lions—Kevin Wostradowski, 
Scott Ferguson; Rotary/-David 
Ritchie, David Rees, Robbie 
Cadden.
CKOV 2 Black Knights 2
CKOV—B r i a n Wegleither, 
Brad Chrapko; Black Knights— 
Scott Lillies, Brent Weninger,
Treadgolds 2 Kinsmen 7
Treadgolds—R u d y Bilinski, 
Brent Stone; Kinsmen—Brent 
Meckling, Dean Corrado (3), 




Cavell Tire 3 Price and^ 
Markle 0
Cavell Tire—Mike Dukelow 
(2), Russel Kitaura.
Cor Glass 0, Orchard City 
Press 8
Orchard City Press—Robert 
Vickers (3) Dennis DiPasquale, 
Curtis Nyuli (2), Dean Claggett, 
Garth Wace.
People’s 2 Lakeland 0
People’s — Owen Campbell, 
Danny Nugent.
OK Building 4 Pete’s Barbers 9
OK Building—Rod Schulter 
(3), John Ferguson; Pete’s 
Barbers—Len Biffard (2), Tod 
Edwards (2), Robbie Rulens, 
Greg Mergens, Tod Edwards, 
Mark Burran, Tom Kinakin.
Fintry 3 A and W 4
Rod Schulter, OK Building 8 
Danny Ngent, People’s 6
Tod Edwards, Pete’s Barbers 6 
G. Mergens, Pete’s Barbers 5
PEEWEES
Tastee Freez 8 Sun Country 1
Tastee Freez—Ricky Bigler, 
Mark Smith (2), Bobby Butcher 
(2), Glen McRae (2), Greg Wil­
son; Sun County—Ross Mc­
Murphy.
Legion 3 Custom Engines 3
Legion—Brian Loyst, Grant 




INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. (AP) 
— “I was better than Mark 
Spitz,” says Johnny Weismul­
ler, former Olympic hero and 
motion picture star.
Weismuller, now 68 and
HILTON HEAD ISLAND, S.C. 
(AP) — The absence of Jack 
Nicklaus, Lee Trevino and Ar­
nold Palmer made it easier for 
Johnny .Miller to win the $125,- 
000 Heritage Golf Classic on 
Monday. .
Miller said so himself.
“Coming into the last couple 
of holes, you know, anything 
can happen,” he said.
“But I felt I could handle 
those guys around me (the chal­
lengers) , except maybe Tom 
Weiskopf. . . .
I- “But it would be something 
else if you’re coming into the 
last few holes and Arnold or 
Jack or Lee is there.
But they weren’t there, and
victory that the 25-year-old Mil­
ler said set him up for the 
triumph on the 6,555-yard Har­
bour Town Golf Links, one of 












































Fintry—Troy Buchanan, Alan 
Peters, Grant Barnes; A’and W 






Dean, Corrado, Kinsmen 
K. Wostradowski, Lions 
G. Proteau, Kinsmen 
Brent Mcckling, Kinsmen 
Bill Butchar, Arena M. 








































Big Eagle 0 Credit Union 3
Credit Union—Ken Osborne, 
Dale Firich (2).
Knights of Columbus 4 Budget 
Boys 0
Knights of Columbus—Robbie 
Schleppe, Mel Kemmis, Alex 
Sherrin, Keith Grange.
Colony 4 Dairy Queen 5
Colony—Larry Polmear (2), 
Michael Butcher, Richard Gal- 
arneau; Dairy Queen—Garland








Knights of Columbus 3
Neil

















































i running a swimming pool 
business in Fort Lauderdale, 
Fla., made the comparison of 
himself with the current 
Olympic hero, Spitz, by 
phone.
The man who played Tar­
zan of the motion pictures 
and Jungle Jim of television 
has evidence to support his 
contention, even though Spitz,- 
a former Indiana University 
star swimmer, won seven 
gold medals in the Olympics 
at Munich last September.
Weismuller won five gold 
medals, three at Paris in 1924 
and two at Amsterdam in 
1928.
‘NEVER LOST’
“I never lost a race,” said 
Weismuller, “even when I 
was swimming at the YMCA.
“And besides,, four of the 
events Spitz won medals in 
didn’t even exist when I 
swam in the Olympics.”
Weismuller added: “Spitz is 
a sprinter. I set 67 world 
records in distance events, 
from 50 yards to 880 yards.
Credit Un.
For Players In Ti-Cafs' Den
HAMILTON (CP) - "Nobody 
hurts around here,” Jerry Wil­
liams observed Monday when 
asked what injuries his Tiger- 
Cats accumulated in the windup
Sunday of their Eastern 
ball Conference final, 





gamepoint deficit in the second .
of the total points s*ries, beat-
Ing Ottawa Rough Riders 23-8 to 
win the championship 30-27.
The Hamilton club has been 
remarkably free of injuries all 
season and is probably the 
healthiest team in Canadian 
Football ta-ague history looking 
forward to next Sunday’s Grey 








most serious injury 





have to lx* lucky to go
through a season like that)’’ 
said trainer Jimmy Simpson.
Midget B Team 
Wins Exhibition
Paul McKay, heir apparent to 
punter Joe Zugcr’s job, had his 
ankle operated on before the 
season started and never did 
make the lineup.
Sunday's CFL final will mark 
the fifth championship meeting 
between Saskatchewan and 
Hamilton clubs, dating back tn 
Mike Rodden-coached teams 
that registered 30-0 and 14-3 
wins over Regina in 1928 and 
1929.
Hamilton scored a 25-6 win 
over Regina in 1932. and it 
wasn’t until 1967—the last Grey 
Cup appearance for the Ticats— 
that they mot again with the 
same result, a 21-1 Roughridor 
defeat.
Simpson, Incidentally, wns 
also involved with the Hamilton 
team in all four previous meet­
ings—the first three as a player 
and in 1967 ns trainer.
It, will also mark the first 
time in 28 years Hamilton has 
entertained the Grey Cup cham­
pionship. St. Hyacinthe-Dornin- 
conna Navy edged Hamilton 
Wildcats 7-6 hi the 1f)tl final.
There will be a host of forma­
lities prior to the big game. 
1‘ive days of Grey Cup festivi­
ties precede the Saskatchewan-
Greg Wilson, Tastee Freez 
Mel Kemmis, K of C 








Peerless Pipe 3 London 
Optical 4
Peerless Pipe—Clint Murdin, 
Terry Pidwerbeski, Duane Mur­
din; London Optical—Sid Pop- 




Toyota 8 Olympic 
Pizza 8
Toyota — Lawrence
Bradley (2), Paul Pachenski 
(5), Don Wilson; Olympic Piz­
za-Kelly Stapleton (3), Gene 
Walsh (2), Robert MpClain (2), 
Ken Nahm,
MIDGETS
Findlay Printers 9 Can. 
Foresters 2
Findlay Printers—D. Nelson 
(2), W. Nelson (3), G. Fraser 
(3), D. Grant; Can. Foresters— 
Tim O’Reilly, Allan Galarncau. 
Commonwealth Mobile Homes 0
Bantam Reps 4
Bantam- Reps—Lyn Nelson, 
Barry O'Brien, Ray Moore, 
Glen Garvin.
Douillard’s 0 Capri 5
Capri—R. Mamua, M. Leitch, 
G. Rhpp <31.
Midget Standings
Kelowna Midget R team out-> Hamilton confrontation, in- 
semed the Kelowna Juvenile B eluding the offlelal O|>ening of 
.squad 8-5 Monday In an exhibl- Canadian football's Hall’ of 
tion hoekey match played in Fane. Miss Grey Cup pageant 
and tlie Selienley Awanls pre-
c
Summerland.
A h it-trick by Carl Nahm led




























Dan taboo, Blake Clagett.
lan Campbell, Hick Place and
l.vnwood Nelson. The Juvenile
B "ord scorers' were Hob Oishi
•with a pair of markers.
’ n i y Vaujotf. Mike k'lldel ,md










Joe Johnson, of Rutland, hit 
a $250 jackpot last weekend af­
ter emerging as the winner of a 
marathon 10-pln bowling tourna­
ment in Kamloops. A field of 
128 bowlers from the Lower 
Mainland and southern Interior 
took part in the four-day event" 
which was spread over twox 
weekends. Bowling from 10 a.m, 
until 4 p.m. Sunday, Mr. John­
son racked up a pin total of 
2,234 and placed second overall 
in the scratch, with 1,850 pins. 
He commutes to Penticton every 
Tuesday because there are no 
10-pin lanes in Kelowna or Rut­
land- ’ '
Thompson later was carried 
bodily into the end zone from 
five yards out as Jim Kiick 
smashed for another score.
Then, with the second-year 
defender from Utah on the 
ropes, Stowe burned him again 
as backup quarterback Del 
Gaizo arched the football into 
his arms.
EARNS PRAISE
"Otto sure gave that No. 43 
the business,” said Warfield, 
whom Stowe had credited for
Engraving Service 







Drop In, Telephone or Write 
For Free Catalogue 
Interior Discount
Trophy 
1176 High Rd. - 762-2161
much of his improvement with 
the Dolphins.
Morrall hit 12 of 19 passes forpros play all year.
The Californian finished with 
a 70 Monday and the 72 holes 
with a three-under-par total of 
281.
Weiskopf finished in second 
one stroke behind Miller after 
shooting a brilliant 66 Monday.
Toronto’s George Knudson 
also closed with a 66 in the 
rain-delayed tournament apd 
finished in a tie for 17th place 
with a total of 287, worth $1,688.
Wilf Homenuik of Winnipeg 
had a 73 for four rounds of 293. 
He collected $227.
F o r mer PGA/ champion 
Bobby Nichols, rookie Lon 
Hinkle and youthful amateur 
Ben Crenshaw tied for third at 
283. Crenshaw and Nichols each 
i had final round 67s and Hinkle 
i shot a 71.





Staplers • Nailers -lackers
MAINLINE
RENT-ALL LTD.
Rentals — Sales — Service 
2000 Spall Rd. 763-4471
■W
Miller casually sauntered off 
with the victory, his second on 
the pro golf tour and also his 
second, unofficially, in as many 
weeks.
WON LAST WEEK
He won an unofficial title in
New Zealand just a week ago, a
"Besides,” he said, "it’s 
easier to go faster now.
"They didn’t have to touch 
with their hand now on a 
turn. They just flip and push 
off. That’s worth a fraction of 
a seconoi. And the pools are 
deeper now and the platform 
is higher, so they gain a 
couple of strokes entering the 
water.”
ZEROES ON SUCCESS
Weismuller wouldn’t say so 
openly, but sounded a bit mif­
fed at the commercial success 
that is headed Spitz’s way. 
Two years after his last 
Olympics performance, Weis­
muller’s coach got him a 
swimsuit contract that earned 
him $500 a week. A short time 
later he made the first of his 
19 movies.
Weismuller wouldn’t guess 
how successful the handsome 
Spitz might be in films,
’’It depends on what the 
William Morris Agency people 
do for him. They handled me, 
too.












with Every Gas Purchase
CIGS. 
Pkg. of 20 .. 50c
MOHAWK KELOWNA 
SERVICE
1505 Harvey Ave. 762-2822
i £<««<««{«««««< 
— Pirelli — 1^1
■y RADIAL WINTER TIRES M
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ELAN .1973. Coes anywhere the big ones go 
...for a lot less money.
Elegant power compact — that's lightweight Elan.
Features full length 15" track.
Plenty of single or twin cylinder muscle — right up to 
the new 22 horsepower twin-cylinder model.
New standard features including high/low beam, contoured 
seat, padded steering, kill button, brake lights and more. 
Feel the best floatation of any real snowmobile, 
At your Ski-Doo dealer now.
SKI DOO
the machine that changed winter 
...has changed
i‘j»i ol Hn" t e-u er | imiif d
J Race & Rallye Accessories $
Jgg Ihcdiu ut SpiinjjfH hl phone 76.1-7637 BgB
HI-PERFORMANCE SPORTS LTD
Y( H R Al I IIORI/I I) SKI 1)00 DI.Al I R




Jean Claude Killy races Prix Event at Aspen, Colo.
downhill in the International recently. The event, one of 
Ski Racers Association Grand
12 races in the 1972 profes- marks the return of the the 1968 Olympics, to
sional ski tour in the U.S., triple gold medal winner in petitive skiing.
com-
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BASEBALL
Both New York Squads 
Active In Trading Game
HONOLULU (AP) — New.Monday, the Yankees dropped 
York Yankees made a big hit an early-morning bombshell an- 
and New York Mets completed nouncement involving Nettles 
a double play i n the trading and five others.
game at baseball's winter meet- The Yanks, badly in need of a 
mgs. I slugger, snatched the powcr-hit-
Before the last man was out ting Nettles from Cleveland Iri- 
Monday. 18 players, including dians along with catcher Jerry 
such big names as Tommie Moses for a covey of young 
Agee and Graig Nettles, had hopefuls—catcher-first baseman 
changed teams as the free- John Ellis, outfielders Charlie 
swinging officials got the an. Spikes and Rusty Torres and in- 
nual session off to a fast start, fielder Jerry Kenney.
Even before the major league . "We traded tomorrow for to- 
draft led off official business TNew York general man- 
-------------------- ;------ —------------ ager Lee MacPhail said. ‘The
off a double-barreled swap Mon­
day with Houston Astros and 
the Indians.
AGEE TO HOUSTON
The National Leaguers ship*
_ B fans have waited long enough
Canada Wins ■«> ««*> VUIIUUV ■■■■■* year—Yankee Stadium’s 50th
anniversary.
|1_ "I don’t want to put our man-
IK lAVAlllll ager, Ralph Houk, on the spot.
■I I w • V1VI1111 But I must say that now we’ve
got as good a club as anybody 
MANAGUA, Nicoragua (CP) m baseball.”
— Canada battered El Salva- HOUK AGREES
dor’s pitching for 16 hits and Houk who annarentlv didn’t took advantage of sevemerrors J
11"+^ worll aJna'| added: “We’re going to go out 
teur baseball tournament Mon- | anj get American League 
aay nignt. pennant next season."
The win raised Canada’s The Yankees certainly seem
record to 7-4. In another game, serious about securing that 
the United States defeated Nica- long-elusive title. The six-man 
ragua 4-3 in 10 innings. deal was the second trade the 
rd. ' , , American League club has
e Canadians took_ the lead made in three days here.
with three runs in the top of the The Yankees opened for busl- 
fourth inning. ness not jong after their arrival
Rick Cruise of Winnipeg by obtaining right fielder Matty 
walked, Hugh Mclvor of North Alou from Oakland Athletics
ped centre fielder Agee to the 
Astros for outfielder Rich Chiles 
and pitcher Buddy Harris. The 
Mets then completed their day’s 
business with the announcement 
that relief pitcher Phil Henni­
gan had been obtained from the 
Indians for minor league pitch­
ers Brent Strom and Bob 
Rauch.
Pittsburgh Pirates and De­
troit Tigers got into the act with 
a four-player deal only a few 
hours later. The Pirates ob­
tained two minor league pitch­
ers, left-hander Jim Foor and 
right-hander Norm McRae, for 
outfielder Dick Sharon and an 
undisclosed minor leaguer.
The trade-happy baseball 
people weren’t finished, how­
ever. Cincinnati Reds then dealt 
outfielder Bill Voss to St. Louis 
Cardinals for pitcher Pat Jac-
; quez.
In other business Monday, the 
hierarchy of the major and jtni- 
; nor leagues held several admin- 
' istrative huddles, including the 
‘ draft of players from baseball’s 
; massive farm system.
The
WT/o
Battleford, Sask., doubled, John Saturday for pitcher Rob Gard- 
Osborne of Toronto singled and, ner and a player to be named 
combined with an error, their later.
performances accounted for the The Mets, meanwhile, pulled
Borgers 3 tor SLOB 
Fish and Chips 70s
Opposite Mountain Shadow* TCS-S41*
Discerning Look Given 
By Riders Favorite Fan
WHA ACTION
REGINA (CP)—For a “dis­
cerning” look at the upcoming 
Grey Cup battle between Sas­
katchewan Roughriders and 
Hamilton Tiger-Cats, one has to 
give Msgr. Athol Murray a call.
“I have no hesitation in pick­
ing the ’Riders,” said the 
sports-conscious priest with his 
usual enthusiasm.
“I feel absolutely confident. 
It is going to be a terrific strug­
gle between Lancaster and 
Reed and Buchanan and Mosca.
It' will be a very, very close 
struggle, most likely on the 
ground.”
There is no attempt to plead 
impartiality when the outspoken 
founder of Notre Dame College 
answers a question, particular­
ly when it concerns the Rough- 
riders.
‘‘By God we have a magnifi­
cent team. I’m convinced of the 
integrity of the. team. The spirit 
of the ’Riders is a marvellous 
inspiration to youth.
“The team’s the thing, not 
just the coaches.”
It can be seen that Father 
Murray, now in his 80’s, hasn’t 
lost any of his faith in the re­
wards of perseverance.
INCLUDE FORMER PUPILS
He has seen many of his for­
mer pupils attain fame in vari­
ous fields of endeavor, among 
them.’Riders’ linebacker Wayne 
Shaw and defensive end Bill 
Baker.
“I’m very proud of Wayne
Whalers Closer To First Spot 
Shutout League Leaders
three runs. The Canadians ” 
scored eight more runs in the 
next two innings. I
Canada 000 344 000—11 16 5
El Salvador 010 300 111— 7 7 7
De la Sabloiiiere, Sawa (5) 
and Caig; Games, Valladares 
(4), Guerreo (6) and Nolasco. 
W—Sawa; L—Valladres.
Campana Made Right Decision 
By Playing Football In Canada
REGINA (CP) — This has 
been, an eventful year for Tom 
Campana, the sensational 
rookie halfback of Saskatche­
wan Roughriders.
The native of Youngstown, 
Ohio, was drafted by St. Louis 
Cardinals of the National Foot­
ball League, but chose to play 
in Canada instead. He’s been 
chosen as the West’s nominee 
for rookie-of-the-year and he’ll 
be playing in the Grey Cup 
game.
Campana, 22, didn’t really 
think about a career in the Ca­
nadian Football League until 
two school-mates from Ohio 
State agreed to play for Toronto 
Argonauts. '
When Jim Stillwagon and Tim 
Anderson, signed with’ the 
Argos, “I started thinking se­
riously about the Canadian 
league.
"Coach (John) Payne came 
down to sec me, but I didn’t 
sign anything right away. 1 had 
been drafted by St. Louis, but 
the more J thought about it . . , 
I thought it would probably be 
more to my benefit and I'd 
have more opportunity to play 
if I came to Canada.
“I certainly have no regrets 
about the decision I made, I 
really like Canadian football.
... It's an exciting style.” 
Campana, originally sought to 
shore up a weak Rider defen­
sive backfield, was switched to 
offence after training camp. 
The switch proved to be a wise 
one.
In the regular season, Camp­
ana carried 74 times for 365 
yards and an average of 4.9 
yards and proved himself as a 
receiver, catching 45 passes for 
719 yards and two touchdowns.
Good speed and a shifty run­
ning style have helped Camp­
ana become a serious threat.
"I think coming to a team 
like the Riders has helped me a 
lot. They have a lot of veterans 
and I really benefited from 
their experience.
“Ron (Lancaster) really edu­
cated me. He and John Payne 
canned me through the first 
two or three weeks. Ron's just 
a super quarterback. I couldn’t 
have wished for a better year."
Campana played two years as 
an offensive halfback in college 
before finishing on defence.
How does he feel about being 
chosen the Western Football
Richard Returns 
To Practice I
MONTREAL iCP) - Henri ' 
Richard, veteran centre aiulj] 
captain with Montreal Cana-: 
diens, will practice today with 
the team, a siiokesiiiaii for the 
National Hockey League dub 
said Monday night.
The brief statement ended 
speculation that Richard, cur­
rently in Ids IHth NHL season 
with the team, would retire fol-! 
lowing a dressing room nlierea-
on m Vancouver last 
Lht with teain-inate
BOSTON (AP) — New Eng­
land Whalers scored once in 
every period and goaltender Al 
Smith registered his first shut­
out Monday night in a 3-0 World 
Hockey Association victory over 
Cleveland Crusaders.
The triumph enabled the 
Whalers to move within two
and Bill. I predict that when 
this Grey Cup is over, Baker, 
will be very much in the lime­
light.”
The honorary life-member of 
the Saskatchewan Football Club 
—an honor bestowed on Father 
Murray last year—does have a 
reason for believing the Riders 
will come out on top next Sun­
day in Hamilton.
“I watched the Ottawa-Hamil­
ton game last Sunday and, yes, 
Hamilton has great defensive 
power,
“They worked themselves up 
to such a tension that they 
won’t have it next Sunday. They 
expended their energy.
“Anything after Sunday’s 
game will be an anti-climax. 
My feeling is that there will be 
quite a letdown in morale.”
Father Murray is hoping 
someone who isn’t even in the 
lineup will lend some assistance 
to the ’Rider cause.
“With a little help from The 
Almighty, Ron Lancaster wil 
give us a triumph.”
points of the East Division-lead­
ing Crusaders, who also bene­
fited from superb goaltending 
by Gerry Cheevers. Cheevers
son came on a beautiful indivi­
dual effort at 15:27 of the sec­
ond period, with Caffery back- 
handing a rebound of a Jini 
Dorey shot in the opening min­
utes of the final period to con­
clude the scoring for the Whal­
ers. New England/held a 31-24 
shooting advantage.
Attendance at the game was 
9,891.
NEW COACHES
LOS ANGLELES (AP) - 
Tommy Lasorda and Monty 
BasgaU Monday were promoted 
to coaching positions by Los 
Angeles Dodgers of baseball’s 
National League.
They will fill vacancies creat­
ed when Danny Ozark became 
manager of Philadelphia Phil-
Export A
CANADA'S FINEST CIGARETTE
lies and Roy Hartsfield accept-
ed a coaching job with Atlanta Warning: The Department of National Health and Welfare
Braves. advises that danger to health increases with amount smoked.
Conference rookie of the year 
and playing in a Grey Cup?
"I'm overwhelmed. 1 don’t 
know if I’ve Just lived right or 
what. Everything has worked 
out right for me. I'm just glad I 
made the right decision to come 
to Canada to play."
Erida.v I
Al l TO 1 1GIII’
MIAMI ' Al’> Muliaiuimiil
All u ill box n 10 iniHXl r\|nbi-
Jloimnican Republic, for V25 uno 
»>cxl Monday nigh!. Minim »n>- 
nmtei ('Inis Duiulec aiiiioiiiic,'1| 
Moiiiia.v.
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was returning to Boston for the 
first time since jumping from 
the National Hockey League 
Bruins.
Cheevers’ heroics were not 
enough to stop New England, 
which got goals from Rick Ley, 
Larry Pleau and Terry Caffery 
in the close-checking game. 
Smith was outstanding in turn­
ing aside 24 shots.
Ley’s goal at’ll:59 of the first 
period proved to be the game 
winner. Skating in on a two-on- 
one break, Ley took a pass 
from Tom Williams and poked 
it into an open net.
Pleau’s 14th goal of the sea-
&
; s The "
IMPORTED
TEAK FURNITURE
Living Room • Dining Room 
• Wall Components 
NORDAN IMPORT 
282 Bernard Ave. 763-3810
Complete line of...
Wood and Aluminum Windows
PATTERN GLASS, STOCK AND CUSTOM MIRRORS
Your most complete glass and window department 






Equipment Displays and 
Discussion
Films on Cross Country Skiing
GUEST SPEAKER
SIGGE BJORKLUND
1’1 At E: SPORTSMEN'S 1 JI 1.1)




For those of you who 
thought a Toyota wasn’t big 
enough, or powerful enough, 
or luxurious enough, we’ve 
got good news for you. *
The new Toyota Mark II,
The Mark II is the big­
gest Toyota you can buy. And 
while you couldn’t exactly 
call it a big car, it has all the 
things you’d expect to find in 
a much larger car. 1
More Power.
'i'he Mark II comes with 
a powerful six cylinder, 2.6 
litre, overhead camshaft 
engine. The biggest standard 
engine you’ll find in its class.
pect to find in a big ear. Power 
steering for instance, isn’t an 
expensive option. It’s 
standard equipment. A$ are 
power front disc brakes and a 
manual 4-speed trans­
mission. $o, amazingly 
enough, is an AM/FM radio. 
An electric clock, Wall to wall 
carpeting. An interior that 
includes rich vinyl and fabric 
upholstery, A stabilizer- 
controlled suspension for a 
smooth, stable ride. You can 
also have an optional auto­
matic transmission, for even ' 
more luxury,
touching the back of the 
front seat. All round, that’s 
roomy.






In the Mark II, legroom 
and headroom abound. Bear 
seat passengers aren’t belit­
tled either. The back seat is 
four and a half feet wide from 
door to door, A six footer can 
relax without his knees
A
More Comfort
The Mark II gives you a 
smooth ride. The seats were 
designed to fit the shape of 
your back. Contoured for. 
comfort. Firm enough to 
support you while you’re 
driving. But they also recline 
all the way back so you can 
relax when you’re not.
More power. More 
luxury. More room. More 
comfort. 2-door Hardtop, 4* 
door Sedan, 5-door Station 
Wagon. All hi all, the Toyota 
Mark II is a whole new kind 
of Toyota.





The Mark II even has a 
few things you wouldn’t ex­
AW.
Phone 762-2016
eri Toyota cars arc sold and serviced from coast to coast In Canada and throughout the world.
KELOWNA TOYOTA LTD.
2320 Hnnry Avenue — I el.: 762-5203
762-2833
I
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IT'LL BE A "GREEN" CHRISTMAS FOR SMART SANTAS WHO USE COURIER WANT ADS
START GROWING THE GREEN — CALL 763-3228
1. BIRTHS
eEhRNER — Born to Mr. and Sirs. 
Fred Behrner of Kelowna on November 
25. 1972. a daughter, Alison Leanne. 7 
lbs. Pi «; a sister for Jeffrey. Proud 
rranlparents are Sir. and Mrs. W. W. 
Gerrand of Trail and Mr. and Sirs. G. 
SI. Behrner of Sguamish. n»
“^DEATHS
. "CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE B.C. 
Fra~t Box Kelowna will
be greatly appreciated and gratefully
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
THREE BEDROOM SUITE IN FOUR- 
plex in Rutland area. Carpeted living 
room. Ui baths, washer and dryer 
hookup. No pets. Telephone 765-7054' af- 
ter 4:00 p.m. U 
FOR RENT IN RUTLAND, TWO BED- 
room apartment, includes laundry facili­
ties, heat and hot water, stove and re­
frigerator. Drapes, carpeted living room. 
Telephone 763-5122 or 762-4896. tl
16. APTS. FOR RENT
PARKWOOD TERRACE 
GARDEN APARTMENTS
16. APTS. FOR RENT
WINDSOR MANOR. UNFURNISHED 
deluxe suite available. No children or
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE 21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
pets. Telephone 763-7234.' tf
;tO.‘
5. IN MEMORIAL
TWO BEDROOM FURNISHED LAKE- 
tf j shore cottage until June 15th. *140 per 
— I month, utlliUe* included, no pets. Tele-
phone 768-5769 or apply Boucherie
Beach Resort. Westbank. tf
2 bedroom s units, includes 
range, refrigerator, wall to 
wall carpeting throughout, air 
conditioner, cable TV, laundry 
facilities. Telephone manager: 
Rist of Wilson Realty 762-3146, 
762-4045
SUITE FOR RENT. BROOKSIDE 
Manor, dose to Shops Capri. Telephone
763-6224. tf
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED MOTEL 
unit, utilities paid, no children or pets. 
Telephone 765-5969. tf
HOCHELAGA AND CHATEAU. DE- 
luxe suites for rent. Telephone 763-6492
for further information. tl
tf
LAKEVIEW MEMORIAL PARK CE51E TCO BEDBOOM> jull BASEMENT 
tery new iddrera- .. duplex with carport. Stove and refris-
tend) Rutland Telephone 765X494. tf I erator avaUabie. Morgan Road. Occu- ROYAL APARTMENTS
6. CARD OF THANKS pancy December 1. Children welcome.Telephone 765-8810. 103
SINCERE THANKS AND APPRECIA- DUPLEX: BANKHEAD AREA. THREE 
tlon to many relatives and friends for I bedroom basement. December 1st* $175 
their acts of kindness, messages <*| per month. Call Hugh Mervyn at Lake­
sympathy and memorial donations in Hand Realty 763-4343 or 762-4872 even-
o r recent bereavement in , loss of our I jugs. 102
loved one. Special thanks to Rev. Da-1 ______ _______________________^1,
v'dson Mr. Barnett, pallbearers and FOUR BEDROOM HOME LOCATED IN 
DaWii FuneralI Home. the north end. available immediately.
_J!rs. Edna Cramer and family. 100 Newly redecorated, garage. large yard.
r ___ ———————------------------- I Telephone 763-o865 days; 763-6731 even-
543 Rowcliffe Ave.
Spacious 1 and 3 bedroom 
suites on quiet street, close to 
downtown. Mature adults. Re­
duction to tenants 65 and over.
762-6612
WANTED, GIRL TO SHARE SPACI­
OUS new villa suite. Reasonable rent. 
Telephone 769-4974 after 6 p.m. 1031 
THREE ROOM GROUND FLOOR, UN- 
furnished suite. All large rooms. Rent 
*75 per month. 1382 St. Paul Street 101 
17. ROOMS FOR RENT
FURNISHED BED-SITTING BOOM 
for rent with kitchen facilities. Apply 
Y. E. Craze, 542 Buckland Avenue or
telephone 762-2471. U
JUST TWO BEDROOMS
With a third downstairs and an exceptionally large (12x35) rec and games room, per­
fect for entertaining your friends and family. Nicely landscaped yard, only one block 
to Glenmore elementary school. City location and asking only $25,900.00. Call now, you 
are never obligated. Marty Martin 2-2251.
PEACHLAND DEVELOPMENT PROPERTY
Approx. 17 acres of treed land. 3040 lots all with View of Okanagan Lake. Water and 
paved roads to edge of property. Call Gordon Stuart 94295. MLS.
SKIERS & INVESTORS
Immaculate duplex in Ski Village, Big White. As new, completely furnished, 2 bdrms, 
each side. Propane heating and hot water, 3 pee. bath, eight foot double glass doors 
to sundeck with view. Must be seen. Call Art Day 34144 or 8-5089. MLS.
John Goertzen 8-5055; George Trimble 2-0687; Ernie Zeron 2-5232;
Art MacKenzie 94264 ■
8. COMING EVENTS :. ......... u
—----------------- —----------------- ------------ TWO BEDROOM, FULL BASEMENT
L'fn AT1YITTARY 1 Glenmore duplex. $140 per month.
PsLAJ /AU-AlLi/Aix. 1 I Large fireplace, carport, masonary fire-
MEETING wall, oil heat. Telephone 763-6586 «r
KLO home and school auxiliary 7P~2.4±.---- - ------ -------- ---- L1
w.d hold an election of officers one bedroom duplex with base-
■ .! „ a - V, Towdav Nn.lra'nt, range, refrigerator and oil heat-meeting, 8 p.m. Tuesday, No-|er Suitable for married couple. Avail-
Franklyn Manor
tf
New and spacious two bedroom 
suites, free cable TV arid laun-
SLEEPING ROOMS FOR RENT, SOME 
kitchen and living room privileges. $50 
per month includes linens. Telephone 
762-7404. U
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING ROOM. LINEN 
and dishes supplied, gentleman only. 
Students welcome. Telephone 763-4208. 
_____________________ tf 
MAIN FLOOR, ONE BLOCK TO 
downtown, large sleeping room. Lady 
preferred, use of kitchen or board,
optional. Telephone 762-0833. 100
APPLE VALLEY REALTY LTD.
1451 PANDOSY ST. ♦ * * SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY ♦ * ♦ Office Ph. 3-4144
HELP’!
MUST SELL’!
In Rutland, immaculate, l\a 
year old, cathedral entrance, 
two bedroom home. Wall to 
wall carpeting, full basement, 
unique rumpus room, double 
windows, sliding glass doors to 
sundeck. Ideal landscaped lot 







Cabin at Glen Lake, firepl 
insulated, good hunting and > 
ing, will take car or truck 
trade.
762-6375
o -ni l c u j 1 . s i  j an
vember 28th in the KLO school I able December i. *85 per month. Tele- dry facilities. All shag, electric 
library. All parents welcome. ph°a® 762-4695. __________ iot heat, air conditioning. Babies
101 three bedroom non-basement welcome, no pets. Quiet loca-
■„ ------------ ---------------- -------------------------  home. Double garage, *180 per month, tion, one block off Hwy. 33.
nOlfeiMCCC DCDCftklAI available December 15th. Telephone)
. 769-4667 days, <62-8711 evenings. 1051 7A5-RQ4?
all types OF MASONRY WORK. THREE bedroom . duplex with! x.
fireplaces, retaining walls. flower I fUu basement Close to schools and) u
planters and stonework. Call Sebastian, I topping in Rutland. Available December I - PTI1- STnPPT
762-7782 “ 1st. Telephone 765-6316. 102 ™E ,SQ\IRE’ 1760 ELUS STREET.
_______ —— ' -  --------------1 ____________________________— | Close to downtown, on quiet street, one, 
12. PERSONALS------------------TWO BEDROOM, SPLIT LEVEL, OPEN I two, and three bedroom suites. Shag2_—~_____ I rireplsre. mar lak<» Available December I carpets. drapes, colored appliances,
FURNISHED, UPSTAIRS, LIGHT I 
housekeeping room. No children or pets. I 
Call at west door, 1660 Ethel Street, tf I 
HOUSEKEEPING ROOM FOR RENT. 
Gentleman only. Telephone 765-6793. tf I
18. ROOM AND BOARD KELOWNA — 762-3713 RUTLAND -- 7^ 5155
REASONABLE ROOM AND BOARD I 
for students. Five minutes walk to Vo- II 
cational Schools. Non drinkers and non L 





ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS - WRITE 10th. References required. *175. Tele- electric heat, cable TV and air condition- 
PO Box 587. Kelowna, B.C Telephone phone 763-4404. tf ed. Special feature will be a swimming
s rsr."®: ssk bep«°°“ in s
j? y0Uat nOn “d Sded" A^nab™ tomediaW: tact manager at 763-2.(!29- _______ _L‘
Feea------- - ------- Ot -——-------- ------ j Telephone 762-3575, 1 p.m, - 8 p.m, tf | fraSER MANOR, 1922 PANDOSY
WIDOWER AGED 66 ■ WISHES TO aKFchorf TWO BEDROOM HOME. I Street. Two bedroom suite; beautiful meet sincere widow or single lady 60 • I Landing $165 per month I view; carpeted, roomy, colored appli-
70 years of age. Companionship, possible * stove, refrigerator included. | ances. Heat, laundry facilities, intercom
matrimony. Reply in confidence to Box I T 700.5328 . tf 1 and elevator. Many extras. Reasonable
.. tr-t—. rm.ru*. I Telephone 768-53Z8. 'rent. Telephone 762-0720. Available De-
GOOD ROOM AND ROARD. CLOSE TO 
downtown. Student or working man. $110 
per month. Available December 1. Tele-
phone 762-4971. 100
WANTED — WORKING LADY OR 
lady pensioner to share my furnished 
home, within walking distance of town.
Telephone 762-8307. 101
atri ony, nepiy m s™No. C233. Th# Kelowna Daily Courier. Telephone 768-5328.
100 TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, AVAIL-1 cember 1st. tf
cmrnnT vcra _ r.FNTl.F SAFE I November 15. Close to schools ——------- :----------------------------------------------
™thkd RleMy! and shopping, reasonable rent. Tele-1 REASONABLE RENT. ONE AND TWO
me1 fuay«n.ro?J?Vwlth mm vearaex- Phone 765-6141 evenings. tf bedroom garden apartments in West-
qualified operator with many years .ex -------—— ____ ■ bank. Quiet area with view of lake. Re-1perience. For further information, tele-1 DUPLEX IN RUTLAND, CLOSE IN. I frigerator bnd stove* carpeting through- 
phons Helen Gray, 763-6512. u S150 per month, includes stove and re-|Out, close UKsthCoJs and shopping. No 
BOB REBAGLIATI TRIO AVAILABLE Lr'geJ±r-T^ “SgUF0 chUdre”; Pets. Telephone 768-5875. tf
for Christmas parties and New Year’s! P—■_----------------------------———  ONE BEDROOM SUITES. $140 AND $135
Eve dance. Telephone 762-80o9. HOUSE LOCATED AT 632 BAY AVE- pcr mOnth, all utilities included. Close to
r* S* I nuc. Available immediately. $165 perl shops Capri. No children* no pets.
and TEA CUPS READ BY I month. Telephone 762*8699 for appoint*! Retired couple preferred. Apply Mrs.
Gifted Psychic Reader. Call 765-6801.1 ment to view. tf| DunioP> Suite 1. 1281 Lawrence Avenue
105 TWO BEDROOM, FULL BASEMENT. or telephone 762-5134. t{
1ACT AKin'eAllkin — triplex unit, close to Rutland centre. BY WEEK OR MONTH, COMPLETELY 
13* l»Q31 AIXU rUUlTlr I Available December 10. Telephone 765* I furnished one bedroom units. Cable tele* 
- ---------- ~e„.TT pawn rmUM46, tf vision, telephone (direct dial) carpeted. 
LOST — SMALL BLACK FART CM t — nvnnnnM four I No eWren, no pets. Canamara Beach
huahua male dog. Tan marlungs, has l SPACIOUS, TWO BEDROOM FOUR- ,, . . T-ignhone 763-4717 tfonly one eye, answers to "Chico." plex unit; carpets, utility room, sun- wotej- ^eiepnone 763 9/17. ti
Wearing red collar with tag number deck and carport. Near schools. *135 two BEDROOM SUITE. WALL TO 
138. Telephone 762-0546. Reward offer-1 ;>er month. Telephone 765-6255; tf I wall carpet, colored appliances, cable 
-------------— MOBILE HOME FURNISHED WITH {S*,"■ No^smln cHId?”^no‘oete
LOST — SEALPOINT SIAMESE NEU- two bedrooms. Also cabin, by the month. SSenhone 764-4966 “ CWWr ’ no pe „ 
tered male. Young, full grown, has pincushion Bay Motel, Peachland. Tele- lelei)g??e '6M366-.___________ tf
slightly oblique left eye. Vicinity 1700 phone 767-2222. 1141 ONE BEDROOM SUITE, CLOSE IN,
block Ethel Street. Telephone 762-3720. f three nrnnnnM I available December 1. Intercom, ele-102 wSrSJ vatOT and all modem conveniences.
................ m I house treiler* fully furnished. Also one I-p .-j i?7q Pandnev gtmnt LOST _ BLACK AND WHITE FE- bedroom kitchen units. Apply at .Peach- S®f“?aa 17,9 PandosV Street,
male cat, vicinity of Lawrence and land Motel. Telephone 767-2205. 1071 reiepnone u
Glcnmore) Answers to "Simon". Finder mcATF.n downtown TWO one BEDROOM APARTMENT, CAR-Plea5e telephone 763-7889. ___ _____ 101 nice°To». ™d ^tlr S’S
14. ANNOUNCEMENT XghoneA?™ December lst^$\60M 'a“  ®“»-
...-------- Telephone 763-7538. 104 Telephone 78541269. tf
ROOM AND BOARD FOR GENTLE- 
man, sharing with two others in North 
Glenmore area. Available immediately. 
Telephone Stan at 763-7849. 102
AVAILABLE DECEMBER 1ST FOR 
male student or working man. central
location, dial 762-6353.
MOTHER-IN-LAW SUITE — 
In this large 3 bedroom home 
makes it the best buy in 
Glcnmore. Call Bob Clements 
at 7644726 evenings. MLS.
I COMMANDING VIEW OF 
OKANAGAN LAKE—and val­
ley from this large lot on 
quiet cul-de-sac in Peach­
land. Priced at $4,500. For 
more information call Bud 
Dalley at 7694875 evenings.
STARTER OR RETIRE­
MENT HOME — lovely well 
kept 3 bedrm. home—laundry 
room and built-in cooler on 
main floor, part basement. 
This home is situated on a 
beautifully landscaped lot 
with large shade trees, gar­
den area, and priced* to sell 
at $18,500. Bring us your of­
fer. EXCLUSIVE.
TOP EXECUTIVE VIEW HOME — PLUS!!
We could go on and on in describing all the wonderful 
features that this home really has — just to mention 
a few like: 3 bathrooms, commanding view over city, 
underground sprinkler system, plus a lot of other items! 
Only $20,000 will handle. To view this exclusive listing call 
Harry Rist at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 764-7221. EXCL.
FOUR-PLEX — RUTLAND
Ideally located fourplex close to shopping centre. Each 
unit has 3 bdrms and 1’^ baths. Nicely landscaped lot. 
Asking $49,900 with good terms available. Call Ed Scholl 
for further details at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 762-0719. 
MLS. \
102 I MLS. LOOKING FOR SOMETHING
DEL'S A&W
SPECIAL
With every Chubby Chicken 
order you win a prize. It 
could be a Sony transistor 
radio, a digital clock radio, 
records OR some delicious 
A&W food. Teen Burgers, 
Whistle Dogs, Happy Bur­
gers or a creamy A&W root 




LARGE PRIVATE ROOM AND BOARD 
for elderly person in private home. Tele­
phone 762-5431. tf
ROOM AND BOARD FOR GENTLE-
man. Telephone 762-0220. tf
20. WANTED TO RENT
$500 DOWN! .— Plus B.C. 
2nd for this new.2 bedroom, 
' full basement quality built 
home, lots of cupboards and 
closet space, covered sun­
deck over carport. Now un-
DIFFERENT?? If you
YOUNG FAMILY will lavish der construction, choose your 
tender loving care or. your three or rarnptu and colours Fullfour bedroom, basement home. City or ow.n amours, rutl
Mission area preferred, but Lakeview or I price $21,906. Call Dave Dem- 
Glenmore also acceptable Urgently re- I stadt at 763-4894 evenings, 
quired by December 1st Up to $20C I vyct TT^IVF. per month. Telephone 763-2024. 100 I KAUbUblVr..
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE contractors - Large 
' .' ..... — I city lot m North Kelowna —
| | approved for two duplexes 
for only $9,000. For details
are tired of looking at stan­
dard designs see this one; 
its different — 2 bedrooms, 
2 floor to ceiling fireplaces, 
2 bathrooms, sundeck on four 
sides with cement patio be­
low. Fantastic view of lake 
and city yet only 10 minutes 
from downtown. Located , in 
West Kelowna Estates and 
priced at $32,900. To view 




REST HOME? BOARDING HOUSE? DUPLEX?
We have just listed this huge older home on Harvey Ave. 
MAIN FLOOR: 4 bdrms., 2 fireplaces, large kitchen, 
L.R. and bath. 2nd STOREY: 3 bdrms,, kitchen, bath and
• sunporch. This home has a full basement. F/A oil furnace 
and garage-workshop plus . carport. Full price $24,600 — 
can be handled with $10,000 down. Please call Cliff Wilson 
at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 762-2958. MLS.
“COUNTRY LIVING”
Tired of high taxes and traffic noise? Why not take a 
look at this beauty only 10 mins, from Kelowna. Con- 
strutted by owner/builder for his own family, this large 
3 bdrm, home is finished with the best of materials and 
contains many extra?. Beautifully landcaped and only 
1 yr. old. For more information on this Exclusive listing 




Un? Fn!ShleB1kSS2^ Hmrorfed SHERWOOD MANOR, 510 ROSEMEAD 
e'art'ineiain. ineii«?^rt I Avenue. One and two bedrooms. Shag 
TWienhX! d urt — 1 rugs, drapes and electric heat. Close to
Telephone 762 7978. _________ ■ I shopping. Adults only. Telephone 762-0861.
SMALL TWO BEDROOM HOUSE FOR tf
rent, closei to lake, school and South- SPACIOUS 0NE AND TWO BEDROOM 
gat® Showtog Centre. P«f suite in Rutland, available December
unfurnished. Telephone 762-5517. 1011 lst Refrigerator, stove, heat, water
TWO BEDROOM HOME, WALL TO included. Only $125 and $145 per month, 
wall carpet, refrigerator and stove sup-1 Telephone 765-8467 or 764-7129, tf 
i El!*cl.AOn,. La*eshOre Road‘ TelePh°n® COMFORTABLE ONE BEDROOM 
764-7119 after 5 p.m. _____ _______ 1011 apartment. Cable TV, stove and refri-
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE, JOE RICH ?crator- ,Heat supplied, dose to down 
Valley, 15 miles from Rutland on paved 1 to'’'n'RJe’®P'!oa® 762-3981; after 3 p.m.. 
road. Children welcome. Telephone 765- 1 762-0359. 1836 Pandosy Street.  tf
HOLLYWOOD HEIGHTS-
RUTLAND
Where we have the largest 
selection of new homes in 
the Valley.
2 and 3 bedroom models with 
full basements and some 
with fireplaces.
Down . Payments as low as 
$1,054 — 8% % interest rate.
No second mortgage
3668. 100 COLUMBIA MANOR. 1919 PANDOSY.
NEW TRl-PLEX SUITE IN RUTLAND. One bedroom suite w th stove, refrig- 
llii baths, two bedrooms, large living erator. drapes and wall to Avail carpet, 
room, all carpeted. Available immedla-1 cable^televislon. Available December 1. 
tely. Telephone 765-8788. T. Th,, S, tf Telephone 762-8284.______________ tf
THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX; FULL I SUTHERLAND MANOR, SPACIOUS 
basement and carport. No pets. Tele- one bedroom suites. Carpeted, drapes, 
nhnne 765-8815 tf I cable television, laundry Included. Ad-pnone ooi_■ ---------------- --------,-------- ultg onIy AppIy 56() SuthcrIand Avenue.
FOR RENT IN CITY, THREE BED- tf
required.







II room house. Large lot. $185 per month. I .................      —'
_______ !  '■ Telephone 765-5203. 100 TWO BEDROOM UPSTAIRS SUITE 
I?____________ FAD DENT I - lln fourplex. Refrigerator and stove In-nVUJCJ rVK KKIXI I THREE BEDROOM, FULL BASEMENT | eluded. Dougal Road South, Rutland.
1,-.’I, _ ■''' duplex, city location. Rent 8180. Avail-1 Available December 1. Telephone 764-FOR RENT able December 1. Telephone 764-4063. tf I 4336 or 764-4737. tl
_ „ . FURNISHED CABIN SUITABLE FOR LARGE, THREE BEDROOM SUITE
2 bedroom home on DeHart I one person, in Westbank. Telephone I |n fourplex, close to downtown. Full
1 Road, Okanagan Mission. Avail- 768-5079. _________________ 101 basement. Ono child welcome. $135
able December 1st. $140.00 per three bedroom home, oil heat, ?6e2r.5i^on‘J 7Pk.s2266“ 1 TelePhontcf
*vmn4V* Pnll p A Pnncnn nd garage, Glcnmore area. Telephone 7C3*|--------------------------------------------- --------------month. Call c. A. Penson at 105 completely furnished, one
ROYAL TRUST I ” £| :sr'
248 Bernard Avenue
Phone 762-5200
2 P.M. to 5:30 P.M. 
except Sundays. 




1975 Harvey Ave. 
Office: 762-0929
Eves.: 762-3465 - 764-4737 
tf
14. APTS. FOR RENT
Ml
v<hFcan“walkTTcTnowNTowN or NOW RENTING
Capri from this near new two bedroom 'v
duplex. It Is over 1.000 square feet, has DAklTT /-AHI n
carpet in luith bedrooms and living i\A( ll\l I r I Ale 111room, plus pntlo doors to patio. Re- IVIVIX I L
frigorator and range If required. Must CA1 DCvuir'I 1171217 AVI7 
have good references. Call Harry Mad. K19WCL.H 1 L, AVL.
FOR RENT TO RIGHT COUPLE. FUR- 
nlnhcil suite on main floor. Non drink­
ers. No children. $95 per month. Con­
tact 1475 Richter Street, near Safeway) 
________________ _______________1(11 
RUTLAND - FURNISHED ONE BeE 
room suite, private outside entrance. 
No children, no pets. $110 per month 





Colllnxnn Realty, 765-5155 or 
tf
CAPRI VILLA, TWO BEDROOM SUITE,
TWO BEDROOM
type triplex with carport, 




Reserve your suite in this quieri Near Capri Shopping Centre. Carpeted, 
indvi, j stove, refrigerator. $150 monthly. No
spitcious apiutmcnt, neat lug I eirlidren, no pets. Telephone 7113-6114. tl
completion. ONE AND TWO BEDROOM FURNISH
with refrigerator anil stove. To reliable 
couple will) good rrfereni'M, One child 
acceptable. No pct,. ' Telephone 763-
5576, tf
THREE BEDROOMS - GLV.NMOUE. 
Avnllnbte for Immediate occupancy - 
new three bedroom fourplex unit with 
basement and carport. Country almo- 
'* tphrre large ploy area -children wel­
come. $170 per month. Telephone 76,|. 
3303 or 762-3713. U
COUNTRY IJV1NG WITH LOVbXY 
view at Mackemle Manor Ilveplex. Mae. 
kenile Hoad, lluthmd. Two hath., 2Vj 
bedrooms, apaclou, living. Some child­
ren welcome. Water and garbage cob 
lection tree. $1.15 per month. No pcU, 
Telephone 763 3473 or 769-4546. t( 
'AVAn.AIH.E~TM^ 
suite In fourplex In llutland. featuring
♦ Studio, one and two bedrooms C<1 hounekre|ilng units, utilities pnlil. , , , I Apply nt 3350 Wntt Rond or telephone
* Some ensuite plumbing 762-5272. u
♦Colored appliances. spacious-two bedroom' suite
n ' (or rent In Kutlimil. Only $145 per month.
DI apes llefrlserntor, stove, heat and water In-
Cable TV I eludcil. Telephone 765-11467 or 764-7129. It
Inniulrv f x-ilitinc TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT IN RUT'
i.auiiuiy iiiciii 111 n |nn(1 ll(,(|.1KP1.|ltnl. nn(1 ,lov<! tncludril
Underground parking nt <95 per month. No pets. Telephone
„, . * . 765-7'23.1. IIClose to downtown --------------- ---— --------- -— -1 BROCKTON MANOR. CLOSE IN. DE- 




AND VIEWING, CALL, 
762-0718
I 1031 Pandosy Street. Telephone 763- 
1 3f>81. •!
ONE AND TWO UlJIUOOlf. DE- 
., luxe housekeeping units Television. 
11 Close to Vocational School and shopping
rpntrr. Telephone 762-3M7 If
Jtj baiha. Iwo bedroom*, large living 
room, all c----- ‘ ‘ . ....................................
shopnln t 
76.4 HIM,
arpeted, |r» mhool and
Children welcome. Telephone CORONATION
In Mwppvi fr­
aud at h>H>l» in HnUnnd Bchiucialor,










>rnm old Near trhnoL rhurrh, 
• An*l dos^nlown. Immediate
Mrul and hat month 




Spacious deluxe 3 bedroom 
family apartments in । ai 
den-like setting. Wall to wall 
carpets, drapes, colon d 
appliances. Available now.
FULLY FUIINimiED •JNI'l'S WITH 
klH hi Di Uri ( Iomj to nil IncllHka. trans- 
pm t(ilioii hihI liiopplng Cinnamon n 
Lnkrshorr IDmirL tflrphmin 762-4IBL If
ONE. AND TWO IIKDROOM UNITS 
Klluheni. chlhhcn and pets wfl'wr 
very low rale*, wrrkly or monthly 
Irlrphone now vl>9-4:>IL ((
ATniACTIVl'! TWO Bl'.DItDOM. IVO 
hloiry unit with In Hultand nx-
plrx. Slo\c find rrlilRcrAlor Inc 
Telephone TflYOMfl, 
EVBNISHEn ONE AND 'IWO
>(H’R BEDROOM HOUSE. 
fmnt*he<1. on lake frontes*.
Iker mb* r 10 unlil June 22. >-’’0 
Hefrirncr* plea*e, Telephone








At All AHI I IMMf IHA II I
US *1,1. l.uiplrx Ip HuIIap-I
** mi rfcK.** llrfirri'ic, |equlrr-4 Irlr 
fhi.n« ;«1*241. II
MW 35V(> IWtHUMlH lOCHl'llX.
Hxill’-'r Imil'r.li.bl, Oil* ,1,3 »
h




r«*om unit* by 













tf for lent In Ihilland Available UH
NOW RENTING 
( III XM (iMIDI XS 
townhouses 
li'h.l Bi'inard Ave. 








ptrK Ml in'll Iambic 














< UYUM INTAI. MANOR.
HH H 
Koad. Rutland SI 
water and garbage
HOW
clift* Avenue. Pettine <wt. bedroom auitea 





ttiitlartd < .ii p.*rKn*,
<»M Hl IHKroU H VI Ml X
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— Five 3 bedroom houses 
under construction.
— Buy now and choose 
your carpeting and 
lighting fixtures.
— Also view lots mid 
VLA size lots for sale.
DOWNTOWN 
KELOWNA
—■ 3 bedroom NHA houses 
available now. W/w 
carpet, baths, enr- 
jiort, patio, fireplace 
and many other extrns.
ALSO CUSTOM BUILDING 
























Two tx-ilrooni h>nu«‘, <II>1<‘.
fit< plot e, tl. <4 in i.ai
shopping Inui
vi biMil ' For fin Iher infoiinn-
contact Frank Hauk at 762- 
4562 evenings. MLS.
I HAVE BUYER, WILL TRA­
VEL — says owner of this 
real nice 4 bedroom family 
home in Rutland on sewer., 
Fenced back yard — garage 
and sundeck. For further in­
formation call Ernie Don­
nelly at 762-2558 evenings. 
MLS.
DARE TO COMPARE — If
I quality and* workmanship is 
important to you, then this
I is it. Seeing is believeing. 
UNDER PRICED — 2 bed-
I rooms up, fireplace up and 
I down — carport, sundeck. 
I Call me today for details. It 
won’t last. Call Frank Ash-
QUALITY PLUS STYLE — 
NEW! — 2 bedrooms, base­
ment, 2 fireplaces, spacious 
closets, French doors to cov­
ered deck. Carport. Posses­
sion before Christmas. $26,- 
300. Details call Bill Camp­
bell at 763-6302. MLS.







WHERE YOU’VE ALWAYS 
WANTED TO LIVE — Beau­
tiful home encased in tall 
trees in quiet south Abbott 
St. location. Only steps from 
the lake, hospital and schools, 
she offers the ultimate in 
space, comfort and privacy 
for any family — Fireplace, 
3 bedrooms, carport, finished 
basemrint, bright kitchen — 
and all IMMACULATE. EX­
CELLENT TERMS! Call 
Terry Meckling at 763-6657. 
evenings. EXCLUSIVE..
LAND AND ACREAGES
ACREAGE LIVING — Is what everyone wants and this is 
it — with a beautiful developed home nestled in the pines 
and close to Elementary school. Must be seen to appreciate 
the extras. Call Ken Mitchell at 762-0G63 evenings. MLS.
SMALL HOLDING — 10 acres in S.E. Kelowna, good view 
with potential subdivision or great ranchette and holding 
property. At present in orchard and vineyard, with full irri­
gation and power. Call Andy Runzer at 764-4027 evenings. MLS.
Fred Kyle 5-8804; Harry Maddocks 5-6218
Wilf Rutherford 3-5343; Blanche Wannop 2-4G83
RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGES - 
(9'Zt?« thru National Trust) — Darryl Ruff — 764-7536
Kelowna: 483 Lawrence Avenue, 762-3713
Rutland: Shoppers’ Village, 765-5155
Midvalley Realty
429 Hwy. 33 West — Rutland Phone 765-7704
RETIREMENT HOME. Looking for the Ideal retirement 
home, centrally located and close to all amenities. This 
is it. This neat little (i year old home with no basement 
steps to trip you up, located on Ford Road. Utility room, 
large kitchen-dining room combination, good sized living 
room and 2 bedrooms, carport and tool shed built-in to 
match. Lot is fully landscnjied with garden in private 
back Yard. Asking' price only $18,500.00 with terms. Call 
Hidvailey Realty Ltd., 765-7704. MLS.
YOU CAN GET ALL THIS FOR ONLY $23,050.00 Spacious 
arboritc kitchen, largo living room with fireplace, dining 
room and two large bedrooms with wall to wall carpet. 
Basement has two finished bedrooms plus '/* bath and 
roughed in rec room with fireplace. Also roomy earjKirt, 
sundeck and landscaping. Good terms. Cull Midvalley 
Really Ltd., 765-7704. MLS.
DOLLAR VALUE HEHI'U only $23,900.00 for this 3 year 
old 1200 s<|. fl. home, located on almost '-t acre lot, and 
just a few blocks from conveniences. Owner moving and 
has drastically reduced the price. Extras Include double
windows, air conditioner, two bathrooms, etc
jxirt ami tool shed. Phone 
7704 for viewing, MLS.
Midvnllcy Realty





Wednesday, Nov. 29, 1972
7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Attractive 3 bedroom Glcnmore home on quiet street. 
Reduced to $28,900.




483 Lawrence Ave,, Kelowna
101
REVENUE HOME — This needs repair, but. open to a 
good offer. 1,350 sq. ft. Bliticnienl. Upstairs suite rents 
at $95. Main floor at $130. Asking $6,900 down lint open to 
all offers. Call Orlando Ungaro at 2-5030 or 3-4320 evgs. 
MUS.
OLD ENGLISH CHARM - Delightful City home with 
lovely carpeting throughout, two bdrms, up, two finished 
down, ensuite plumbing, good area close to elemenlnry 
school. Only $32,500, but open to offers, 'Co view, please 
call Shirley nl 3-7354 evgs. or 2-5030 days. MLS.
2 ACRES — O.K, MISSION — Situated on Lakeshore Road 
In a flourlKhing tourist area across from a Public Beach 
Access — most,suitable for a commercial project! Charm­
ing 3 bdrm, home with fireplace PLUS 2 furnished cot­
tages and n double garage. OPEN TO OFFERS, For de­
tails please phone me, Olivia Worsfold al 2-5030, or evg,'., 
nt 2-3805, MLS.
Gaston Gaucher 2-2363; .lean Acre,', 3-2'927; 
Luella Um rle 8-5628













111.1'1 U EM IA 1' SPECIAL' i.’bdnn home
l ull liasiincnl. fuiniuc.
l ull pure only $19..5<M>, Call Bill Pix-lzcr, office 2-2739 
oi eve. 2 3.119. F.XCL.
Collinson
Commercial Dept
Beit B.idke .3 4,497 li.ink pit kan I??8
27li F'.i.ii'l A'e. Ph.in<'
MODERN BEAUTY SHOP EOR SALE
Sales exceeding $30,000, Showing good pioflt. down-
town Kelowna location. Call Miko 
rvi-iiint'-i 7C>? litKH).
nl 7t>? ?
Collinson Mortgage & Investments 1.1(1
<1 tf
2t PROPERTY FOR SALI f XI. FKQFtKTT FOR SALE 21. PROPERTY FOR SALK KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, TUES.. NOV. 28,197$ PAGE It
KELOWNA’S BEST DUPLEX i
Now offered for the first time —■ owner's side has 4 ;
bedrooms, large living room with fireplace, full basement 
with rec. room, tenant’s side is 3 bedrooms, large living ; 
room with fireplace, also full basement, most desirable ! 
rental area near Capri — only $44,900 with excellent ! 
7>i% financing. Excl. !
CHOICE LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS LISTING |
A fantastic view is yours from this lovely 2 bedroom ।
charmer, large living room with dining room with wall to j
wall carpet, fully developed basement attached garage, ।
very large lot with fruit trees. All for the low asking price j
of $32,500. MLS. |
CLOSE TO TOWN and REVENUE
A lovely buy at $27,500. This almost new home can pay 
for itself while you enjoy the comforts of 2 large bed­
rooms, and well lighted kitchen and dining room, cozy 
living room and close to downtown. Basement is all fin­
ished with a one bedroom legal suite. So hurry on this one.
FINISH IT FOR REVENUE
3-bedroom home at 2041 Pandosy with partly completed 
revenue suite in basement. Close to hospital and downtown, 
this home with large living room, fireplace, kitchen, 
eating area, hardwood floors, garage needs.little work 
|to make it pay for you. Immediate possession. $26,900. 
Kxclusive.
“Est. 1902” A A
Carruthers & Meikle
"LIST WITH US AND PREPARE TO MOVE”
364.BERNARD AVE. PHONE 762-2127
TRADES CONSIDERED
OKANAGAN MISSION — McCLURE RD.
With view, brand new luxurious 3 bedroom quality built 
home on large level lot in park-like setting. Cathedral 
entrance, w/w carpet and double glazed windows through­
out, fireplace and walnut feature wall in L-shaped living 
and dining room, patio door to sundeck, large Crestwood 
kitchen, I'/z tiled vanity baths, full basement, attached 
carport, gas heat and many extras. Low taxes. $30,500.
CHARMING RETIREMENT HOME
Nestled among beautiful pine trees. 2 bedrooms, carpeted 
living room, dining room and large kitchen with lots of 
cupboards. Double garage, fully fenced and landscaped. 
Across from Glenmore Golf Course. Excellent investment. 
$19,500.
CONVENIENT TO EVERYTHING
Cosy 3 bedroom remodelled* home on Rowcliffe Ave. Huge 
kitchen with eating area, panelling in living room and bed­
rooms, main floor utility, living room leads onto enclosed 
veranda, part basement. Nicely landscaped, fenced, garage. 






No. 6 SHOPS CAPRI PHONE 762-4400
PRIME GROUND FLOOR OFFICE SPACE 
FOR RENT
740 sq. ft., $375/month—Hemsworth/Turton building. Just 
off Ellis at Lawrence. Price includes air conditioning, 
W/W carpeting, partitions, short-term lease, parking 
available. Call DOn McConachie 762-4400, evenings 768- 
5995.
.21-ACRE VIEW LOT - WESTBANK
LOCATION; Smith Creek Road off 4th Avenue N. South­
east exposure—comer site.
SERVICES: Water, power, phone, paved street.
PRICE: $3,500 with terms of AL down. balance 2 years. 
Call Dudley Pritchard 762-4400,. or evenings 768-5550. MLS.
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE 28A. GARDENING
TWO BEDROOM ROME. (PLUS TWO 
small rooms). Downtown, block from 
Bernard. on large double lot. All new 
kitchen. 517.500. Clear title. Telephone 
763-3581.  10ft
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE. UNDER CON- 
struction, choose your own colors and 
carpets. Lot. No. 40, Dudgeon Road. 
Rutland. Telephone 763-3785. 100
TREES TRIMMED AND REMOVED. 
Experienced. Free estimate!. Telephone 
765-8842. 103
WILL DO HOTOTILLIN’G AT REASON- 
able rates. For Ire* estimates, telephone 
765-8311. 1OJ
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
24^ PROPERTY FOR RENT Furnjfure C|earance
OFFICE SPACE 
TORRENT
New and used chesterfield 
suites, dinette suites, coffee and 









243 Bernard Ave. — Kelowna ,
Blk. Mtn. Rd., Rutland Main St., Westbank
SMALL HOLDING-CLOSE IN—RUTLAND—One acre 
with immaculate 3 B/R home with W.W. in L/R and bed­
rooms. Double windows; paved driveway, garage. Beau­
tifully landscaped, grape vines and assorted fruit trees. 
Possibility of subdividing 2 lots off back, leaving ample 
room. Domestic water and well also, with underground 
sprinkling. Call Stella Gunderson at 763-2887 or 765-5111. 
Exclusive.
THE CHOICE IS YOURS—of carpeting colors and decor 
if you act soon oh this brand new retirement home. No 
steps to climb. Has attached garage, utility room with 
washer and dryer hook-up. Good area, close in, fine 
garden soil here. Call Fritz Wirtz dr details 3-5676 or 
5-5111. MLS.
TWO ACRES—and a little more! A fine small holding, 
close in, and an excellent investment. Asking price $11,- 
300.00. Bill Kneller 765-5841 or 5-5111 for information. MLS.
TAXI BUSINESS—Only one in growing district. For full 
information on this well located business call Stella Gun­
derson 3-2887- or 5-5111. $5,000.00 will handle this real 
money maker. MLS.
COMMERCIAL LAKESHORE: Hotel, motel or apartment 
site, sloping from Highway Frontage to over 300 ft. Lake­
shore. Over 3 acres zoned commercial. Good water and 
access. $20,000 down will handle. Phone Dick Steele. 768- 
5480 for details. MLS.
OWNER MOVING
The owner of this lovely home is moving and MUST SELL 
this well located 4 bedroom home. It is located on Birch 
Avenue near the Hospital on a large landscaped lot. The 
price is only $19,500 with $4,850 down payment. Call Harold 
Hartfield eves. 5-5080. MLS.
BRAND SPANKING NEW
3 bedroom split level home in OK Mission. Ensuite plumb, 
ing, finished basement and a 90x190 foot lot. Just some 
of the features which make this home an exceptional buy! 
For appointment to view call Mr. Tom Glendinning 763- 
5114. MLS. ,
GIFT SHOP — DOWNTOWN KELOWNA
This quality shop can be purchased for slightly more than 
the cost of inventory and fixtures. Let’s sit down and 
discuss its potential. MLS. Call either Gary August 
eves 4-7136 or Harris MacLean eves. 2-5417.
Gaddes Realty
' LTD. ■ ■ z
, . “Realtors since 1912”
101-591 Bernard Avenue 762-3227
Bill Gaddes eves 2-4237; Phil Moubray eves 3-3028;
Ed Wahl eves. 9-4480
Len Neave FRI, R.I. (B.C.) Real Estate Appraisals—5-5272
OPEN HOUSE
Tonight 7-9 p.m.
FLOOD LIT FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE.
A low down payment and monthly payments of $167.26 
P.I. and you can be in this NHA home for Christmas. 
The front lawn has already been turfed leading to this 2 
bedroom, carpeted home with a sundeck, carport and 
acorn fireplace in the finished rumpus room. Come out 
and see for yourself.
LOCATION: Mercury Rd. in Hollywood Heights, Rutland. 
Go south on Belgo Road and turn right into Hollywood 
Heights. Look for our lights.




765-6218 or 765-5155 Excl.
• < . 101
— Newly renovated—
2 offices and reception area
— air conditioned
— wall to wall carpet
— inset lighting
— all utilities except light and 
telephone included
- downtown Pandosy Street







WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 29 —
1:00 to 4:00 P.M.
1413 sq. ft. 3 bedrooms plus den. on lower level. 2 fire­
places, 21/z baths. Double carport, huge deck, intercom 
and telephone to all rooms. Large kitchen and eating 
area plus formal dining area. Beam construction. Owner 
moving—Immediate possession. Asking $38,500—$24,000 
mortgage. View extends to bridge across Lake and Kel­
owna. Call Mel Russell at Wilson Realty, 762-3146 evgs. 
and weekends 769-4409. MLS.
104
684 BALSAM, MISSION
(Off Lakeshore, DeHart & Paret in the Mission Area) 
2 year old attractive 3 bedroom bungalow. Finished up 
and down. I/-shaped living room and dining room. 2 open 
fireplaces. 2 full bathrooms. Cozy rumpus room, Rec. 
room and 4th bedroom. Shag rugs. Handy sundeck and 
front drive, double carport. Handy to a school. Large 
well landscaped lot. All this for only $33,500.00. See it 
and compare! For complete details call T. H. Dale 762- 
5038 or 7G3-7582 evenings.
MONTREAL TRUST
262 Bernard Ave. 762-5038
Call Classified Ads Direct 763-3228
"Trading Dollars Unlimited"
WE CO-OPERATE WITH ALL BROKERS
SEMI-RETIRED?
Small grocery store handling gas and telephone accounts 
across street from yacht club and res, area. 2 bdrm. apt. 
overlooking Okanagan Lake. Gross profit approx. $10,700. 
Your home may handle — Mrs. Holden, 194-8313.
ELEGANT TOUCH THROUGHOUT
5 bedrooms, 2' fireplaces, cedar finished family room, 
sundeck with promising pool side area plus secluded 
back yard. Wall to wall carpets, 2',6 bathrooms. Lake­
view Heights, $43,900.00. Ahl-Gail Young 763-79M or 764- 
4201, NRS.
BUSINESS AND PROPERTY -■ Manufacturing dry 
goods. Gross approx. $100,000, Kull price property and bu­
siness with living quarters $135,000.00 with $5(1.000 down.
ALSO
SUITE APARTMENT. Elevator. Air condition in all 
9Bit-,. $19,(10(1 p,io,s ajpiov with $142,9(1(1 cash to one 




536 Bernahl Ave. Phone 763-7900
LUND AND WARREN
REALTY LTD.
.446 Bernard Avenue 763-4932
SETTLE IN BEFORE WINTER
Fully modern 4 bedroom, family home. 1340 sq. ft. of com­
fortable living. Large family room, double plumbing, large 
sundeck, with view and landscaped grounds. All this on 
easy terms with $29,500. For further information, con­
tact Austin Warren, days, 3-4932 or evenings. 2-4838. MLS.
WHAT A GIFT!!!
Christmas is coming and you can be the Santa of the cen­
tury. Imagine the excitement your family will have in 
this lovely home, while you calmly warm your tootsies by 
a Roman brick fireside. Located in the beauteous golf 
course area, this 3 bedroom, 2 bath, house may be pur­
chased with as low of a down payment as $3,000 to a 
large C.U. intg. Call me on this one, Russel Liston, 
days, 3-4932 or evenings, 3-6954. MLS.
Erik Lund Olive Ross Gerri Krisa 
2-3486 3-4573 3-4387
Orchard City Realty
•I BEDROOMS; This property could possibly be zoned for 
apartment, in the near future. Present owner now renting 
sleeping rooms, Hus 1>6 baths, large living room anil 
dining room. AH in good condition, open to offers as 
owner is anxious to soil. Please call Joe Sle.singer at the 
office or evenings at 2-6874. M1<S,
LAKESHORE MOTEL: 12 units plus a nearly new, 5 bed­
room home. Nearly 4 acres willi approximately 340 feet 
of safe, .sandy beach. Presently operating during summer 
months only but could bo year-round. Plenty of land for 
expansion. Asking $118,0(10, and open to offers. Call Alan 
Elliot al the office or evenings at 3-7283. MLS.
Einar Domeij 2-3518 1 ten Bjorn.soii ,9-1221
Hesalcntial Appraisals- (i. 11. FiinnrH, H.I. (ILC.)
573 Bernard Avenue 762-3414
VIEW LOTS
I II e: . V, H-c Oimn.i, Hifland and ( Lake LsiHv
Mil ICCO 'ill::.-.
REVENUE PROPERTY
'l l'. , 04 Djp’.-s It i’h 'iT'i lentc.L lined in -.coir future, 
it >iv n p.i\infill,
McKinnon realty ltd.
To w i ’.1 I.fho- 7CA77II K, |.!, |..r 71.i
litoim tv Li ji and
DUPLEX - GLENMOHE: Side-by-side duplex with two 
bedrooms on the mam floor, plus n third bedroom and rec­
reation room in the basement. Low down payment avail­
able. For details call Hugh Mervyn at 3-1313 or 2-1872 
eienim’:. Mj-S.
OK. MISSION' LOI'S I hive two excellent tiei.l lots for 
sale One I . Io <•, Io • < hooS on I'oi dli.itn Ho,at. Ilie oilier 
Ini', a be.imilid i lev. <>( ihe (>1, a 11 ,ia n Like ami o, situated 
on Okai < i Ho.id |-’oi li. tails < all Dennis Dentil v al 
." 1,11.i or 1 ...Si i .eimiji'., MLS.
.lim Halt,hi 1 ISIS; Mmiay Wil'oti Llol7
1 i .ml. Hm kland 5 i/oil
Lakeland i Tn
I Oil P.md.i \ St. 'T.t 4.IB
WHOLESALE MEAT BUSINESS — See separate listing 
MLS 3865 — Along with this offering as to the land and 
building. The lot is lOO’xlOO' with 100’ fronting on Hwy. 
97. Four miles north of Kelowna. The building is 2700 
sq. ft. cinder block on a slab fully insulated. This is the 
first time this business, land and building is being offered 
for sale. Asking $55,000 for lot and building. Call Mike 
Chepesuik 4-7264 eves, or 2-5544 days. EXCL.
TERRIFIC FAMILY HOME — close to beach, 4 bdrms., 2 
full baths, two baths. 2 fireplaces, double windows 
throughout. Fully landscaped. Stone fence. Excellent work­
manship throughout. A view a must. Call Betty . Elian 
9-4397 eves or 2-5544 days. MLS.
Okanag an Realty
551 Bernard Ave. LID. 2-5544
WE TRADE THROUGHOUT B.C.
Ruth Young 3-6758; George Silvester 2-3516;
Lloyd Bloomfield 2-3089; Jack Sasseville 3-5257;
John Walker 8-5632; John. Driedger 2-8939. ,
ABBOTT STREET
Well built 2 bedroom home 
on Abbott Street. Attached 
garage and large, well land­
scaped lot. Hardwood floors 
with W/W in several rooms. 
This is an estate sale. Drive 
by and then phone me to 
view. Full price $25,500. We 
can assist you with financ­
ing. Call Larry Schlosser at 
the office or 762-8818 evening 
or weekends. MLS.
Larry Schlosser ... 762-8818 
Ray Ashton 769-4418
Eric Hughes ------- 768-5953
Ted Dale ...____  763-7582
No loll on above numbers.
MONTREAL TRUST




Home will be open every Tues., 
Thurs., Fri., Sat. and Sun., 
from 2 to 6 p.m. Take Hwy. 33 
lo Dougall Rd. So., and follow 
to Hollywood Heights, where we 
nave a great selection of homes 
Hid lots. NHA mortgages from 
iT4<’o. For more details call
763-3737 or 763-6066 
_ _ tf
GILLARD DRIVE
New 3 bedroom NHA home. 
Wall to wall carpets, V,i baths, 
two fireplaces, full basement, 





HURRY AND PICK YOUR COLORS 
on this new lhrr« brdiomn home* Ira- 
luring a lan:e sundeck and pnllo 
doorx. Inxury broadloom in Ihlnr room, 
hall and iniohr Ix'drooini doiddn win- 
dowa । roiiithrd In jdiitnlntut In bane- 
iixnl And quality budt Uinaiuhout. l ull 
pfh-e Ih only with just $<lij
down <Wdh tl.ooft ILC, (Irani) Io an
NHA inotlgAge, For nil the dr 
tads. |drAn<<> । all Don SValllndcr at 761 
t’.ot <1 nr Crriihlrw Homts at 761,17.17,
II
(M.MI.LS ( first I N | . MTHM n \ E 
thirr hrilinoin huni* fraliitiiiK » douldr 
< rtipiHl, Iriiftd And lanl*>i «<i>« d, I1, 
dnublr liifpLur, btcadlfHiin In 
Inpig hall and muster brilionin
doublr MindnK * One Idin k lo himl 
And (Huutiv t Ini* lrirn« (*n !>r *(■ 
iHiU'rd to suil buirr, I’lrase < all I irst 
Dew llnmrs, ',611,'/, oi lh»n Wallindet. 
O' I UIIA H
HiW l>OWN I’AVMK.NT AITHAf OVC 
MIA lirnini In rnnMnictlon iho MIA 
LitiMini: h>|q av a ilah'r, priced (n>m 
*>»?•’-» It < d nff (‘attn*
ILi-vt m IMhwi'H-Hl DpII, DrAtinar Con 
»tnntinn Ltd. Build* in 
wr tdtf.w L,| . MrUon
l ’ h (li , .it
। M If
ll'l’llh\|MDl l.\ t t Ai III ’L 10 H
1 .= t T . ’ dr I )- ■ . .(ih) U • c
1" il .1 1. |rk|J.mir ’ 111*
«■( ; i»- 1. it, it
NOW RENTING - NORTHGATE 
Plaza, commercial, retail and office 
space. 600 square foot to 1450 square 
foot areas available. Renta from $200 
to $350 per month. Apply Argus Indus­
tries Ltd.. Northgat* Plaza or telephone 
763-2732. U
DOWNTOWN KELOWN 4, MAIN FLOOR 
office space for rent, 7.W0 or 1,000 
square feet, includes private parking 
space. Newiy renovated and air con­
ditioned, Pandosy Street. Telephone R: 
G. Phelps. 762-5434. U
480 SQUARE FEET, SECOND FLOOR 
office space. Fully air conditioned. 
Ample parking. Will finish to suit 
tenant. Telephone 763-5421 days,. 764- 
4527 evenings. tf
OFFICE AND SHOP SPACE FOR RENT 
at 1165 St. Paul Street. Telephone 762- 
2940. tf
2421 HARVEY AVENUE. SUITABLE 
for commercial use. Telephone 763-3025.
■ ■ . . ' . tf
OFFfCE SPACE AT WINOKA TER- 
race on Highway 97, Winfield, Telephone 




Excellent opportunity to pur­
chase or lease to purchase this 
fine commercial building with 
large living quarters at a rea­
sonable price with excellent 
terms by owner carrying the 
balance. For complete details 
on this terrific buy call Harry 
Rist of Wilson Realty 762-3146, 
evenings and weekends, 764- 
7221. MLS. 101
TWELVE, UNIT MOTEL ON CITY SER- 
vices, showing very good return. Ex­
cellent potential and room for expan­
sion. Minimum $50,000 down payment. 
Telephone 763-7712. tf
MUST SELL, COFFEE SHOP AND 
restaurant in new sub-division. Imme­
diate possession, fully equipped. Tele­




13 CUBIC FOOT REFRIGERATOR, 
twin beds. Hoover »pin washer, chil­
dren’s pool table, size 14 muskrat coat, 
games, house plants. Telephone 762- 
5061. 100
ASSORTED STUDENT DESKS AND 
chests of drawers. We also rent baby 
cribs and rollaway cots by the week. 
Whitehead's New and Used. Telephone 
765-5450. T, tf
FIREWOOD AND SHAVINGS FOR 
sale. Fir, tamarack and jackpin*. $23 
per cord and up, delivered. Telephone 
762-7039. 120
AXMINISTER RUG. 6'9" X 9' RED 
background, large pattern. May b* seen 
at Interior Carpet Cleaners. 571 Gaston 
Avenue. 101
EXTRA LARGE CHEST-TYPE DEEP 
freeze, self defrosting, new condition;
A-l; nearest offer to $130. Telephone 
762-5540, 100
SCULPTURING AND THROWING CLAY 
formerly sold at Pot-Pourri, now. 
available at 1401 Sutherland Avenue.
Telephone 762-5149. T, S. 100. 104
COOEY 30.06 RIFLE WITH NEW WE.AV- 
er four power dual X scope, with good 
leather shoulder strap included. Tele­
phone 769-4125 after 5 p.m. 100
TWO 520X10 MINI WINTER TREAD 
tires on rims, $30. Ashley wood heat­
er, $30. Telephone 762-8219. 101
ONE 303 ARMY RIFLE, ONE SINGLE 
shot 12 gauge shotgun. $20 each or $35 
for both, Telephone 764-7107. ; 103
.308 WINCHESTER, BRAND NEW. IN- 
eluding shells. See at upstairs. 125 
Woods Road, Rutland, after 4 p.m. It
PORTABLE TELEVISIONS WITH 
stand. 20 day warranty. $60. Inn. 
Towner Motel, telephone 762-2333. tf
BUSHWOOD FOR SALE. CUT TO ANY 
length and delivered. Telephone 763- 
7143. ,  ■ 103
VANGUARD CANOPY. FITS LONG 
wheelbase half ton. Must be seen. A-l 
condition. Telephone 705-5633. 100
19" TRANSONIC COLOR TV. ASKING 
$250. Only one year old. Telephone 762- 
7718,  10ft
BOY'S GITANE TEN SPEED BIKE, 
excellent condition. $85. Telephone 769- 
4192. , 100
USED LUMBER: SHIPLAP. 2x4, 2x8, 
and 2x10. Also good cookstoves. Tele­
phone 763-6720 after 6 p.m. 103
DRY AND GREEN APPLE WOOD FOR 
sale. $20 per pick-up load, you haul.
Telephone 763-3137. ' 103
■MAN'S WOOL SUIT, SIZE 48, IN Ex­
cellent condition. Telephone 768-5693. 103
29A. MUSICAL 
INSTRUMENTS
ORCANA CONSOLE ORGAN, 24 BASS, 
good condition, $85 or nearest offer. 
Telephone 764-4592. 103
QUALITY BUILT ATTRACTIVE1 THREE 
bedroom duplex, 1280 • 1232 Morgan 
Road, Rutland. Sound - proof dividing 
wall, wall to wall carpets, large closets, 
stoves, refrigerators, washer and dryer 
hook-up, carports and storage each side. 
Full price $31,000. For appointment to 
view please telephone 765-8966 after 6 
p.m. tf
BEAUTIFUL CHRISTMAS PACKAGE! 
— Huge charming older home on Mill 
Creek in excellent condition. Four room 
cottage attached for revenue (or In-law). 
Heated swimming pool. Vacant De­
cember 1. 1972. $49,500. Telephone Oli­
via Worsfold nt 762-5030, or evenings 
762-3895. MLS. Hoover Realty Ltd.
98. 100, 102, 103. 105, 109, 111. 114
WE HAVE SEVERAL BUSINESSES 
listed which must be sold including a 
thriving drlve-ln restaurant, a small 
Hwy. Motel with terrific potential and 
a smart up-to-date independent super- 
market. Telephone Jean Acres at 762-. 
5030 days, or evenings at 762-3895, 
Hoover Realty Ltd. 102
PRIVATE SALE. CENTRALLY LOCA'l" 
ed duplex in Rutland. Fully landscaped 
and fenced for privacy. Nicely decorated 
and well kept. Total revenue $300 per 
month, from reliable steady tenants. 
Price now reduced to $32,000. Telephone 
763-4530. 100
26. MORTGAGES, LOANS
WANTED - $15,000 FIRST MORT- 
gage, good interest and good security. 
Telephone 7 68-5823. 104
28. PRODUCE AND MEAT
apples — McIntosh, spartan, 
Golden Delicious. Red Delicious from 
cold storage, $2 to $3 apple box. Please 
bring your own containers. Okanagan 
Packers Co-op.. 1351 Ellis
T, Th, S, if
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE, N.H.A. 
8"<% financing. Located In Rutland 
close to school and store. Carpet In 
living room and master bedroom. Car­
port and full basement. Asking price 
$22,500.00. Telephohe 764-4760. tf
TWO BEDROOM HOME. WALI. TO 
wall carpet In living room and dining 
room. New Crestwood kitchen. South- 
gate aren. nicely landscaped; carport 
and storage shed. Asking $18,500 full
APPLES IN LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS. 
Turn left at Shell Station (Hwy 97S) 
onto Boucherie Road. Drive one mile. 
N. Toevs Orchards, 769-4108 noon-4 p.m.
tf
SAVE ON MEAT! 2115 LBS. FOR $15; 
32 lbs, for $25; Ideal for refrigerator 
freezers. Telephone 765-7188. Prokay 
Meats. . , If
GOLDEN AND RED DELICIOUS 
apples, also Spartans. $2.50 per box, 
your container. Telephone 765-5830. tf
ORGANICALLY GROWN SQUASH AND 
carrots, KLO Hoad, telephone 762-6210. 
100
29B. ANTIQUES
ANTIQUES WANTED, ANY CONDI? 
tlon. Furniture, glassware, pottery, 
china. What hav* you? Telephone 763* 
4394 after 6:00 p.m. tf
NEW KAWAI ELECTRIC ORGAN FOR 
sale. Telephone 765-8064. Mik* a lovely 
family Christmas gift. 10>
32. WANTED TO BUY
SPOT CASH
We pay highest prices for 
complete estates or single 
items.
Phone us first at 762-5599





WELL-ROTTED COW MANURE, $3.00 
per yard. Five yard minimum delivery, 
Discount on larg* orders. Telephone 
763-3415.  tf
TREES TRIMMED AND REMOVED, 
reasannble rates. For tree estimate, tele­
phone 762-4704. »
WANTED - A SET OF USED TRACKS 
and rails to fit John Deer* crawler also 
good used tap and dye set in fine and 
course thread. Telephone after 6:00 p.m., 
765-8586.____________________________ 101
WAITED — 48 INCH BOXSPRING AND 




Kelowna and District 
BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL
price. Telephone 763-4836, If
BUY D
save. Inspect our now three bedroom 
home In Lakeview Heights. Features In­
clude: feature wall, built-in dishwasher.
SERVICE DIRECTORY
formnl dining room, l'A baths, elc. ____ _ ___________
Telephone 769-4394. 103 BULLDOZING
HOLLYWOOD HEIGHTS, IMMEDIATE 
occupancy. Two and three bedroom 
homca. Wnl) to wall carpeting, ctialotn 
kitchen, fireplace, carport. NHA mort­
gage. Telephone Schaefer Builders, 769- 
4805 nr 762-0998. T, F, S, II
new Twr in:i)iiooM home."fully 
carpeted, walnut cupboards, utility, car­
port, sundeck, $17,900, Nn Saturday 
calls please. Telephone 765-6514 or 765- 
6018. II
THREE BEDROOM SIDE~nY~Kli»E 
duplex. One year old. This duplex Is In 
a good location and is an excellent 
source of revenue. Asking price 8.1?,- 
500.00. Telephone 761-4768, (I
URGENTLY HEQljl RE~i' |<()PER TV 
for sale, listings of nwlcl.-i, residences 
and especially small farms and acreage. 
Ask personally for Eric Hughes, teie 
phone 768-5II53. Montreal Trust. U
1,766 SQUARE FEET, THREE BED- 
room home on 75'xlhO' lot. Fireplace, 
spacious cuplioniits, lull basement. Close 
to schools, churches, busline. Fully 
lamhiaped. Telephoile 765-7951. II
FOURTEEN YEAB OLD HOUSE, IN 
the city, Thue bedrooms, den, silting 
loom with fireplace, lull basement, large 
landscaped lot. aipoit and lain, gar- 
age. Telephone 762 5322 109
SIX BEDROOM. THREE BATIIHOOM 
buime in OkaiifcKan Mi inion l.m alrd In 
qukt rrMldcnllul mefi. Asking |»rb c 11?.* 
560, Trkphone 7HI 47i L II
IIY OWNEH. TI1HEE BEDKOOM 
home, riiutn lo downtown, dmibk (jit 
poll, < unh lo moitiinwr Jnlcit-ht *1 
6’4',- Apply ?2l’i fiprer Ktirrl If
TWO M’LL HAM'Mi Ml.
iurputl. level l<»l. low Inxrv I irtluc 
h*At Lour old Lull |*i H «• 117,-




Basements, Backfill and 
Landscaping.
PHONE. 764-4928 
T, 'Hi, S, 12? 
mULDlNG SUPPLIES
LUMBER “
Delivered Anvwhero in 
KELOWNA or VERNON 
AREA 
Phone orders collect 
Business—515-1311 
Bcsidciicc 512-9664 or 766-2330
LAVING ION PLANER 
MILL LTD.
T, Th. S, If
/(INSTIllJl.TlON
CALHOUN & SONS








North American Van Lincs Ltd, 
Local, Long Distance Moving 
"We Guni'iinleo Satisfaction" 
1120 ELLIS ST. 762-2020 




Your Bnpco & SWL Dealer 
Paint — Wallpaper — Signs
Art Supplies
1619 PANDOSY 762-2131




Service and Itepairs 
to all makes.
Agents for: Necchl, Pfaff, 
Brother and Husqvarna.
130 DEI.GO Hl) - - 765 875!) 
102
UPIIOLSTEKY
arrnm in 1 1 wo 111 imonM in r 
lex, 1 Li■ e In whool* >nd khnppinf »t«.i 
jin Htitlinil. Telephone HVM'II even 
I inf* If |
I .O I -S I UK SALE MIH 111 II !
IhUfl, Spt nun Alley Snbdh iMon, H»*l-> 
|jin<1 Quirt )rt f (,*n rt.iri 11 v I ml
e<1. tl.700 00. 'Ideph'OTA 764 A.f.A If
UH) III DIIOOM HOME OS DI IHUON 
jtn1 I'enUGU Hondk, ItnUAnd. I 01 
further InftnrnAtnin lekjihnne llrtfrr 
< onntrurlinn Ltd , 7f4 4‘iM T, F. M. tf j 
nv mi m. li. m*j» i or, j 
. '/Oh/. 1 Hsahf»»i .an Mi »,< , 1 ;
i In ..........I'Lj.h.-T.e .1.1 UK j
• IH'.PMHS • Al.'l I'.ItA'I'KiNS 
• MT ((I) * PLASI’EIUNG
• DHYWAI.I.. Ell’.
- (Jualilv wmk giiaianleed.
No Ji.I> (oil lag or too small 
!• HEE ESTIMATES
765 K5‘)| 
'I', Th. S 106 
CALL
(IASSIFI! I) ADS
A l KINSON’S 
UPIIOI SI I RY 
l jiliolifcring for rnr scats, 
cticslei lielils and ch.ili s.
Ilea'inoilile rales.
• I HI t: I IJM VII s • 
'I 1 1.1 PIIOSE 7G’> 9‘,05.
105 
VACUUM CLEANElta ~~
<»M 5 II A | <i| M v.l si I1, v.)
; . K 1 .n L*. ,Il r i t- । '•
t ii»H»* T «I r p h cm « ;«'».||| «•-v. s« * tf DIRECT 763 3228
ELECTROLUX
(Canada) Ltd.
SAI I SA SERVICE 
LOCO Jlarvry Ave.
i 762-3012 tf
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Electronic Machine Acaninting 
(mini-computer)
Hotel - Motel 4200 
Machine Accounting
For full information and testing 








No experience needed. Will 
train. Good starting wage. 2 
shilts available: 9-4; 4:30-9. Ap­
ply in person:
CKIQ
No. 3 Shops Capri 
(Next, to Shop Easy)
40. PETS and LIVESTOCK
FILL a CHRISTMAS STOCKING WITH 
an irreslstable Dachshund puppy — 
Iht-yTe purebred males and only ads 
weeks old. Peruvian super long-hair 
Guinea Pigs, beautiful Bluepoint Siam­
ese kittens and many more stocking 
stutters. Also $10 worth of Free Fish 
with 10 gallon aquarium set The 
Purple Sea Horse. 145S EUis Street 
763^224. _________ 1QO» 103
APALOOSA. SELECT KIND. PEHMAN- 
ent blanket ttallicn. Will geld. Perman­
ent blanket mare, others. Write Babe 
Montgomery, Box No. 304. Winthrop, 
.Washington.^USA. ________ 100
TWO GELDINGS, FOUB YEARS AND 
eight year* old. Good riding horses. 
$250 each. German Shepherd pup, fe­




HIGH SCHOOL AT HOME, CANADA'S 
leading schooL Free brochure. National 
College (B.C.), 444 Robson SU Vancou- 
ver 688-4913. U
34. HELP WANTED, MALE
NEWLY ESTABLISHED
Local owned and operated 
Industrial Sales firm requires:
BEARING and POWER 
TRANSMISSION 
SPECIALIST
Inside and Out Sales. Own car. 
Salary open to negotiation. In­
terviews by appointment only.
UVE IN HOUSEKEEPER REQUIRED, 
first part of January, to care for two 
children, 5 and 7. Board and room and 
small remuneration. Woman on amall 
pension, or no objection to unwed 
mother. Write Box C237. The Kelowna 
Daily Courier. 105
HOUSEWIVES TO DO PLEASANT 
telephone sale* work from your own 
home, four 'hours a day, five days a 
week. Must have private Une. Excellent 
remunerations. Apply to Box C238. The 
Kelowna Dally Courier. 104
RELIABLE BABYSITTER TO COME 
in. Must have own transportation. Also 
some light housekeeping. Telephone 
762-0039 after 4 p.m. tf







FREX: TO GOOD HOMES, TWO BLACK 
female kittens, three months old. com­
pletely house broken, very playful, 
make good child’s pet. Telephone 762- 
8497. ______ :______  102
FREE TO GOOD HOMES. ADORABLE 
kittens, six week* old, weaned, com­
pletely house broken. Telephone 768-5763.
. 100
HONDA 50. TRAILBIKE. ALMOST 
brand new, has 203 miles on it Ask­
ing $275. Make a great Christmas gift 
Telephone 762-3527.  100
ONE ONLY, im CT90. HONDA TRAIL. 
Low mileage. MOO. 1972 Arctic Cat Ham­
rod. 93 cc, only 100 miles, $300 or take 
both for $600. Telephone 755-8095. 101
42B, SNOWMOBILES
1972 TX 340 POLARIS, 280 MILES. NO 
reasonable offer refused. Telephone 762- 
2233 day* or 765-9678 evenings, ask 
for Gene.  ■  U 
TWO ARCTIC CAT "LYNX’* PLUS NEW 
double wide trailer. Complete set up, 
including suits, only $1450. Telephone 
765-8095.  MX
1970 YAMAHA 396. IN GOOD CONDI- 
tion. Must be seen to be appreciated.
Telephone 765-5954. 100
PHONE 763-6112




Good wages. Must have depend­
able car and know the area well.
Apply in person:
BENVOULIN:
—Benvoulin Rd., Haynes 
Rd., Mayer Rd.
Contact 
The Circulation Dept. 




No. j 3 Shops Capri 
(Next to Shop-Easy)
102
THE BRITISH COLUMBIA HUMAN 
right* act prohibit* any advertise­
ment that discriminates against any 
person or any class of person be­
cause of race, religion, color, na­
tionality. Ancestry, place of origin or 
against anyone because of age be­
tween 44 and 65 years unless the dis- 
crimination !* justified by a bona fide 
' requirement for the work involved.
LETTER PRESSMAN TO WORK IN 
quality Union Shop. Heidelberg and 
Verticals. < Good : working conditions. 
Reply to Miner Printing 1972 Ltd.,, 332- 
40th Avenue, N. E., Calgary, Alberta.
T2E 2M7. ■ ■ ■ ■ / ' : ■
35. HELP WANTED, 
FEMALE
102
40. PETS and LIVESTOCK
REGISTERED PURE BRED DOBER- 
man pups for sale. Please contact El­
sie Roach, P.O. Box 2303, Merritt, B.C. 
or telephone 378-4294. _________104
BEAUTIFUL REGISTERED MINIA 
ture golden apricot Poodle pup, nine 
Weeks old. Telephone 546-2581 after .5:00 
p.m.» Armstrong. • 100
CHRISTMAS PRESENT FOR DAD. FE^ 
male purebred German Shepherd pup­
pies; 14 weeks, also 11 weeks old. Tele; 
phone 762-7813: _________ 1<?
WANTED, GOOD HOME FOR SEVEN 
year old male poodle. Telephone 765- 
8034 after 6 p.m. , । l02
41. MACHINERY AND 
EQUIPMENT
Carriers must be between the 
ages of 11 -15 years.
tf
MAKE EASY $$$
Easy to sell pantyhose. Also 
socks for the entire family, 
briefs or bikini panties, etc. 
Free instructions and color ca­
talogue. Write today: Reslon 
Hosiery Ltd., 10383 Hebert St. 
Montreal North 459, D-14, Que-
bee. Ill
1972 SNO-JET, USED ONLY ONE 
season. Telephone 767-2773. Peachland. 
Asking $1,000 or nearest offer. 102
43. AUTO SERVICE
AND ACCESSORIES
FOUR, FIFTEEN INCH CHROME 
wheels, complete with new tires, fits 
Ford or Dodge. Four, fifteen inch 
Cragar mag wheels with new tires. 
fits Ford. Telephone 765-5633. 100
WILL TRADE TWO 650-16 FOUR PLY 
Firestone winter tires for two 650-16 
six ply winter tires. Telephone 764- 
4592.  102
44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS
44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
VISIT PINE VILLAGE MOBILE 
Homes, view the three bedroom tisplay 
home, check the many floor plans and 
property, lli miles along Chute Lake
Road. Okanagan Mission. 764-4137. tf
2TX47* SQUIRE DOUBLE WIDE, 
three bedrooms, completely furnished.
$9400. Situated on 2Vi acres, south 
end Wood Lake. Move trailer or rent 
property. 765-8512 after 6:00 p.m. 101
1971 12x60* TWO BEDROOM. UNFURN- 
ished, mobile home; refrigerator and 
stove Included. Small down payment and 
take over payments. Telephone 769-4772.
105
1970 GMC HALF TON. LONG WHEEL 
base, standard transmission, still on 
warranty. Telephone 767-2810, (Peach­
land). 100
1971 BARTH MOTORHOME. FULLY 
equipped with extras. Must be seen to 
be appreciated. For details telephone 
763-2480. No trlflers please. 100
19H TUXEDO MANOR. 12'x52* TWO 
bedroom. $600 down. Telephone 765- 
9517 alter s-00 p.m.; ■ tf
46. BOATS, ACCESS.
1972. 12 FOOT MIRRO-CRAFT CAR- 
top boat with five horsepower Evlnrude,
$350. Telephone 765-8095.
49. LEGALS & TENDERS
101
48. AUCTION SALES
KELOWNA AUCTION DOME REGU- 
lar sales every Wednesday. 7:00 p.m. 
We pay cash (or complete estates and 
household contents. Telephone 765-5647 
Behind the Drive-In Theatre. Highway
97 North.
49. LEGALS & TENDERS
ARTHUR ROBERT RIDELL, 
late of 1394 Orchard Drive, 
City of Kelowna, Province of 
British Columbia.
NOTICE is hereby given that 
creditors and others having 
claims against the Estate of the 
above deceased are hereby re­
quired to send them to the under­
signed Executors in care of 
Gilhooly, Peacock & Company, 
332 Leon Avenue, Kelowna, 
British Columbia, on or before 
the 1st day of January, 1973. 
after which date the Executors 
will distribute the said Estate 
among the parties entitled there­
to having regard only to the 
claims of which they then have 
notice.
ELIZABETH ESTELLE 
RIDDELL and HERBERT 
JAMES RIDDELL 
Executors




FOR RENT. TWENTY • ONE FOOT 
fork lift. Excellent condition. By day, 
week or month. Telephone 765^714 eves- 
irigs, 765-8148 days. -112
HEAVY DUTY THREE POINT HITCH 
show blade. $85. Austin 1200 cc engine, 
$25. Two 1950 Ford, three ton trucks, 
$150. Telephone 768-5993 evenings. 102
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
REQUIRE CARETAKER 7 MANAGERS 
for modem apartments, Kelowna and 
Vernon, areas. Reply to 1961 Harvey 
Avenue. Kelowna. 105
37. SALESMEN, AGENTS
RELIABLE MATURE MAN FOR 
short trips surrounding Kelowna. Man 
we want is worth up to $12,000 in 
.year plus regular cash bonus. Air maU 
President, Dept. AE, P.O. Box 70, 






1971 DODGE HALF TON; FOUR 
wheel drive with Warn !ock-o-matlc 
hubs; power, brakes; posi-track; two 
speed transfer case; four speed trans­
mission; 318 cubic inch motor; extra 
heavy suspension. Perfect for camper 
(GVW 700). 19.000 miles, excellent con­
dition. Must sell immediately. $3,800 or 
best offer. Suitable trade accepted. Tele- 
phone 768-4138 collect anytime. 101
1969 DATSUN HALF TON PICKUP. ASK- 
ing $1^50, will accept older Chev. half 
ton in trade as part payment. Tele-
phone 762-7882. 103
1971 DATSUN HALF . TON WITH 
canopy. Good condition, asking $2,500. 
Will consider older truck in trade. Tele-
phone 762-0133. 102
*62 CHEV HALF TON. REBUILT. NEW 
rubber, shocks, clutch. Body exceUent. 
$800 or nearest offer. Telephone 763- 
3921. 102
1968 FORD F10" HALF TON, 360. V-8, 
automatic, radio, good rubber and large 
box. Excellent shape. Asking $1650.
Telephone 762-0512. tf
1966 FORD HALF TON, THREE SPEED, 
V-8, heavy duty, overload springs, 
bumper and hitch, perfect shape, asking
$1,150. Telephone 762-3120. 105
COCKTAIL 
WAITRESSES
Permanent and part time 
positions.
For interview phone • • 
763-3407 or 762-2956 
' tf.
PLASTER AND STUCCO REPAIRS. 
Old crumbled basements made as new 
Spanish or design plaster on feature 
concrete walls. Telephone 795-8272. tf
RELIABLE CHILD CARE IN MY 
home on Bernard Avenue; any age, any 
time. References. Telephone 763-2575.
103
Rare 1970 Ford Chateau 
wagon, 123 in W.B. on one ton 
chassis. Ford top of line rec­
reational vehicle. Twelve pas­
senger, five seats, rear three 
removable for camper or van 
use. Deluxe carpeted interior, 
302, V-8, auto., radio, cassette 
stereo, full trailer package. 
This unit traded on new log­
ging truck, has been used as 
a company vehicle for the 
past 60 days. We have put it 
through our shop. Relined all 
brakes, put on new rear-grip 
tires, battery, tuned up and 
winterized. Also includes 
spare set dune buggy tires 
and wheels. (Replacement 
value $300). Telephone
Chris Finch at 765-5165 
view at





LADIES, NEED EXTRA MONEY FOR
Christmas? Telephone 762-2105. 105
DRESSMAKING. ALTERATIONS AND 
hemming. 305A Prior Road. Rutland. 
Telephone 765-8956. tf
WILL BABY SIT IN MY OWN HOME, 
Monday to Friday. Telephone 763-6042,
■_________ _________ , 100
(WILL DO CEMENT WORK AND 













Look dashing in a cape with 
a convertible collar and double 
cable trim.
JUMBO-KNIT in short or ai 
length for campus-country! Use 
]•>- •<, needles, jiffy wool. Trim 
with fringe. Pattern 746: knlt- 
tmg ulreclions.
SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS for 
each pattern — cash, cheque 
or money order. Add 15 cents 
for each pattern for first-class
mailing and special
—to Laura Wheeler, 







ndd 4c sales tax. Print plainly
PATTEHN NUMBER, your
NAME and ADDRESS.
AU New for 1973! Fashion- 
Inspired Needlecraft Catalog 
— more knit, crochet styles, 
crafts. FREE patterns 75c
NEW! Instant Money Book— 
make extra dollars nt home
from ><>ur ciafts 
Instant CiOfhct Book .
$1.00 
$1.00
Ban pin Crochet Book $1 00
Instant Maciainc' Book . 
Instant Gift 
t’urnplrte A(g! nn Book. 
11> Jlftv ItllJ'S Bool.
1.! Pi >.-r Afghans link 





1968 FORD HALF TON IN VERY GOOD 
condition, $1900. Telephone 769-4255. 100
44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
I NEED CASH FAST SO MUST SELL 
my two month old camper which fits 
Toyota, Datsun, Mazda and most im­
port half tons. Fully furnished including 
propane stove and furnace, propane and 
electric refrigerator and lights; portable 
toilet. This unit is in new condition. I 
will take a trade and try to arrange 
financing. This unit, new, sells for 
$1,880 — what do you offer? Call 768- 
4120. 1 100
TWO BEDROOM 8'x42' MOBILE HOME; 
table top range, oven, broiler built-in, 
12 cubic foot refrigerator, full size 
tub and shower, drapes. Lovely con-
dition. Telephone 764-4137. u
CLASSIFIED RATES
Classified Advertisements and Not­
ices for thl? page must be received 
by 4:30 p.m. day previous to publica­
tion except 12 noon Saturday for Mon­
day publication.
Kelowna phone 763-3228 J
Rutland phone 765-7401 after 1 p.m.
WANT AD CASH RATES
One or two days 5c per word, per 
insertion.
Three consecutive days. 4!Ac per 
word per insertion.
Six consecutive days. 4c per word 
per insertion.
Minimum charge based on 20 words.
Minimum charge for any advertise­
ment is $1.00.
Births, Engagements. Marriages 5c 
per word, minimum $2.50.
Death Notices. In Memoriams. Cards 
of Thanks. 5c per word, minimum $2.50.
if paid prior to initial billing, a 10% 
discount may be deducted.
LOCAL CLASSIFIED DISPLAY
Applicable within circulation zone 
only.
Deadline 4:30 p.m. day previous to 
publication, except 12 noon Saturday for 
Monday publication. .
One insertion $2.03 per column inch.
Three consecutive insertions $1.96 
per column inch.
Six consecutive insertions $1.89 per 
column inch.
Read your advertisement the first 
day it appears. We will not be res­
ponsible for more than one incorrect 
insertion.
BOX REPLIES
50c charge for the use of a Courier 
box number, and 50c additional if 
replies are to be mailed.
Names and address of Boxholders 
are held confidential.
As a condition of acceptance of a 
box number advertisement, while 
every endeavor will be made to for­
ward replies to the advertiser as 
soon as possible, we accept no lia­
bility in respect of loss or damage 
alleged to arise through either fail­
ure or delay in forwarding such re­










“Your Total Transportation 
Centre”
1658 Pandosy Ph.: 763-7700
100
1957 OLDS, SUPER 88, FOUR DOOR 
hardtop, A-l condition, has 384 Rocket 
engine with three 2 barrel carbs, All 
power including air. Can be seen at 
Rutland Shell. $600 or closest offer. Tele-
phono 765-6892. tr
1966 CHEV SUPER SPORT, 327, CON- 
sole, automatic, vinyl roof, new wind­
shield, new paint, good upholstery, good 
mechanical condition. Telephone 765-
7498 after 7 p.m. tf
1971 CAMARO Z28, 360 HORSE POWER, 
V-8, turbo ■ hydromntlc. Posi-trnctlon, 
15.000 miles. Excellent shape!! Canary 
yellow. Telephone 763-6915 niter 9 p.m.
tf
1965 FAIRLANE STATION WAGON, 
2119, automatic, radio. Perfect ranch, 
delivery, er fninlly car. Excellent con­
dition. $850 or oilers, Telephone 765-0424. 
___________________103
1972 MERCURY MONTEGO MX 
Biougham, radio, white walls, power 
disc brakes. Deluxe Interior. Factory 
installed sent covers. Best offer. Tele-
(nj TTU t Ml HTwdiw 
TO SIZE 48!
White-eyelet or Ince collar— 
nothing is fresher or more flut­
tering to the face. Zip into this 
princess easily (no overhead 
pull). Easy to sew!
Printed Pattern 9028: NEW 
Women’s Sizes 34, 36. 38. 40, 42, 
44. 46, 48, Size 36 I bust 40) take:. 
3'14 yds. 39-in.; :im contr.
S E VENT Y-F1VE CENTS 
(75c) in coins (no stamps, 
please) for each pattern—add 
15 cents for each pattern fm 
first-class mailing and special 
handling. Ontario residents ndd 
4c sales tax. Print plainly 
SIZE, NAME. ADDRESS and 
STYLE NUMBER.
Send order to MARIAN 
MARTIN. care of 'Ilir Kelowna 
Daily Cornier. Pattern Dept., 
60 Front St. W., Toiouto.
si',1-. more spiim? i-asiiions
fK>tn nrw Spt tvy-SiHut’-vr i'.i
All >i.-< ' ih.h :,(<• 
l\STA?.r MA\l\il r,ixl
SI
1.\i v. r t ,v mo:; io>ok .
B'.i.u. r.,x <f fa-h). 1 Si.
phone 762-5211. 109
Wednesday, Nov. 29, 7 p.m.
3-pce. bedroom suite, chesterfield suites, studio lounge, 
beds, dresser, chest of drawers, dinette and kitchen suites, 
bunk beds, step tables, TVs and lamps.
Refrigerators, ranges, spin dry washer, wringer washer, 
oil heater, garbage burner, table saw, skil saw, drill press, 
pressure pump, sander, gas tank, propane tank, aluminum 
ladder, eavestrough, truck chains and boat.
Antique heater, coal oil lamps, brown jugs, light bar, 
camera, bikes, 30-30 rifle, .22 rifle, wheelchair and many 
new articles such as radios, dishes, tools, etc.
BASIL MAURICE MEIKLE, 
late of 1960 St. Andrews Drive, 
City of Kelowna, Province 
of British Clumbia
NOTICE is hereby given that 
Creditors and others having 
claims against the Estate of 
the above deceased are hereby 
required to send them to the 
undersigned Executrix in care 
of Gilhooly, Peacock & Com­
pany, 332 Leon Avenue, Kel­
owna, British Columbia on or 
before the 1st day of January, 
1973, after which date the Exe­
cutrix will distribute the said 
Estate among the parties en­
titled thereto having regard 
only to the claims of which she 
then has notice.
BONNIE NANEEN MEIKLE, 
Executrix







Thurs. 5 p.m. - 11 p.m.
Friday and Saturday 5 p.m. - 2 a.m, 




• - ■ 0
100
Award Winner
PITTSBURGH (CP) — Gar­
field Babcock, a Weston, Ont., 
physical education teacher who 
lost his life trying to save two 
students from drowning, was 
among three Canadian winners 
of bronze medals announced to­
day.
The awards are among 14 
given in Canada and the United 
States by the Carnegie Hero 
Fund Commission, which hon­
ors persons who save dr at­
tempt to save lives at extraor­
dinary personal risk. The 14 
medals were accompanied by a 
total of $9,500 in money grants.
The other Canadian winners 
are John Kruszelnicki, 52, of 
Vanguard, Sask., and John Wal­
ter Bruce, 22, of Greenwood, 
B.C. . •
The citations say that Bab­
cock, 24, died last April 15 while 
trying unsuccessfully to save 
two brothers, H. Edward and 
John A. Thorneloe, from drown­
ing in the Humber River at
KELOWNA AUCTION DOME LIMITED
Auctioneers—HARRY KUSLER and STEVE DUNSDON
Hwy. 97 N. — Behind the Drive-In Theatre
I960 BUICK WILDCAT FOUR DOOR 
sedan. Power steering, power brakes, 
automatic transmission. Premium unit. 
$2,100. Telephone 763-3561 after 0:0(1 
P.m. 102
w^TistTn.-!iiinning
Needs carburetor work and brake cylin­
der. Body good, new ■ battery nnd 
points. Also Morris. Telephone 7636771. 
102
19ii6 ACADIAN CANSO, llAlii)TOP. 
V II automatic, posl-tractlon, winter Ures. 
Vciy gooil conilltlon. $1175 or trade for 
small car. Telephone 7U5-II737. 104
191,(1 RAMBLER AMBASSADOR, TWO 
door hardtop. Must be seen Io bo up, 
pieciutcd. No reasonable offer rchiseil.
Telepstmo 7«>f»-H731. 105
)!)G5 Ol.DSMOHII.I’., DELTA 00. 1’01111 
door luiKltop. Whilerl/eil, now liici. Ex.
(’client t'lHitUtlon, 
4014.
11172 MAZDA non 













overhaule'l nioloi, Sink). Telephono 
MiUI, 100
1969 (’AMAHO. JIM FOIUI SnCI'II),
hcnilctk, power In •ahe’s. 
jirnB, iirrrn with vinyl 






lop hi moikI <on<tkth)ih or iicnrcU 
<4lcr. Telephone or \icw al !!*!>
poiiKftl h'Hith, Il (ri Liinl,
Hf.6 ( Ill.VY 1), 2111 AUTOMATIC, 
chnnlcnl tondilKin A l, l our
l'>i > I’AUIMI 5M’. iU'.IOM
UH! Thunilrihli»l 1’H* Hat 
'h’lrphone 7lI huO
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Top Horse
VERSAILLES, Ky. (AP) — 
Mr. Pow Wow, a young thor­
oughbred sire insured for $400,- 
000, was among 10 horses de­
stroyed in a barn fire Sunday.
“We were getting another 
barn ready for him alone and 
he would have been in it in an­
other week,’’ said Jordan Sims, 
who along with his father, Ben­
jamin, owned the four-year-old 
horse.
Mr. Pow Wow was a son of 
Round Table. “In a few years, 
who’s to say what he would 
have been worth? He had un­
limited potential,” the elder 
Sims said.
“He could have been worth $3 
million, maybe four,” he said of 
the horse he and his son bought 
for $80,000 as a two-year-old 
from Mary Keim and who won 
$163,795 at the races.
After cracking a coffin 
in a race at Gulfstream 
Mr. - Pow Wow was reti
stud at the Sims’ stonehed 
Farm about 10 miles southeast 
of here.
“That was late in the breed­
ing season, but we still bred 
him to 34 mares this year and 
27 of them are in foal to him,” 
the elder Sims said.
“We had him booked to 48 
mares for next year as a full 
book," his son said. Mr. Pow 
Wow’s stud fee was $3,000 and 
the owners had hopes it might 
swell to as much as $25,000 in a 
few years'.”
r 'Killed with him were three ' 
yearlings also owned by the 
Sims’ Greenbrier Stable of Des 
Plaines, III., four belonging to 
Charles Schmitt, Chicago, and 
two others boarded at the farm.
Farm manager Dan Gillespie 
was able to save only one mare.
Cause of the fire was not im­
mediately known.
planks which had been ignited 
by the tractor’s spinning 
wheels. Mrs. Holenski sum­
moned Kruszelnicki and he 
pulled Holenski to safety just 
before the fuel tank exploded. 
Both men were admitted to hos­
pital, with burns and only Krus­
zelnicki recovered.
Bruce was honored for saving 
Allan J. Petty, a 24-year-old 
highway engineer, from drown­
ing after the latter’s canoe cap­
sized in a lake near Greenwood, 
B.C., Nov. 9,1971. Bruce, an ap­
prentice mechanic, had to 
break a path through a 20-foot 
apron of ice at the bank before 
swimming with a log raft to 
Petty. Both men recovered.
Weston, a suburb of Toronto. 
The youths’ canoe went over a 
low dam and capsized. Babcock 
jumped into the river but was 
caught in the undertow and 
sank. Edward Thorneloe, 18, 
was pulled out by a constable 
but could not be revived. The 
bodies of John, 15, and of the 
teacher were recovered down­
stream.
RESCUED FARMER
Kruszelnicki rescued John Ho- 
lenski, a 69-year-old farmer, 
from burning at Vanguard last
HOCKEY SCORES
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
World
New England 3 Cleveland 0
Quebec Junior
Trois-Rivieres 5 Laval 3
Central Junior
Nepean 8 Brockville 5
Provincial Junior
Seneca 6 Kingston 3
Saskatchewan Junior
Moose Jaw 5 Regina Silver
Foxes 3
SOCCER
GLASGOW (CP) - Glasgow 
Celtic survived two scares from 
Aberdeen before reaching the 
Scottish League Cup soccer
More U.S. Aid 
For Bangladesh
WASHINGTON (AP) — The 
United States has agreed to 
send Bangladesh an additional 
3,670,00 bushels of wheat in re­
sponse to an urgent appeal 
from the United Nations.
The United States has sup­
plied one-third of approximately 
$925 million in assistance from 
some 28 nations to the inter­
national relief and rehabilita­
tion effort for Bangladesh, said 
C. Herbert Rees, director of 
South Asian affairs for the U.S, 
Agency for International Devel­
opment.
Rees said the food prospects 
for Bangladesh in the period 
immediately ahead are gloomy.
Next to the U.S., India ha« 
been the greatest contributor to 
Bangladesh, with more than 
$250 million alloted this year.
JUDGE’S SON BUSTED
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — 
The seizure of 350 pounds of 
hashish in an air shipment of 
moon bells from India was re­
ported by customs agents Mon­
day. Jonathan Cook, 30, son of 
Superior Court Judge Lyle Cook 
of Alameda County, was ar­
rested after he picked up the 
shipment and drove with it to 
Santa Rosa, agents said.
May 5. Holenski was , in diabetic final for the eighth successive 
765-5647 (shock on tlm I '
100 tractor stalled on a pile of 1 triumph Monday night.
season with a 3-2 semi-final
WAVE KILLS 4
ILWACO, Wash. (AP) — 
Huge waves . whipped by high 
winds during the weekend sub­
sided Monday, leaving in their 
wake four persons crushed to 




GOVERNMENT OF CANADA BONDS
DATED DECEMBER 15, 1972
Bank of Canada is authorized by the Minister of Finance to receive subscriptions for a loan, to be issued for 
cash as follows:
6 year 51 month 61% bonds due June 1,1979
Issue, price: 99.75% yielding about 6.55% to maturity
Interest payable June 1 and December 1
Five and one half months’ interest payable June I, 197.1
Denominations: $1,000, $5,000, $25,000, $100,000 and $1,000,000.
Bank of Canada has agreed to acquire a minimum of $100 million of the new bonds.
Proceeds of the offering will be used to redeem $225 million of Government of Canada 51% bonds 
maturing December 15, 1972.
The new bonds arc an addition to $100 million of 61% bonds due June 1, 1979 and dated June 1,1971
The new bonds will be dated December 15, 1972 and will bear interest from that date. Principal and Interest 
arc payable in lawful money of Canada. Principal is payable at any Agency of Bank of Canada. Interest is 
payable at any branch in Canada of any chartered bank without charge. Definitive bonds will be available on 
December 15, 1972 and thereafter in two forms: bearer form with coupons attached and fully registered form 
with interest payable by cheque. Bonds of both forms will be in the same denominations and fully inter­
changeable as to denomination and/or form without charge (subject to Government transfer requirements 
where applicable).
The new bonds arc authorized pursuant to an Act of the Parliament of Canada and both principal and 
interest arc a charge on the Consolidated Revenue Fund of Canada.
Applications for the new bonds may be made, subject to allotment, throngh any Investment dealer eligible to 




SANTIAGO, Chile (Reuter) — 
Crowds hurried to an airline 
rompany’s office at Pudahuel 
international Airport here Sun­
jay when a loudspeaker request 
A-as made for Mr, Richard 
Nixon to report there. But they 
jvere disappointed. It was not 
he president of the United 
;;ates they saw leaving Chile, 
r.ie Richard Nixon concerned 
*as a young Texan who works 
n the U.S. embassy here.
EXPENSIVE PARTI
MANCHESTER, England 
(CP) — Caterer Fan Took 
wanted an elaborate party to 
celebrate his son's wedding so 
he hired a top Cantonese res­
taurant, and invited more than 
500 guests to a two-day recep­
tion. Sever l lO-cov’-s® meals 
were served and drinks were 
available. The shindig cost Fan 
Fook more than £3.CC0 < about 
$7,200). “Just something special 
to mark a special occasion,’’ he 
said later.
TO YOUR GOOD HEALTH
Crackling Noises 
Made With 'Bite'
By George C. Thosteson. M.D.








































































































Dear Dr. Thosteson: When­
ever I eat, yawn or even talk at 
times, the facial bones close to 
my ears make noise like my 
bones are'cracking. It is very 1 
annoying and I feel that people 
can hear it, too, but there is no 
pain at all.—T.Y.
The noise you hear is in the 
jaw joint—and you are fortun­
ate that there is no pain and 
haven’t dislocated the joint.
There are different possible 
causes, and it is worthwhile to 
check them out. First is faulty 
occlusion or “bite.” The teeth 
don’t come together correctly, 
which throws the jaw joint out 
of line. This can be readily 
checked by your dentist.
Another possibility is faulty 
co-ordination of the muscles you 
us* to open and close the jaw.
! Third, it could be arthrit’s of 
the jaw joint, but since there 
would be some pain with fh’s, I 
dare say you can discard that 
possibility. '
When the trouble stems from 
poor co-ordination of the jaw 
muscles, anpronriate exerc'ses 
are in order. Dr. John Ward 
recommends these: Opening the 
mouth against resistance (that 
is. pressure under the chin), 
which can be applied simnly by 
pressing your fist unyvard 
against your chin. Then closing 
against resistance (apnlymg 
p r es s u r e downward on the 
chin). Also wriggling the jaw 
from side to side, and protrud­
ing it against resistance.
He also recommends chewing 
on a small piece of wax—more 
resistance than in chewing gum.




diet for obesity in
Oh, oh, that's going to cost him points
V
your column?—Dotty.
I’d rather not because any re­
ducing diet short enough to 
print in this space would be too 
rigid and monotonous, and no­
body would tolerate it very long.
An obesity (reducing) diet 
that will do any permanent good 
has to be flexible. It has to con­
tain necessary nutrients but it 
can get them from different 
sources. Exercise, no nibbling, 
spacing of meals and a lot of 
other things all go into a reduc­
ing plan that will really work.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: I am a 
15-year-old girl. Can you tell me 
what causes my navel to give a 
bad odor and a yellow dis­
charge? I wash every night. .Is 
it important to see a doctor? 
I’ve had it quite a while.—N.K.
Pretty clearly it’s infection of 
some sort, and could be related 
to a urachus—that's the inward 
extension of the umbilical cord 
—that didn't quite close when 
you were born.
Whether that or something 
else, yes; it's imnortant to see a 
doctor and see what needs to be 
done to clear up the infection.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: I fell and 
fractured my right floating rib. 
l am 72 and in good health. 
Movement of mv back causes 
some pain. My doctor said this 
will heal without any binding or 
treatment. Is this so?—B.F.S.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: Would
Yes, it’s. so. It may take a lit­
tle longer at your age than it 
would for a younger, person. A 
binder will not hasten healing— 
although it will decrease move­
ment and in thatWay make you 
more comfortable.
Reoair, Rebuild Transmissions 
Is Regular Job For Blind Man
t -„r____________
© Krai Sy»dit»<fc he. I97L Wotjd rithl. r.«rv«d.
CONTRACT BRIDGE





V 7 4 3
♦ 10 9 5
+ KJ7 62
with a club in order to. try , a 
diamond finesse, West wins 
with the queen and cashes the 
nine of hearts to score the set­
ting trick.
But if South makes allowance
YOUR HOROSCOPE
WEDNESDAY. NOV. 29 .
Arics (March 21-April 19): 
Now is the time to ask co-opera- 
tion, understanding, and to 
present spaces in your scheme I 
of things for others to fill.
Taurus (April 20-May 20): Re­
sist the temptation to keep on in 
yesterday's rut's with your sin­
gle-handed effort;, get others 
into the act.,, 1
Gemini (May 21-June 20): Be 
an extrovert, gather what you 
have ready for exhibit, put the 
show on the road. Bids for sup­
port require immediate action.
Cancer (June 21-July 22): 
Just doing the handiest thing 
and using the nearest opportu­
nity in preference to abstract 
theory will work out well.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22): Early 
fortunate circumstances leads 
you into taking something as­
sumed as fact. Check as you go 
later in the day, save confusion.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Co­
operation improves as you get 
on the move. Take a longish 
errand you’ve been, putting off, 
your mind open for ndw details.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Prog­
ress is available, according to 
your attitude. Bring problems to 
the attention of people who can 
do something about them.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) : Up 
early and on the ball puts you in 
। a spot to take advantage of 
passing moments, quirks of cir- 
[ cumstancc, temporary condi-
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): 
Ideas should float father than 
get pinned down as definite ap­
pointments. You attract favora­
ble notice from important ’peo­
ple.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): 
Be wary in dealing with people 
you are not very familiar with 
—they have resources and rea­
sons you do not know about.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20): 
Joint or group financial ar­
rangements are facilitated. 
Keep a reasonable balance be­
tween outlays for investment 
and resources in reserve.
TIMES UP
GRAVESEND, England (CP) 
— When Mayor Dan McMillan 
opened a multi-storey car park 
in this Kent community, his 
pride, not to mention his car, 
was badly dented. He inserted a 
coin in the computer-operated 
barrier and parked under the 
barrier arm to deliver his 
speeches. The computer allowed 
10 seconds for the car to clear 
the barrier, then closed the 
arm, chopping off the limou­
sine’s rear bumper.
WEST 
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DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE-Here’s how to work it: 
AXYDLBAAXR
B LONGFELLOW
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A is 
used for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, 
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are all 
hints. Each day the code letters are different.
CRYPTOQUOTES
UQPBX EYKK QKB JVKYK LUB TK
BP OGLLKOOEGA UNNKUA EYPQ JVK 
TUAAPJJP JVK TGAAKJ.-UTYU VU Q 
AWBLPAB
Yesterday’s Cryptoquote: SNOWFLAKES WOULD BE 
LOVELY IF THEY WEREN’T SO SHOVELY. AUTHOR UN­
KNOWN
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Al­
fred .Whiteing repairs and 
rebuilds automobile trans­
missions—one of the most in­
tricate of automotive mechani­
cal tasks;.
“He’s been working for me 
for about years, and I’d be 
hard put to replace the man,” 
savs his boss, Charles Amador. 
“He’s; a good rebuilder, good 
mechanic, has a good attitude— 
everything,”
Whiteing, 57, has been blind 
for 25 years.
“Once you decide you're not 
going to have your vision back, 
then you go about your busi­
ness,” says Whiteing, blinded in 
an explosion in 1947.
In the next eight years, 
Whiteing underwent four unsuc­
cessful cornea transplants.
When he realized there __
no hope of regaining his sight, 









Whiteing specialized in auto­
matic transmissions. which 
have as many as 500 parts. 
After six months of training, he 
got h;s first job in a repair 
shon. Three days later, he was 
fired.
It took him a year to find an­
other job. Since-then, he’s had 
half a dozen jobs.
His skill increased with ex­
perience. His assets are a mem­
ory sharpened by its extra bur­
den and sensitive hands that 
“see” flaws in transmission 
parts that are invisible to 
trained eyes.
And now lie has a steadv job 
in a transmission shop in Holly­
wood.
4+ .
Opening lead — king of hearts.
Whenever declarer plays a 
suit contract he is faced with 
the problem of whether or not 
to draw. trumps. There is no 
hard and fast rule that 'governs 
this recurring problem. The best 
he can do is exercise his judg­
ment in accordance with the cir­
cumstances he faces.
Take this deal where West 
leads the K-A-10 of hearts, de­
clarer ruffing the third one. If 
South draws trumps at this 
point, he runs himself out of 
them — since the trumps are 
divided 4-2.
Regardless of what he does 
next, South must go down one. 
Thus, if he crosses to dummy
for the possibility, that the 
trumps are divided 4-2, rather 
than 3-3, he makes the contract. 
He delays drawing trumps be­
cause he is not yet ready to ex­
tract them.
Declarer’s proper play is to 
ruff the third heart high and 
enter dummy by playing a' low 
trump to the nine. Then he leads 
the ten of diamonds and fines­
ses, losing to the queen.
West is now helpless, despite 
his four trumps. If he plays a 
heart, declarer ruffs in dummy, 
comes to his hand with a club, 
draws trumps, and easily 
makes the rest of the tricks. If 
West plays any other suit, South 
draws trumps that much sooner 
to make the contract.
In effect, declarer goes out of 
his way to establish a tenth 
trick, (in diamonds) before 
drawing the hostile trumps. He 
does not rely exclusively on a 
3-3 trump division to see him 
home. He also protects against 
the 4-2 possibility by avoiding 
the premature extraction of 
trumps.
tions.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 22): 
You have the co-operation of as­
sociates in proportion to what 
you have done for them. Finan­
cial caution is no reason for 
loafing.
RAPID REUNION
ROMFORD, England (CP) — 
Gordon and Maureen Felton’s 
marital differences were far 
from irreconcilable—after only 
one day *f divorce, the couple, 
were busy planning to remarry. 
“After 12 years of marriage we 
just can’t let our lives together 
crumble,” Gordon said. “I 
reckon it's the shorest divorce 
in history,” Maureen said.
BELIEVE IT OR NOT By Ripley
MONEY MAIL
LONDON (CP) — The small­
est envelope ever delivered by 
the post office is to be auctioned 
here and experts predict it will 
fetch more than £100 (about 
$240). The envelope, measuring 
one inch by three-quarters of an 
inch, was sent in 1840, It was so 
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Chamber To Boost RUTLAND PAGE! Decision Pledged In 3 Weeks I 
On Kamloops Housing Project
l
Dec. 9 Elections Including Ellison and Belgo Areas Office: 170 Gray Road — Telephone 765-7401
I RUTLAND (Staff) — A “get 
but and vote” campaign will be 
staged for the Dec. 9 elections.
Brocklehurst asked. Tn Ms sub­
mission:
“Will the provincial govern­
ment fully reimburse the resi­
dents of Cinnamon Ridge if this 
development proceeds and the 
area should flood?”
Both Mr. Lawrence and Mr. 
Gadsby said there was no basis 
for comparison. The dike at 
Cinnamon Ridge was only 60 
per cent complete at the time 
of the Oak Hills flood, yet it 
held. The developer planned to 
spend $750,000 on it.
The lands minister said the 
Oak Hills dike was a bad piece 
of work that would cost $1.75 
million to bring up to standard.
Bake Sale
A 'Success'
RUTLAND (Staff) — A bake 
sale held Saturday by TOPS ' 
(Take Off Pounds Sensibly) No. 
1220 was judged “a great suc­
cess.” This is the first event 
held by the group to raise 
money to send representatives 
to the provincial recognition 
day in Chilliwack in the spring.
The event raised $33. It was 
organized by Mrs. Peter Smith- 
anik and Mrs. Percy Wolfe.
There are four TOPS groups 
in Rutland. Only one is accept­
ing new members. Information 
on it is available from 765* 
9332.
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Day. Rutland director Mel Mar-
shall has another year to go.directors of Rutland Chamber s ll s t r y< 
faCommerce decided Monday STREET LIGHTS Li-li Ti _ :ii farm nf TTinnkc wata avUnight. It will take the form of 
advertising.
* Ratepayers In the, Rutland, 
East Rutland benches. Belgo, 
yBlack Mountain, Joe Rich and 
(Ellison areas will vote on a $6
ha s ere extended to dir­
ectors of Rutland Fire Protec-
ImiUion referendum for school 
^construction, also for two mem­
bers of the school board. Those 
In all but Rutland will vote lor 
Ja director of the Regional Dis­
trict of Central Okanagan.
s Three people are in the run­
ning lor the two school board 
positions. They are incumbent 
tC. D. Buckland, chamber sec­
retary Mrs. Birt Showier and 
^Wilbert (Mike) Scheer. Largely 
through chamber efforts, this
tion District lor installing 74 
new street lights in the commun­
ity. Street lighting is looked 
after by the fire district.
The annual Christmas decora­
tion contest will again be held, 
with prizes for residential and 
commercial displays. Mrs. 
Showier and director Steve 
Kornze will arrange this.
Plans were discussed for the 
annual general, meeting Dec. 11. 
when officers will be elected. 
The meeting will be at 8 p.m. 
in the Centennial Hall.
Officers will be installed Jan. 
27. The 25th anniversary will 
also be marked then, so charter 
members and past presidents
An Abortion Myth Exploded 
At Voice Of Unborn Meeting
KAMLOOPS, B.C. (CP) — A 
precedent-setting decision on 
flood-plain housing developments 
was promised Monday after a 
day-long hearing on whether to 
allow the controversial Cinna­
mon Ridge subdivision to pro­
ceed.
Lands and Forests Minister 
Bob Williams, chairman of the
larea will have a second trustee 
beginning Jan. 1.
* No comments were made as 
ito how people should vote on 
ithe referendum. ,-----------------------
‘ Two men are seeking the re- folio, is to speak.
are being invited. Grace Mc­
Carthy, former Social Credit 
jMLA and minister without port-
i Vernon Loses Sun Crown
i Summerland Declared Winner
The myth about Kelowna be­
ing "the abortion centre of the 
Okanagan” was exploded at the 
last regular meeting of Kelowna- 
Rutland branch of Voice of the 
Unborn, a group formed to fight 
abortions.
Vice-president Mrs. Axel Hil­
mer of Kelowna told about 20 
members in the Salvation Army 
Citadel about a meeting she 
and secretary Mrs. James Am­
bler of Rutland had with offi­
cials of Kelowna General Hos­
pital. They were told that, since 
June, 120 abortions were re­
quested, biit only 40 were grant­
ed.
Women seeking these opera­
tions were interviewed by three 
doctors. If two of the latter ap­
prove, the operation was done. 
Most women are outpatients, so
Mr. Wace said the increasing 
frequency of abortions has 
made it more difficult to find
’■ For the first time in three 
' years Vernon, in 1971, lost the 
j distinction of being the sunniest 
s spot in the Okanagan.
i In a year less sunny than the 
- year before, pride of place went 
, to Summerland, which racked 
rtip 2,108 hours of sunshine. In 
«1970 Summerland recorded 2,- 
■! 259 hours.
j Vernon was inched into sec* 
j ond place by only 22 hours, re- 
i cording 2,086 hours against its 
* 2,281 hours in 1970.
* Oliver had 2,066 hours, Kam- 
■ loops 2,031 and Salmon Arm 
11,790.
ri The sun shone longest in 
‘ Vernon during July, wnich re- 
• corded 374 hours.
; Statistics for many other 
*> Okanagan areas are missing 
.from the official publication, 
; released at this time each year 
. “Climate of British Columbia.” 
j Hottest spot in the province in 
> 1971 was Cranbrook with 2,390 
i hours. This was a further in- 
aication of a cooler summer 
; falling way behind the 2,427 
• hours recorded at Gonzales 
’Heights, Victoria last year.
1 Gonzales Heights, however
Least sunshine was seen at 
Wadhams on the coast which 
bathed in sun for a mere 1,122 
hours.
Individual hot spot in B.C. in 
1971 was again at Lytton which 
hit 108 degrees in July.
In the Okanagan Arawana, 
northeast of Penticton, sizzled 
in 104 degrees during August, 
while close behind with 103
do not occupy beds. Nurses’ 
jobs are not jeopardized if they 
v ill not help with the operations.
Lionel Wace, representative 
of the B.C. rehabilitation and 
social improvement department, 
was the speaker. He said his 
department’s aim is to protect 
life. When abortions are request­
ed, people are advised to con­
tact doctors.
degress were Osoyoos West, 
Oliver and Craigmont Mines at 
Merritt.
Other local hot spots were 
Kamloops with 106; Falkland, 
Ashton Creek, Enderby, Pen­
tipton and Keremeos with 102; 
Kelowna with 101; and Kere­
meos, Lumby and Salmon Arm 
with 100.
The best that Vernon could 
muster was a chilly 99 degrees 
recorded at Coldstream Ranch.
Eight different spots in the 
province — one of them in the 
Okanagan — enjoyed an aver­
age mean temperature through­
out the year of 50 degrees.
■ sufrered more than most, and 
; was able to record only z.vn 
: hours last year, falling behind 
-’ such notable “hot spots” as 
: Fort St. John in the north with 
”2,231 hours; Williams Lake with 
■2,156 hours and even behind 
. Puntzi Mountain at 2,122 hours.
MAIN DANCER
RUTLAND (Staff) - Kathy 
Silzer will be the main dancer 
in a community concert Dec. 
27. Featuring three skits and 
several musical selections, the 
program is being staged to 
raise money for a youth centre. 
About 150 young people are in­
volved.
babies for people wishing to 
adopt them. More than 30 
couples in the Central Okana­
gan, and 400 in B.C., were on 
the waiting list.
Because of this, foster homes 
are not used as much as they 
were before. Children used to 
be placed in temporary homes 
until permanent ones were 
found.
Efforts are. made to have un­
wanted children placed for 
adoption because “to relinquish 
a child is the greater of two 
loves,” the speaker went on.
It is better to have births take 
place within family settings, but 
the departaient would like to 
receive names of people willing 
to look after unwed .mothers.
provincial cabinet’s environ­
mental land use committee, said 
after the hearing that a decision 
will be made within three weeks 
that probably will result in new 
legislation next year.
He heard 17 briefs from resi­
dents, consultants and develoo- 
ers, most of them opposed to 
the 600-home development on 
the Thompson River three miles 
east of here.
Air work on the subdivision 
stopped after a restraining order 
was issued following the flood-
made many residents homeless.
Most of the opposition to the 
Cinnamon Ridge development 
centred on the danger* from 
flooding. Many pointed to the 
seepage through the develop­
ment’s dike, which covered 
about 50 acres with water ’ at 
the time of the Oak Hills flood.
SEEPAGE EXPECTED
However, John Gadsby, a dik­
ing authority from Vancouver 
hired as consultant for the Oak 
Hills dike repairs, said he ex­
pected the seepage at the Cin­
namon Ridge dike and asked 
the developers to allow it to 
continue unchecked so he cuuld 
watch its characteristics and 
pinpoint possible trouble spots.
Developer Bruce Lawrence 
confirmed this and said without 
the request he would have gone
FILM
A film on abortions will be 
shown at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday 
in the Women’s Institute Hall, 
Lawrence Avenue near Richter 
Street. The free presentation 
will be sponsored by Kelowna- 
Rutland branch, Voice of the 
Unborn.
_ . ahead and plugged the leaks and 
tag June 2 of the similar Oak “y0U wouldn’t have seen any
Hills subdivision two miles west „
of Kamloops on the North seePa£e- 
Thompson. A dike broke and Mayor Al Thompson of nearby
If a girl is 14 years old, her 
parents can decide what nap­
pens to the child. In all cases it 
is better if girls are involved 
with making decisions.
Mr. Wace said financial help 
is available, but fathers should 
help care for children. 
WRITING EXAMINATION
RUTLAND (Staff) — Mrs. 
Birt Showier has another day to 
“hit the real estate books.” On 
Thursday she will write an 
examination qualifying her to 
enter the field.
FORMED NEW BAND
RUTLAND (Staff) — Six 
youths have formed their own 
band. Fred Mallach, Dale Np 
mada, Chris Light, Kenjy Ken 
shito, Dirk Welsh end Rani' 
Zar r have been playing together 
for five months, and have set up 
their own public address sys­
tem.
DIAL-FOR-DOLLARS CONTEST
WIN CASH PRIZES EACH WEEK - GRAND PRIZE vi^OCK RADIOS
Each week you are invited to match the scrambled telephone numbers to the telephone number 0! 
■me of the advertisers on this feature. This week's number is 763-8211
To be eligible to win simply read> through all the ads on this feature and clip the correct ad out. 
Mail it along with your name, address and phone number to DIAL EDITOR, c/o The Kelowna 
Courier.
The first two correct answers drawn tach week will win as follows: 1st prize $4; 2nd prize $2. 
All entries will be eligible for the 2 Grand Prizes: Digital Clock Radios. HURRY! ENTER TO­
DAY!
Church Supper Packs Hall 
Fun And Fellowship Theme
RUTLAND (Staff) — The 
main room in the Centennial 
Hall served two functions Sun­
day. As participants in the 
hobby and art show were leav­
ing, people were coming in for 
a pot-luck supper held by St. 
Aidan’s Anglican Church.
“We were to have used the 
upstairs hall,” said the rector, 
Rev. Alan Jackson. “But there 
were too many people, so we 
switched to the main one. We 
were a few minutes late getting 
started, but not too late.”
There were 120 people at the 
“fellowship and fun night.” It 
was organized by Mrs. Harold 
Ewen. Members of St. Aidan’s 
Guild served dessert and bever­
ages. Entertainment was pro­
vided by Collen Light, Debbie 
and Donna Piltingsrud, and 
films were shown.
St. Michael and All Angels’
Anglican Church in Kelowna 
was represented by members of 
the parish committee and Rev. 
James McCullum, who came to 
this area about the same time 
as Mr. Jackson did last sum­
mer. Other guests were Mrs. 
Fraser Berry, wife of the' 
Anglican Bishop of Kootenay; I 
Mrs. Ila Clarke, widow of Rev. 
Cyril Clarke former minister 
of both churches; and Mrs. 
Yvonne Wyatt,' widow of Rev. 
Fred Wyatt, former minister of 
St. Aidan’s.
W LEADER
UPLAND- (Staff) — Mrs. 
Altofa Shannon has become lead­
er of the Girl Forest Guards. 
The group was started recently 
by the Canadian Forestry As­
sociation. It has 30 members 
who meet at 7 p.m. Thursdays 
in West Rutland Elementary 
School.
White Enamelled Finish .
Sleelile Folding Door







White Enarrielled Finish 



























Glass inserts are weather-stripped inside arid out­
side with weather-tight interlock between top and 





The double wool-pile weatherstripping panels will 
give you the greatest wind resistance of any storm/ 




Flexible full-length curved steel panels keep door 
straight and in near drape. Hardware and instruc­













Price sq. ft. & I U
j Duraco.it panel:,, wall angles, 
main tees, crews tecs and 
hanger wire Included
763-5811
Slmpsons.Sears: Ilnil.lln* Supplier (f>n. Muihe , h<JhkkM. Krlllwfia 761
Sole Frictl In effect 'til 5:30 p.m. Sohmlny, December 2






Best in Service 
Best in Price 
762-4900





ining, < Plate shear­
ing and forming.
356 Cawston Ave. 
2-4248 ,
Kelowna Bowling and Billiards
Your Brunswick Sales And Service Dealer
265 Lawrence Ave. (Next to Fire Hall)
SHOOT-A-GAME 
• one free game or 
25 minutes when you 
pay for 3 games. 
• one free game 0. 
bowling. when you 
bowl 3 games.





All mechanical repairs, 
automatic transmissions, 



















New and reconditioned ma­
chines, repairs to all makes. 

























HERE . . .
Sides of Beef 


























in all Auto Body 
Collision Repairs. 
















BEST IN .SERVICE 
REASONABLE IN Pit ICE
RUTLAND
ESSO SERVICE





Mobile Home I’mk.s, all types 
n( C.d Hoik, all types of 
Truck inf’, Bat k Hoe ant) 
loader. Septic Tanks, Haler 
Lines, Dinin Field, etc. Mo­
bile ernne renltil.























Hwy. 97N 763 2118 .
CHRISTMAS GIFT SPECIAL
MASSEY FERGUSON TOY FARMS
Farm Set............................................  14.99
Tractor ...........................................  5,99
Wagon ...............................................................    2.99
Kelowna Toyota








Man does not live by 
bread alone but. .Jack 
and Tena have the 




CENTRE . . .
I
Day Care Mon. to Fri. 
7:30 a.m. to 6/p.m.
REGISTER NOW 
FOR KINDERGARTEN
R.R. 2 K»llorncy\ Rd. 
765-7241 I
IPDDV'Q AAIIITICDC (l,,lv v in.ui. is, ;.n <









BEST PIZZA IN TOWN 
Entertainment and Cabaret
THE COLONY
STEAK HOUSE
762-:ii7t
CD
.762-215019.17 Glrninore M.
763-7733
1
